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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
Holland, Michigan, Thursday, September
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Makes Leather
For Divine’s Auto

MANAGER OF CHAMBER OP
COMMERCE CONGRATULATED
FROM THE NETHERLANDS

Holland Boys

Make 75-Mile

Mr. Stephan, newly elected manager-secretaryof the Chamber of
Commerce, received a postal card
from The Netherlands from Miss
DISCOVER 12-FOOT
BILL
RATTAN’S
TANNERY
HAS
ILDtNG OP
8TRUC- might be. It seems that two old laWinnie Burnt, formerly with the
WATERFALL
PRODUCT
OF
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ESTABLISHJure brings to mind his
Holland Gas Company,in which she
Long Livers
dies who came from Missouri to reMENT
EVERYWHERE
[DRY OF WHEN HEINZ CO.
Expansion, Prof. J. Talmadge BerSIXTY YEARS AGO TODAY
sends congratulationsas follows:
Two Holland boys, namely^ Ted
sort at Douglas ran into a tree on
STARTED HERE VERY
gen. Responseby the guest, Dr.
Dear Mr. E. P. Stephan:
Evans, age 17, and Fred
Incident to a story about sturUS-81
in
Allegan
County.
Both
MODESTLY
Kuiper, followed. Later Dr. Kuiper
"The Tan Barker,” a leather comJust receivedmv copy of Hol- age 18, Holland high senlora,liv.li
live long, the
ladies were sitting in the front geon and why they
Markets: Eggs, dozen, 8c; butter,
addressedHope college students pany magazine, gives some inter- land City News of August 4th and ing at Beechwood on the North
writer
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of
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dozen
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and
one
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of
the
car
is
pound,
8c;
cordwood,
dry
maple,
fhe Holland Chamber of Comsturgeon imprisoned at Macatawa $2.60 per cord; green maple, $2.00 and a public meeting was held in esting news as this relates to the saw your appointmentfor Direc- Side, have juat completed a sevenrce announces that a new build- surely a mushy piece of iron and
Park soma 60 years ago. The har- per cord; beef, per pound, 4c to Third Reformed church which was Ottawa-Esgle Leather Company at tor of Holland Chamber of Com- ty-five-milecanoe trip from Big
steel.
The
top
was
caved
in,
front
f will be erected at once at the
packed to capacity. Dr. Kuiper also Grand Haven and Whitehall.This merce.
Rapids on the Muakegon River, to
bor
cribs at that time were not so 6c; pork, per pound,
to 4c;
*1 plant of the H. J. Heins Co. end stove in, and fenders tom off.
Surely was pleased and thought Muskegon, and then paddled along
closely put together as now and lard, 8c; smoked meat, 10c; ham, went to Grand Rapids where1 he is a tannery our old friend,Bill
replace an old wooden building However,the miraculous part of
between the outer and inner pier 8c; turkey, 9c to 10c per pound; epoke in Hartman'shall, then the Hattan, and his son, have been Mr. Stephan must be congratulated the shores of Lake Michigan as
ich is now being demolished.The the whole thing is that when the
there was much space, fillingcon- chickens, dressed, 6c to 7r per bag convention building. It was conducting for a great many years, also bv me, even though far from far as Grand Haven.
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later called Lockeby hall. One and they make exceptionalleather home Just now. I expect to return
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ilding of concrete and steel conincident the writer noticed at the there. and the article states that to our good U.8.A. the Utter part canoe, as far as Big Rapida,
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liper
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7 wrecked that it has together with some fishermen net- states that Dr. Frank S. Ledeboer never been done in this city before their product the world over. They
l has
been let to
the H. K. Fer- car is so badly
Winnie Buma
ted several and placed them back
The river trip constituted about
son Co. of Cleveland,Ohio, who I become practically worthless.
of the pier, where they were fed and Jan Roost, both at Holland, but Dr. Kuiper puffed his pipe are connected with the above-nam- P. S. Hartelijk Gefellciteerdmet miles, and the trip skirting Lake
ire the lowest bidders.The Perare stumping for the Greenback paying no attentionto the gaping ed tannery.
uw benoemlng. Literal translation: Michigan ihorea, 10 miles. They
for years by the harbor crew.
son Co. also built the large adIt seems that these leather ar- Hearty congratulationsupon your startedearly Friday morning and
It was noticeablethat even the ticket. The News wishes to correct guests. Today smoking by both
don at the plant which was com- LIONS HEAR ABOUT
that newspaper— Ledeboer, one of men and women after meals is tists finished leather in President appointment.
first year, resortersand townfolks
reached their destinationlate Sunsted last year. Pouring of conLIBRARY-MUSEUM PROJECT visited the piers in large numbers our first mayors, is not stumping common in public places.
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is not a Greenbacker— but for those
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•
•
•
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in
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making
the
beautiful scenery.In one place they
iber
11 measure .1,44 by 148 feet.
fish grew each year. However,
The Holland City News offered front pages of all the metropoli- According to announcementadiscovereda large creek which has
The new constructionproject is Pioneer and HistoricalFoundation what became of them later is not
FIFTY YEARS AGO TODAY
$10.00 reward to anyone found tan dailies these days. Father Di- made this week by school officials cut its way through a high bluff
irt of a long-time constructioncommittee, Tuesday evening ad clear. At least this was the first
stealing or pulling up flowers from vine has a car worth $26,000. How- in the city, schools in Holland will and thus entered Muskegon River
rogram fostered by the local dressed members of the Holland attractionof that nature in this
The death of General Phil H. the graves at Pilgrim Home ceme- ever, the story is better told by the open Sept. 7, in keeping with the as s small tributary. They itopped
Lions
club,
at
their
meeting
in
the
eins plant The Heins No. 13
resort area. Lakewood Farm and Sheridan,outstandingofficer of the tery. It seems that considerableof leather magailne which follows:
reouestof the state department of at the mouth of the creek, made
Aiding was recently entirelyre- Holland Country club, in regard the tulips came years afterwards.
public instruction,wnlch asked their way down the stream, and
Civil war, took place while at his this was going on and this publicato
erection
of
a
new
combination
nstructed and the floors all reAnyway, the sturgeon, now almost summer cottage at Nonauitt, Mass. tion printed a scathing editorial
that schools open a day later than ran uoon a beautiful waterfallaevTHE TAN BARKER
rforced by steel bv the Frank museum-libraryin the city. Lack extinct in these waters, is considusual as a safety measure to avoid eral feet wide and at least 12 feet
He was the spectacularhero of the condemning this lowdown larceny.
of
space
in
the
present
library
yke ConstructionCo. of Holland.
ered a fish of long life— some of
On one occasion when his Of late years it appears not so A1 Widman and Nick Carter,Ja- Labor Day traffic.
high. It ia a beautifulsight, as
'The Chamber of ‘Commerce re- and Dutch museum, Mr. Vander them are known to have lived over
Holland public junior and senior the water went over the faila shimtroops were retreatingalmost much stealing of flowers has been panners de luxe who finished the
Meulen
pointed
out
makes
the
>rt states, ia regard to the H. J.
63 years, if left alone.
high schools will begin at 8:15 a. mering in the sunlight. They alio
routed, he suddenly rode his horse going on, but 30 years ago graves
buildingof a new structurein the
leather used in President Roose•ins plant here:
The Conservation Departmentof
the head of his columns and were robbed of flowers after a velt's inaugural car. have scored m.. while public elementary schools saw four egrets, better known In
city imperative.
^rhe amount of money that is
states that humans might waved his soldiers onward. His
will open at 8:45 a. m. St. Fran- Michigan as the White Heron.
funeral party had departed.
A discussion of plans for the Michigan
again. Leo Logan of our Los AnStributedevery year by this corntake lessonsfrom some of our lake men were so surprisedand encourcis de Sales school will open with These birds have beautiful plum• • •
proposed buildingfollowed the adgeles office sold some of our top
lay in this city and surrounding
fish.
high mass at 8 a. m., Wednesday, age on the top of their heads, and
aged that they ralliedand soon
Nick Jonker has traded his city grain leather japanned by these
untry amounts to many hundred dress.
The advice is to take your time won the vital battle in the war.
according to Father John WestKenneth
L.
Moore,
a
guest
of
as thev stood near the ahore these
property,
consisting
of
two
houses
two
gents
to
Father
Divine
who
rebousand (dollars. The company
and live longer, and this wise counSheridan was noted for his reck* and lots, for a farm to Klaas Rorg- cently purchased a Urge estate on dorp.
magnificent- feathered creatures
the
club, who is a former resident
all its commoditiesin this
sel mi^ht be concludedfrom a
Holland
Christian
schools
will
less daring. The News gave a large man, located three miles northeast the Hudson directly opposite the
createda marked contrast with the
munity and the money remains of this city, but who is now en- comparison of fish ages.
open at 9 a. m. Hope college class
f the general draped in of Holland.
picture
rreen foliage as a background. The
President’sancestral home.
At least it is true that one of the
the vicinity of Holland. This gaged as a film photographerin
will
convene
on
Sept.
21,
al
mourning
joys, as they were paddling down
It makes the Tanbarker staff
t institutionhas gone about Hollywood, Calif.,presented a brief most leisurelyof fish which inthough the college will be open for
Henry S. Bosch of Holland has very happy to realize that such registration after Sept. 18. Teach- the river, also saw two Bald Eagles.
a quiet way in building up this talk at the meeting on his work as habit Michigan waters is also the
These birds, more numerous on the
photographer. Mr. Moore explain- longest lived. This is the sturgeon. A. M. Burgess and Rinkus Schre- secured the contract for building good Democrats as Messrs. Widt industry in our city and has
ers’ meetings will immediately pregardus have purchased the cigar
asked for any financial aid ed a number of “secrets” of the One is entered on authentic rec- factory of James M. Vander Ven. the cement walk in the Saugatuck man and Carter have been selected cede the opening of all local American dollar than in their natural habitat were seen on two diffilm industry to the Lions, who ords as living to be 63 and the beschool grounds for 8c a square as finishers to two important nar favors. At times they have had
schools.
Note: Mr. Vander Ven became a
ferent occasions, and it was a grand
employmentenrollment of elev- constantlykept asking questionsof lief is that it is not uncommon doctor and for that reason dis- foot. There are six hundred feet to tional figures. Leo Logan writes
natural sight
hundred and they have always the club’s guest, demanding fur- for this speciesto last for a hun- posed of his shop. A. M. Burgess lay. Note: For many years Mr. as follows:
ther explanation. Moore is visit- dred years. The sturgeon is a slugIn several places in the
COW IS POISONED
Bosch was city insoector.
“I talked with Bowman and
very liberal in their financial
• • •
large trees had fallen an
and caused a
ing his parents in this city for a gish fish which usually gives the was a photographer who had his
Schwartz, 326 West Colorado,Pasport of any city project”
shop
in
his
home,
a
one-story
cotfew days.
The Holland Lyceum and Roller adena, and they gave me full deappearanceof being quite indifRobert Keag, Fennville,had the swift current around or under the
Mr. James A. Hoover is the poptage on West Eighth st. This house Skating rink is the name of a new
tails on the car. Bowman and misfortune to lose a cow Monday. trees. It took clever canoeing to
ferent about going anywhere in a
r manager of the local plant. He
was located about where Meyers
get by these obstacles; however, no
to Holland in 1908 and was BROADCASTINGIS ANNOUNC- hurry. The female does not spawn Music House is now. The writer organizationwith Henry J. Wick- Schwartz Company, makers of She broke loose from her stake and
ering as president, Gerrit J. Henne- specialde luxe automobile bodies, wandered around somewhereto get tipovers were experienced in the
until 20 to 26 years of age.
ferred to Saginaw on June 1,
ED BY WILLARD WICHERS
The dashing brook trout on the remembersthat Bergess put in the veld, secretary; George Moony, are justly proud of the limousine into some poison. It is thought t hat long trip.
12. He remains!there for two
The Boy Scouts hsd taken a tent
other
hand may not live a normal first “movie” in Holland,that is to floor manager, and William Vander they built for Father Divine.
she found some spray sacks and
‘rs, then went to Grand Rapids,
life
of
more than four years, al- say, he had a cylinderinclosedin Hart, businessmanager. The com“The upholsteringin the interior probably licked off some of the and some cooking utensils along
became manager of the Hol8 tl
a glass case. The cylinder head
and at night they camped oh tho
d plant in 1917. Concerning Mr. of the reign of Queen Wilhelmina though the average may be longer fastenedto it pictures made at his pany will occupy the old Riksen of the car is a beautifulblend of adhering poison.
bank of the river in a convenient
o
Dover's qualities as a plant man- of The Netherlands, a specialpro- than that and some, of course, gallery and these slowly traveled building on west Seventh st. In Eagle-Ottawa Viennese and boardt and a citizen, the Chamber of gram will be broadcast from sta- may enjoy watery existence for round and round by clock power. To additionto being used for skating ed special green and a trim of dove RETURN FOR THE NETHER- spot selectedfor that purpose. Ted
Evens, son of Robert Evans, is exthe building will also be used for gray. The car is a special DusenLANDS
tion WOOD, Grand Rapids, at 6:15 ten or more years. The rainbow
merce report states:
us youngsters it surely was a lyceum attractions. Note: That berg, built on a 160-inch chassis.
perienced with a canoe. In fact,
“All the concrete buildingswere p. m. Saturday, Sept. 8, it was an- and brown trout are believed to novelty.
Mrs. Kay Buurma and grand- all summer ho was at the Ottawa
building is now occupied by the Owing to the extreme size of this
‘t during his regime and the nounced Thursday by Willard C. have a slightlygreater longevity
I. X. L. Machine shop. It was orig- car, speciallarge hides of turtle daughter, Miss Gertrude Visscher, camp in Newago County, giving
that he is often called to come Wichers, of the Netherlands Mu- than the brook.
C. Blom, Jr., and Simon Kleyn
Smelt Die Young
inally built for a rink by Con- grain lanlau leather had to be put who left for The Netherlands on instructionsto tho Scouts wh(o
Pittaburgh for a conferencewith seum here. Taking part in the
The smelt is another short liver, left for Chicago. While there they tractor John R. Kleyn more than through E. O’s. tannery so that June 10 on the New Amsterdam spent their vacationsat the camp.
main office ahows that he is broadcast will be the Hon. Jacob
the records showing only six years intend to make preparations for 50 years ago. It was leased to the the top could be made with as lit- flagihipof the Holland-American Many of these came from Holland,
Steketee,
Netherlands
consul
in
’y esteemed by the great coralthough here again the average locating and embarking in the fruit Old Holland Martial band and tle piecingas possible. The landau line, returned on the Statendam Grand Haven, Zeeland, and Allegan
tion with whom he is employ- Grand Rapids; and W. K. von
business in Southern Californiain
may be somewhat higher.
County. Young Evans, we undermembers of that organizationused leather top is carried well back and arrived in Holland today.
As a citizen,he is one of these Weller, attache of the Netherlands
the near future. Note: Fifty years
Lake
trout,
which
have
become
They spent three months visit- stand, received 100% rating from
it for drill and practice and as a over the dome of the car giving it
fellows, well met, and loved consulate in Detroit.The Hope
the pursued prize of sport trolling later they are still in Holland, one rink— occasionallystaging “grand the long sweepingtear design of ing relativeain The Netheriandi, National and State inSepctorsfor
respectedby all those who have College Girls’ Trio, consisting of
enthusiasts at several points off is fire chief and the other has been balls." It brought in enough reve- the most ultra modern effect.
and took in all the places of inter- waterfrontactivities, which inGertrude
Young,
Mary
Jane
Vaue intimatelyacquainted with
the board of supervisors and
Michigan’sGreat Lakes shores,
cludes canoeing.
nue to pay for the upkeep of the
"The fenders, which are all built est there. They say they had
pell
and
Thelma
Kooiker,
accomWhile his name does not apboard
of
public
works.
averages about 20 years or slightly
When the canoe reached Grand
band for many years. The writer, in, no running boards, a special pleasantvisit, but are happy to be
pear very often in a public way, panied by Barbara Lampen, will more. The largemouthbass also
among others, got his turn in put- folding step that works automati- in America again. There is nothing Haven, the friend again arrived
in his quiet, sturdy manner he is sing. John Olert and Cornie StekeWhere is that Harrison and Moris allotted a longer span than
with a car and the boys and canoe
A real booster for the welfare of tee, trumpeters,will play the Neth- many species of fish found in ton for president banner? People ting skates on lady patrons. The cally with the door, was especially like America to them.
o
were hauled to Holland, and now
managers worked without pay. The designed by the makers, Bowman
n
erlands’ national anthem.
city of Holland.”
Michigan, this belligerentbattler are getting anxious to see how it place was heated bv two large and Schwartz.
the Roy Scouts are hearing of the
ASHES OF THE LATE H. H.
looks.
Note:
In
the
early
day
camThe building of the new strucbeing <hit down in the records as
round oak stoves. Patrons were
wonderful experience and pleasant
"The seats are arranged on the
ture brings bsck old history, since TWO CHICAGO YOUTHS ARE having about a 17-year stretch. paigns when torchlight processions baked on one side, frozen on the car so that executive work can HILLMAN TO BE BURIED IN trip of two of their number.
it will be built on the site of the
DROWNED IN GOSHORN
LAKE FOREST SATURDAY
The smallmouth black bass does were still part of a coming elec- other. Ben Mulder met Mrs. Mulder continue while enroute. There are
first salting house that the H. J.
LAKE
not generally live as long as the tion, large banners were stretched for the first time on that rink.
HOLLAND TOWNSHIP’S
two large upholsteredchairs in the
across the street where pictures of
The ashes of the late Herbert
Heinz Co. built here more than 40
largemouth species.
VOTERS RE-REGISTER
extreme back of the car for Father
the Republican as well as of the
years ago —
one-story frame Two Chicago youths were drownFrom Actual Records
TWENTY YEARS AGO TODAY Divine and his aide called John H. Hillman, former resident and
former
mavor
of Grand Haven, will
atructure. To the late John Zwe- ed Tuesday evening in Goshom
The pike is believed to average Democraticcandidates were disHolland township voters should
the Baptist,and immediatelyin
mer, father of Henry Zwemer, goes Lake, about two miles northeast slightlyless than the smallmouth played. Banners in Holland were
front them four chalre to be occu- be buried in Lake Forest cemetery not fail to take note of the fact
Police
have
been
informed
by
generally
found
where
two
Repubon Saturday beside the remains of every voter in the township must
the credit of fostering the com- of Saugatuck,when a rowboat bass in the matter of longevitv.
pied by four secretaries. The front
ing of the Heinz Co. here. He in- they and two female companions or about 14 years, while the rock lican or two Democratic storekeep- Kardux and Karsten, grocers, on seat will seat four persons com- a young son who died 11 years re-register this summer if he or she
terested several businessmenwho were occupying tipped over, spill- bass is recorded at 13, the bluegill ers were across from one another. River ave. and 7th st., that a man fortably side by side, accommo- ago. Graveside services will be con- desires the privilege to vote at the
ducted by Rev. J. V. Roth at 2 p. next lensuing primary election to
In turn interestedthe farmers in ing its occupants in the lake wa- at 11 and the perch at eight years Politics were sharply defined and from the rural districts had called dating ten people in all.
These figures are taken from if a Democrat owned a store it several times for bottles of lemon
pickle-raising, and the firm of “67 ters. The two were Arnold Hegbe held on September18.
‘The car is capable of 110 to 130
Mr. Hillman died March 17, The township has bv resolution
varieties” started only modestly gen, 19, 4901 Cornelia Ave., and actual records and of course may surely would not allow a Republi- extract — one time buying as many miles per hour and ia equipped with
can
banner
stretched
to
it.
The
as
three.
The
man
was
followed
1936 at Los Angeles, Calif. The determined to establisha permawith a pickle house for receiving Walter Schnettgel, 18, 4800 Cor- vary both in average and for indispecial radio and dictaphone.It ia
viduals. For instance,there also writer remembersthat feeling was and was noticed to go into a "nearashes were accompaniedby Mrs. nent registrationsystem, and, too,
pickles. The single structure was nelia Ave., both of Chicago.
a
$25,000 car and is beyond any
Neither of the boys could swim, is recordedin Europe a perch so keen that trade was diverted beer" parlor. He went to a remote doubt perfection of transportation. ’ Edna Hillman Stach, Los Angeles, requires all voters to re-register
augmented 40 years ago with a
during and after campaigns until table ordered "near-beer” and was
formerly Mrs. Hillman, and a for that purpose, and those failing
second one, and the phenomenal investigatingofficers were inform- which lived to be 27 years old.
The age of fish can be determined the feeling had worn away. Demo- seen to drop in a quantity of the
daughter, Jean Hillman.
growth of this plant, since, is ed, although their companions.
FREAK
G AT E^ERTAINSri
to re-registerduring the period
crats trading with Democratic store lemon extract. The man was
o
shown by nearly a block of substan- Miss Charlotte Schroeder, 15, and by marks on the scales.
prescribedby law, as indicatedby
watched
and
it was noticed that the
owners
and
the
Republicans
did
HOW DEBT SERVICE IS FIG- a notice elsewhere In this paper
tial, concretebuildings, which stand Miss Jean Ray, 16, both of Chicago,
likewise
at
Republican
stores.
combination
made
the
patron
more
URED ON NEW LIBRARY* will be denied the privilege of votstately on the shores of Lake Mac. swam to shore.
Swallows Act
A. C. Schmidt,operator of a
lay.
convivial, but the police could do
Rather foolish toda
MUSEUM
The body of Heggen was recovatawa. Quite a difference between
garage and fillingstation here, has
ing, according to information reVery Friendly
• • »
nothing about it since selling exthe modest salting house of two- ered about 12:45 a. m., Wednesa cat which appears as though it
leased by Walter Vander Haar,
tract
and
near-beer
separately
was
The
trend
of
debt-service
cost
to
day,
while
searchers
came
upon
acore years ago, and the monugloves. The
FORTY YEARS AGO TODAY
township clerk.
was wearing boxing glo’
legal. Note: That was the beginHARRISON, Mich.— Two pairs
ments in steel and concrete of to- Schnettgel'sbody at 9:15 a. m.,
itha old, has the City of Holland is generally
kitten, now four months
The fast day of registrationis
ning
of
the
Volstead
law.
supposedWednesday.
The Holland coast of bank swallows which raised Bom to Mr. and Mrs. James
saday.
day!
28 toes in all. The kitten has eight downward,according to a study of this week Saturday, September8,
ly
as
a
war
measure.
At
first
all
The writer remembersthat large guard station crew, called to the their broods in nests constructed Annis — a son. Note: The Annis sorts of intoxicantswere used to toes on each forefootand six toes the city’s outstanding bond issues •t the clerk’s office, from 8:00 a.
made by the University of Michi- m. to 8:00 p. m. This also includes
pickle meetings were held, in what scene, was comprised of Capt. E. in yeast boxes hung on an electric family were quite prominent in the “spike" near-beer,even grain alco- on each hind foot.
was then known aa “De Grondwet” J. Clemons,Alfred M. Anderson, light pole between two gasoline early da^s. Dr. Annis, the uncle of hol being used. When bootlegging The kitten is proving quite an gan bureau of government and the those electors who have not availuniversity bureau of economics.
ed themselves of the opportunity
Hall on Seventh and River. Father Forest H. Flaugher, and Horace E. pumps were the objects of much James, built the old residence on became an art after a few years, attraction for tourists.
The analysis made by the uni- to register at the various school
interest among local residentsand
LeendertMulder donated the use Searcy.
the Northwest comer of Thirteenth liquor, especially the strongerkind,
versity shows that additionto the
houses. Application for Registraof this hall for differentpickle Sheriff Fred Miller of Allegan tourists near here this summer.
st. and River ave., and now occuThe boxes, each with a hole cut pied by Paul Caster. It was con- in small packages became an easy Game Fish ProtectiveAsaociation. city’s outstandingbonds of the pro- tion must be made personallyby
contractmeetings, where classes of and Deputy Sheriff J. W. Schrecmatter,
in fact it became a racket.
A big race card every day and osed $85,000 issue for a new Li- applicant.
instruction to farmers were also kengust of Saugatuck found near the center for the birds to sidered a pretentioushome in the
Schnettgel'sbody, while Heggen’s enter, were placed as an experifireworka
with vaudevilleacts, 12 brary-MuseumBuilding which will
held and contractswere signed.
early days.
house
eany
days, A
a
nouse with a glass
Fifty colored men passed through
be voted upon September 13, would CAN
body was recovered by Eric Hall, ment by James Catron, who, with
HEAR CAMERON SPEAK
attractions
in front of the grandwas
right
in
cupola) on the top
Later, when the sugar beet facHolland which was an unusual
not disturb the general trend and
residentat the Lake, and A1 Kas- his father, Charles Catron,operates
AT MUSKEGON
was
the
home
stand
at
night.
style. For years it
tory was built, the hall was used
sight
considering
this
city
hw
only
would add only slightly to the anbohn, owner of the East Shore a general store at Long Lake, north
jeweler, one colored man and
of the late C. A. Stevenson,
Stev
for the same purpose. Anyway, the
is
half
of here.
E. P Stephan, secretary-manaTen years ago Charles K. Van nual debt-servicebudget of the
and family. For some time this white and was bom here. They
H. J. Heinz Co., today, is a subcity.
D. Osmun, Allegan CounAlthough bank swallows are genger of the Holland Chamber of
glass observationtower, never used were the waiters’ staff for Hotel Duren ran for Probate Judge,
stantial, dignified industry,giving
Under the plan on which city Commerce, has received a comty coroner, returned a verdict of erally reported as avoiding close for that purpose,was adorned with
Archie Vander Wall, for sheriff;
gainful employment to many, as
death by drowning in the double proximityto human habitations, a lightning rod of which there Ottawa at Ottawa Beach. Note: CorneliusSteketee for sheriff; taxpayers will vote September 13, munication from John C. Beukowell as a diversified market to the
and as being entirelyuninterested were many in Holland 60 years This fine hotel, burned 13 years Peter Rycenga for treasurer;Ben- the Library-Museumbonds would ma, secretary-managerof the
ago, was managed by J. Boyd Pantfarmer.
be retired at the rate of $4,000 per Greater Muskegon Chamber of
ight police officersArthur Mur- in artificialnestingsites, these two ago. Today there is only one retxlylind of Hotel Pantlind of Grand jamin Rosema for sheriff;James J. year for 15 years, and $5,000 per
Commerce, inviting Mr. Stephan
ray and Neal Plagenhoef took the pairs took possessionof the boxes maining— on a brick house just
Rapids and then, as now, this hotel Danhof for Probate Judge; John year for the last five years of the
Holland police station’s resuscita very shortly after they were placed south of the West Michigan Furniand a Holland delegationto attend
Den Herder for treasurer;Gordon
is
manned
by
colored
waiters.
Coach Milton L. Hinga, Randall tor the scene of the drowning*, but in position. The birds went about
20-year period. Thus there would the annual meeting of Greater
F. Van Eenenaam for state senaC. Bosch, James T. Klomoarens, efforts at revivingthe victims the business of building the nesfs ture Co. The only other glass
be a constantly shrinking interest Muskegon Chamber of Commerce,
tor;
Herbert
Hoover
was
the
Recupolas in the citv are on the old
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hume,
charge on the unpaid balance.
Dr. H. P. Harms, Henrv S. Maentx, proved futile.
and incubating the eggs without laaac Cappon residence on Washto be held Wednesday,September
publican
nominee
for
president.
west 10th st., Saturday a daughter.
The university analysis showed 14, 1938, at the Elks Temple nt
C. C. Wood, Charles Van Zanten,
The bodies were taken to Chica- the slightest apparent fear of per- ington Boulevard and 9th st, and
that on the basis of the present
and Peter N. Prins, all of this city, go yesterday where funeral ser- sons constantlymoving about, nor
the Beach residence! “EmmersonMr. and Mrs. Henry Geerlings assessedvaluation of the city, the Muskegon. W. J. Cameron of the
George Steketee, the local grocer,
motored to Chicago last night to vices will be held.
of the automobiles which drew up ian House” on 12th and
Ford Motor Co. will address the
id Columbia.
Colt
and
Miss
Ruth
Geerlinrs
and
son,
Library-Museum building would meeting, Mr. Cameron appears in
is riding around in a new Buick
witness the All-Starfootball game.
to the gasoline pumps on either
Clyde,
motored
to
Walkhill,
New
add to the property tax-bills only
six. Note: Mr. Steketee was then
Sunday night Ford broadcast,
Two local pastors will leave the side of the nests.
A marriage license has been isYork, where Clyde Geerlings and 44 cents per $1,000 of valuation.
Bank swallows usually build the sued daring the week for John R. located on East Eighth st., directly
and the many Holland people who
city within the next few days. They
Miss
Ardeen
Van
Arndonk
of
that
This
would
shrink
as
the
total
valwest
of
the
Steketee
Dry
Goods
The Holland Fish and Game club are the Rev. William Schumacher, nests in cavitiesdug out at the Bouws of Fillmore and Miss Jencity will be married. This was a uation of the city increased as it would like to hear Mr. Cameron
store.
will snonsor its first trap-shoot of
pastor of the Zion Evangelical Lu- end of a burrow some 18 inches nie B. Brouwer of Zeeland.
•
•
•
Hope college romance, both gradu- may be normallyexpected to do. may now do so. Reservations mey
the 1988 season, Friday afternoon
be made until September8 at the
theran church here since 1916, and in length, these burrows being conThere was a whole page of inter- ating from that institution in 1926. On this basis, the owner of a $2,at Conservation Park, locatedeast
Wilbur J. Kingwill, candidate in structedby the birds in the face of* While George Oetman of East esting soldier letters printed 20 Mr. Geerlings
ngs w
will teach in Lawn- 000 property would pay less than Holland Chamber of Commerce ofof the city on M-21.
fice.
chirge of Grace Episcopal church a steep embankment,often the face Saugatuck was drawing a load of
yeare ago. These were from Jacob ville, New York.
90 cents per vear as his share of
boxes
b
kkikkkAAAkkAkkkUkkkkkAAfor the past year. Rev. and Mrs. of a gravel pit. The yeast iproxihay
to
Holland
he
discovered it Spruit, Louis B. Dalman, Esther
the
new
building.
Newly-elected officers of the OtSchumacher will go to Battle placed by Catron. were app
was on fire. He managed to dump Fortuine (nurse in France), Lloyd
o
Henry 0. Meantz of Allegan,
CLARE HOFFMAN AND CON- Creek to reside with their daugh- irately three inches in depth.
tawa county W.C.T.U. include Mias
the
load into a running stream J. Purchase,Earl Muesen, and owner of a flock of sheep, numberThe Holland Lions club, through Margaret J. Bilz of Spring Lake,
colony of purple martins
GRESSMAN MAPES IN HOL- ter, Mrs. L. B. Mason, while Mr.
along the road and thus save his others.
ing 186, will discontinue sheep its secretary, Russel Haight, tonested in a nearby martin house
elected, president; Mrs. Margarand
Mrs.
Kingwill
will
go
to
Cam•
e
•
horses and wagon.
LAND TUESDAY EVENING
raising. So many dogs have been day adopted a resolution,asking
while the bank swallows were ocet Markham, Holland, vice presiTEN
YEARS
AGO
TODAY
ravaging
the
flock
that
the
sheep
property
owners
in
Holland
to
cupying the two email boxes, but
dent; Mrs. Julia A. Lillie,Coopers• • •
All interestedpersons are invithave become unproductive because study carefullythe $150,000 comInvitations have been sent from
the two varieties of birds paid no
ville, re-elected, treasurer;Mias
ed to attend a meeting to be held
Thousands
visited
the
opening
of
fright
and
the
many
killings,
Holland
extending
an
invitation
to
bination
*
library-Dutch
museum
attentionto each other. The bank
Elisabeth Williams, Lemon t, cornext Tuesday evening. Sentember C. Barnhart will take Mr. Kingof
the
new
Peoples
State
bank.
This
bond issue, which is to be voted responding secretary; and Mrs.
swallows left the boxes aa soon as Dr. A. Kuiper, premier of the
will’s
place
here.
The
Rev.
Theo8, at 7:80 p. m., at the Woman’s
Netherlands,who la to visit Amer- issue of the News is replete with
the young could fly.
Hie only “permanent wave” that upon at the primary election Sept. Miriam Lyttle, Ferrysburg,reLiterary dub building.All Repub- dore Zeile has succeeded Rev.
ica and especially the places where pictures of the exterior and the
15. The resolutionfollows in part:
o
*—
cording secretary.
lasts
is “Old Glory.” Note;. That
Schumacher.
lican candidates of Ottawa county
“Be R resolved; that it is the
Information reached the city to- Hollanders live. Note: He came interior of the beautifulnew struc- was a positive statement ten years
oo
will be introduced to the public at
ture.
Also
pictures
of
the
officers.
late
in
tM
fall,
visited
Holland,
sense
of
the
Holland
Lions’
club.
Accordi
wordingto Bertal Slagh, manago— let us hope it still is and will
Holland state park will have a day that two daughters of the late
The
building
cost
$160,000,
and
is
the meeting.
and
was
given
a
banquet
at
the
as
expressed
by
its
duly elected ager of the Holland auto license
new bath house and other eguip; "Grandma” Barbara Ssihla of Chi- “New City Hotel.” At the banquet of Italian architecture, rather remain so.
board of directors at a meeting bureau, a constant rush for new
Congressman Clare Hoffman,of
t of cago, who died sometime ago in
ment and facilities as a result
Hon. G. J. Diekema was toastmas- unique for a bank building,but
held August 30. .that this proAllegan, and Congressman Carl
a contract for $66,000, approved Holland hospitalfrill ahare in the ter, Dr. G. J. Kollen, president of very attractivenevertheless—even Born to Mr. and Mrs. J. Lester posal is of such importance to license plates is being experienced.
Mapes will be honor guests »t the
$8,860 estate «f the deceased.The
today at Lansing by the state adKlaaaeit—
a
son,
J.
Lester
at
HolHope college, spoke on education. the Italian balcony effect in the
the city of Holland that each citimeeting. Mrs. Charles McBride of
Miss Dorothy White, rural route
ministrativeboard, to Herrick and two local participantsin the estate
Editor Isaac Verwey, of De Gron- front is not forgotten.The News land hospital.
zen entitled to vote on it should No. 8, will again instruct classes
Holland will preside at the SMsion,
are
Mrs.
Mary
Rummler,
205
West
Simpson of Lansing. Estimated
devotes
two
full
pages
to
this
dwet
epoke
on
“The
Dutch
Press
give
it
careful
consideration
and
at which County Clerk William cost of the project hadbeen$60.- 22nd St., and Mrs. Anastasia Mor• • •
In speech correction at Detroit
The Nefrs devotee a half column fully acquaint
acquaint himself with the this year.
Wilds will again explain the new
lock, 141 West 19th St Three in America;”Prof. Henry E. Doc- enterprise.
600, with $27,225 in PWA fundi
to the marriage of Mies Norma merits of the proposal before cast• • •
ker spoke on “Our. Guest of
Primary ballot as required by the
being requested, while the state other children will also share in the Honor;” Gerrit Van Schelven,“The
Holland great Community Fair Kardux, daughter of Mrs. Edith ing his ballot Sept 13.”
atate law.
BUI De Groot and
was to furnish 888^276. Van Dyke estate.
Pilgrim Fathers;” Hon. D. B. K. is now in progress. Michigan con- KarduX and Chester Van LopiL of
Arendshorst will return Saturday
The meeting Is held under the and Volkers and M. J. Steketee of
servation departmenthas a large Zeeland,which took place at Third
Van
Raalte,
“The
Hollanders
in
the
Dr.
and
Mrs.
James
. K. Ward
Born to Mr. and- |Mn. Alvin
auspices of the Holland Republican this city were recently awarded
showing of fish in tanks under Reformed church. Rev. Richard left today on a motor trip through from Muskegon where they went
Prins, FairbanksAve., last Mon- Civil War;” Rev. K. ¥aai Goor,
contracts for a aimflar project at
Women’a Club.
glass
brought here by the Holland Vanden Berg of Zeeland officiating. northern Michigan and Canada.
“The AmericanizedHdHanders;”
day, a daughter, Betty Lou.
Grand Haven State Park.

Program Here
NEW

Attraction
There is a new Packard at the
Packard Service Station at 16th
St and River Avenue that ia about Were Kept Behind Rivetments at
as badly lammed up as anything
Holland Harbor; Say Sturgeon
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Services at the Covenant Reformed church at Muskegon were
2020 conductedSunday by the Rev.
Thomas Ten Hoeve of Brooklyn,
N. Y., who has been a visitor in
this city for the past four weeks.
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Followingtwo luncheons givi
Iven
in her honor by Mrs. George Bar
imsen and Mrs. E. V. Hartman,
Mi
iiaiuuaii, Miss
Tekla Johnson left the city to visit

New

EARNEST C. BROOKS of Holland
William Connelly,former Cham- Tuesday was elected floor leader by
ber of Commerce secretary,late the Democraticmembers of the
last week returned to the city with
state senate. Holland’sformer
Mrs. ConneHy, after they had spent
Mayor succeeds Senator William
10 days in the south.
Palmer of Flint who resigned folApplicationhas been made with lowing the legislativesession a
Citv Clerk Oscar Peterson for a
year ago.
buildingpermit by Henry Te Roller, East Fifth st., who desires to
remodel his home at a cost of $160.
EIGHTY PERSONS
ATTEND LIBRARY

Avenue
Christian Reformed church here
sen-ices at Central

•7

rs

relatives and friendsin Holland.

Two

OUR

hth school and coliegs dars from
high
the world at la
•rge, as the; are
forced to ma
--- j the adjuab
ustmental
necessary
— — # to
— ~arnlng
earning «
a living
utiok and
meeting the problems of lifeT
He urged that programs
be car----ned
on ***
in vumni
communities
••r*
unities and
and ii
in the
school*,
..... to> constantlybring before
the boys and girls somethinf
somethingof
whst he must face and how he
will attack his problem.
He believes that the N. H. A.

The Rev. and Mrs. Lambert 01gers and family of Campbelkown,
Ontario, Canada, are visiting

relatives in Pennsylvania,
York, and California.

ANNOUNCING.

a young man
from Holland, who has been attending the University of MIcMgj* camp for Tomg men on Lake
Whitemore, near Ann Arbor, spoke

Ift'KiSU.
SUTDOEB

>V

(Grand Havtn Tribune)

Mr. and Mrs. Spriggs Te Roller
and daughter, Lois, were in Battle
Creek, Friday. Their daughter,
Marian, is spending a short time
with her parent* here prior to taking up her work as teacher at
Alma.

ytm Utcymv Irmper Jot) i luuk lot u."
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FLOOR LEADER

rS-SSi^its W. 8th St
(Established1872)

HOmum

MUSEUM MEET

Ml

MUM

STBYI

^

presidentialadministration, have
done a great deal to help thous-

m

a"*k of y°unS m€n ftnd women to
either find themselves or to gain
a place where they may earn a

We’re Going to Round-Up All the

living.

The

speaker pointed to the
amount of crime found among the
young men and women today aa
the result of mal-adiustment and
inability to get employment He
urged that communitieswake to

Old Out-dated Ranges

in

Town, and

Trade Them in on Sparkling, New

the problem and attempt to provide
jobs for the youth as the graduate from the high schools and col-

Modern Gas Ranges.
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Sunday were conducted by the Rev.
leges.
Henry Verduin of Grand Rapids,
Approximately 80 persons attendwhile Rev. Walters,the church ed the civic meeting sponsored in
No one was injured in an autoSad But True
pastor, spoke at the other two
• • •
the council chamber at the city hall mobile-bicycleaccident which took
services.
last Thursday evening by the board Phce Saturday at 9:30 p. ra. at
The increasein the Navy, Conof directors of the Netherlands Pine Ave. and 16th St. Ben Dean,
greas has considered,is for self
16-inch, HH -pound sugar
19. Grand Rapids, was listed by
I loneer and Historical Foundation,
protaction, not aggression at beet was displayed late last week the Holland public library, and the police as driver of the car, while
by Ben Kooiker and John Haak- special councilmuseum committee, Walter Grover, 14, 369 West 17th
least, that should be understood.
man, who raise sugar beets for the
waa driver of the bicycle.
We aiU stHl living in a world in Lake Shore Sugar Co., on the in the interwit of acquaintinglocal
citizens with the benefits to accrue
which nationsmust be able to de- Haakman farm, near Hamilton.
Preston Van Kolken, son of
to the city, should the proposed
fend what they have if they wish
lx>nd issue for a joint museum- Mrs Mane Van Kolken of HolThe Simon Borr Insurance
to keep it.
library pass at the next election. land, receivedhis M.D. degree AuAgency, formerly of 31 West 8th
The meeting was led by Mayor gust 26, from the University of
The United States is no excep- st., has moved to its new location
Henry Geerlings.Speakers included Chicago,at convocation services
tion.
in the Mass building,246 River
Frank DuMond, curator of the held at Rockefeller M e m o r ia 1
Americans have recently given ave. The agency handles a complete Grand Rapids museum; Mrs. Kath- chapel.
line of insurance.
erine Van Duren, member of the
ibondaat evidencethat they do not
JAMESTOWN
Holland library board; Mrs. Grace
wish to be involved in any more
About $2 in cash was stolen McClure, state librarianof I>anwan brought about by Old World from the Holland public library last sing; Dr. Henry Beets of Grand Mrs. John Meyer nee Nellie
greed or stupidity.
Friday evening, according to Miss Rapids, a member of the board of Gan ting, age 40, passed away at
And neither do they want Old Dora Schermer, librarian.The theft the Netherlands Pioneer and His- ner home suddenly Monday evenWorld stupidity or greed to bring was discoveredby BenjaminKeen, torical Foundation; William Jabine, ing. She is survived by her hus-the horrors of war to any portion janitor at the city hail. Detective
state director of the Historical band, John, two sisters, Mrs. Hilda
of this continent
i- L ,, Bont*k<* and Holland Records Survey; Atty. Cornelius Brower of Grandville,Mrs. Rose
The only way to prevent that is police believe a boy or a group of Vander Meulen, board member; Hoove of Forest Grove, 3 nephews,
to build and maintain a navy boys are responsiblefor the theft. Miss Dora Schermer, local librarFuneral services were
itrong enough to keep any enemy,
ian; Willard Wichers, district held Friday afternoon at 1 o’clock
from Asia or Europe, from coming
.Soloists at Fourth Reformed supemsor of the HistoricalRec- at the home and 1 :30 in the Sec.
within striking distance of our church Sunday were Mrs. J. Schutte ords Survey; and Ralph Martinus, Ref. church. Messrs. Henry Bowshores by water or air.
the Rev. William Flowerday, and man Albert Kooiman, Mrs. Wilma
Buter^f Edfy80'
Lud,,e John Funckis, all of this city.
Rynbrandt and Mrs. Albert Za• • a
Several communications from in- gers sang “Safe in the Anns of
i
Free Treatment
terested persons throughoutthe Jesus ’ and “Good Morning, Good
1
• • •
state were referred to and read. N ight.
Moat of the Federal funds presDr.
William
Rues
motored
to
Speakers at the meeting spoke
Indiana on buainess.
ently available for combating
jr' *' highly of the projectand emphaMr. and Mrs. Henry Van Noord
sized the necessity of an institution
syphilis will be distributed a
Ik ^ *
of this type for the city’s welfare Sr., and Mr. and Mrs. Sysbrandt
grants to the state for free treat
John Nyboer, 13 West 17th St., and as a cultural heritage to be van Noord of Hudsonville enjoyment clinics. The decision seems a has as «wst at his home his son, left by the present generation to ed a trip to the Straits.
wise one, since h accords with suc- , John Nyboer, assistant physi- coming generations.
Rev and Mrs. P. A. De Jonge
and children returned to their home
cussfulexperienceabroad in fight- cUn at New York Poet Graduate
hospital at New York.
NEW YACHT CLUB
after a few weeks of vacationwith
THE ' 'nSTXELD' ’
ing venereal disease.The offer of
relatives in Iowa and Chicago.
HOUSE MAY BE BUILT
free treatment on a broad scale
garden
NEAR JENISON PARK Miss Gertrude Wyn nr*
----tended the C. E. party of Vriesland
has been the groundworkof the
Few Centa a
Will Put
Members of the Macatawa Bay at Green Lake on Tntiuraday even
programs followedboth in England Tuesday, August 23. Mrs. Poppen
ing.
Yacht club met Sunday afternoon
and in the Scandinavian countriea. before her marriage,was Miss
This Range in Your Kitchen
m the club’s headquarters above Adelaide Poortenga, daughter of
at
Anna
Gorman
of
Zeeland.—
Zeeland
After breaking down the taboo
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jake
Poortenga,
is
the
Jesiek
Brothers
office
on
Lake
Kecord.
that in many cases prevented vicMacatawa to discuss a project confinedto her home with appenwhich calls for the remodeling of dicitis and streptococcusthroat
tims from seekingtreatment at all,
Benjamin K a] km an, 44 West 22nd
Rev. P. A. De Jonge attended
the old interurban dock near the
the first step in these program was St, foirner Holland police officer,
Jesiek Brothers boat livery, into a the funeral services of a former
to make treatment readily obtain- “ y! TP j* streptococcusinfection
new and permanent headquarters teacher, Prof. S. C. Nettinga
»t Holland hospital.
for the club.
able. Otherwise the effort to inHolland on Tuesday.
The Christian Endeavor Society
form the public of the dangers,and
*
chairman of the
clubs building committee,an- of the Second Reformed church
of the curability, of venereal disMil,eo- 66- 36 Eaat
wn st., died Sunday about 2-20 nounced that an option had been met Sunday evening with Mr. Min| Immmn
ease* might have resulted only in a p. m. at Holland hospital. Funeral taken on the property in question
no Bunte of Grandville.The topic
rich harvest for quacks and mal- services were conducted Tuesday plus the surrounding grounds, has for discussionwaa, “What Will I
practitioners.In England these
YYTV VYtyv??%Vttv
2 p. m. from the Dykstra been taken by the club. Mrs. Benja- Be Like?”
two steps alone have accom- Funeral home, the Rev. J. Veldman min S. Hanchett is owner of the The Golden Chain Union has
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
plished a halving of the prevalence of Bethany Reformed church at PH*perty.Plans for the remodeling been postponed to Sept. 6.
Services in Warm Friend Tavof syphiliswithout resort to the Kalamazoo, officiating. Rev. Veld- have been drawn up for the club
Mr. and Mrs. John Nederveld of
ern.
compulsory treatment that un- man « a nephew of the deceased.
Ivan
Rest
called
on
Mr.
and
Mrs.
«
n™? B*Tt*ch, who asides on
Sunday service,10:80 A. M.
doubtedly has made possible the .
John Roelofs on Wednesday evenTrotter assisted the Park road.
Subject:
“MAN."
vastly great progress of Sweden, st the funeral service. Interment
—
o
ing.
Denmark and Norway.
Wednesday Testimonial meeting,
was in Pilgnm Home cemetery.
The Meade Johnson employes enOLIVE CENTER
8:00 P. M.
. Compulsorytreatment may not Ihe deceased was a member of
oyed a picnic at the Spring Grove
be adaptable to the American tem- Hope Reformed church, the
Fair
The regular admis«ion at the
Rev Martin Bolt of New Era on Friday afternoon and evening.
perament, but at least treatment Womans Bible class, the Ladies’
CITY MISSION
Melvin Padding, Drenthe; Floyd
conducted both services at the
can be made so readily available Aid Society, and the Missionary Uinstian Reformed church Sunday and Florence Ter Haar of VriesYou can buy a membership ticket, which is non-transferableand ad51-63 E. 8th St.
that no excuse will remain for Sodety of the church.Survivorsinmits one person on each of the five days, for $1.00. The price of these ticHe
also conductedthe Christian land, and Ella Ensing enjoyed a
Geo.
W.
Trotter,
Supt.
neglecting or refusing J\ Much dude a son J Lindsay Miller of
visit through the Post and Kellogg
8 P. M. — Open Air Meeting on
more than the modest *3,000,000 Holland; a brother, Don Lindsay of Endeavor meeting Sunday evening.
Mrs. James Knoll entertainedthe companies in Battle Creek, and also lot east of Mission.
to^eav^and rekenter^the5 grounds
Permit the holder
now to be distributed by the U. S. Detroit, and three sisters-inlaw,
enjoyed the cascades at Jackson on
Sunday, 1 :30— Bible School.
Public Health Service might be Mrs. J S. Dykstra of this city, Mrs. following recently: Mr. and Mrs. Thursday.
Sunday, 2:30^-Song, Music, Mesuesd, we think, to encourage prac- J. Veldman of Grand Rapids, and Henry Langejans from Graafschap,
of
8,1 aUt0m°bile f°r the dUrati0n
Mr. Jacob Tigelaar led the Chris- sage and Praise.
tical state action against the Mrs. W. H. Wood of Sandwich. Mr. and Mra James Langejans and
Robert and Hazel Langejans, and tian Endeavor Society of Byron
lunday, 6:80 — Junior Prayer
Tickets
are
on
sale at the following places convenient to your area :
plague.
Mass.
Band.
, «.n,d Mrs. Charley Rissalada Center Sunday evening.
ALLEGAN
Rev. and Mrs. Y. P. De Young
HAMILTON
Sunday, 7:80— The Monthly Mu,a jd S|dney. Ruth and Carl RissaMart Akoa Grocery,
lada, all from Holland.
of Grand Rapids called on Mrs. L. sical Sacred Concert by the OrchesHamilton Farm Bureau,
Allegaa State Savings Bank,
Mr. Jacob De Jongh visited his Van Haften, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Van tra. Brief message by Geo. TrotHarry Lam pen Hardware,
Anderson ft Cochran,
children.Mr. and Mrs. Robert De Haften and Ray on Monday.
ter.
SchutmaatI.G.A. Store.
Armintrout Market,
Jongh at Lansing Tuesday.
Mr. Jake Zylstra and Mr. and
Tuesday, 7:30— Prayer Meeting
HOPKINS
Cook Oil Company,
An opportunity will be given for Mrs. R. B. Stilwell, Mr. and Mrs. and Sunday School Lesson.
Francis Moored Mill
Grange Store,
Infant Baptism next Sunday.
Peter Van Noord were among those
Wednesday, 7:80 — The Young
Nash Lumber Co.
Handy Electric Mills,
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Wykstra of who motored to Jackson to see the People’sFellowship Club.
Robson’s Drag Store,
l*
Grand Haven called at the home of cascades.
Tripp’s Drug Store.
Oertrude Koetje recently.
Ernie and Ruth Van Weelde
Kelsey DepartmentStore,
Pol Adr.
BUX)MINGDALE
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
Mr. and Mrs. Adam Banks and spent a few days with their grandMartin Exchange Bank.
Peoples State Bank,
Mrs. Ida Crawford from PendleOTSEGO
Rumery
Grocery.
Mr8' Jake Van
ton, Indiana, were entertained at ^Veelde’
Colburn Drag Store,
BURNIPS
the Oliver Banks’ home last week
The local members of the band
State Saving* Bank.
C. ft A. DeJongh Grocery,
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Veldheer
Frauds
Moored
Mill,
OVERI8EL
Wed
Pl7
41
thC
Ber,in
Fair
°n
and daughter,Krystal, were in
M. RynbrandtStore.
Lam pen Stare.
Jackson Thursday.
Rev. P. A. De Jonge conducted
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Jaacs Cagney and Pat O’Brien

FENNVILLE

Mrs. Harm Looman spent Tues- servicesat a church in Muskegon.
day afternoon with Mrs. Ben Bar- Services at the Second Reformed
tels at the latter’s home.
church were conducted by Student
Welmers.

Continuous Daily Starting2:30

in

Girl

Added— Bergen Novelty,Comedy,
and

GUEST NIGHT

News

Added— Episode No.
of a

— SaturdiT, Sept 3

Errol Flynn and Joan Blondell

New

Johnson Grocery.

Harvey Drug
t/rug

“Radio Patrol”

Ruby Keeler and Anne
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5 and 6

REPUBLICANCANDIDATE FOR
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aU for the office of
Preaoenting Attorney ia AOegaa
I

Mother Carey s
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Weirs aid March ef Tim e
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RepabUean Primaries
September 11,

AUtd-Nmlth. u4 New.
PRIMARIES SEPT.

a candid

IS

7:80 P. M.— EvangelistPaul Labels, assisted bv his wife, the for-

" nomhiatod aad elected for this
I would not prosecute those
1
and

toKW

If I am elected you wfll
a competent lawyer to repyou aa retera and taxpayers.

ms

Your Support Will Bo Appreciated
lilt'

Sincerely yours,

\ CARL

S.

HOFFMAN

to

we don’t get lost so easy, so there’

no reason why he can’t find on
meeting hall.

ple’s service.

ience. I hare dsfoded maay criminal eacea d urine the ton years 1
hare been In pradies aa aa attor14th St
ney. Never hare I defended a Marion charged with a crime, knowing
Everyone welcome
that person to be guilty.

folly

appreciated.

UMUH
m.

ANNUAL EXPOSITION

v.f.w.
Our next

ability to mer Ethel Hoekstra, whose golden Thursday e..
soprano voice has been heard from M. in V.F.W
perform the duties of this offios.
Grand Rapids' radio stations, and
o *
I hare had the necesaary exper-

PrwMifoj Attaier
Siiiers

86th

CHURCH

Cor. Central Ave. and 10th St
Woman’s Literary Bldg.
10 A. M.— Evangelist Paul Labels of Grand Rapids.
11:20 A. M.— Bible School.
8:80 P. M.— A live young peo-
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Serial

Monday and Tuesday, Sept
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Fruit Growers State Bank,
Parrish Drug Store.

Wilkinson ImplementCo.

—Political Adv.

“THE PERFECT SPECIMEN”

Fred Astaire and Ginger

8AUGATUCK

GLENN

in

Monday, Ticsday and Wednesday
Ssptoaber5, $ and 7

H. T. S. Store.

GANGES

GOBLES

The Texans

PULLMAN

KldnhekselStore.

Beach Wednesday,August 31.

Boy Meets

Burns Garage,
Cftisens State Saviaga Bank,
Miller’s Drug Store.

FILLMORE

misfortune of spraining her anlde.
The Christian Endeavor Society
of the Second Reformed church
will hold their outing at Ottawa

Randolph Scott and Joan Bennett

PLAINWBLL

Crane’s Drug Store,
Fennville Hardware Co.,
Old State Bank.

Mrs. Jake Poortengahad the

PoL Adv.
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c- C- C- camps
establishedunder the present

Now that the ooof evenings an
coming around the corner, the bee
fkc^jfwn ta.th* fun party a
meeting will be the V.F.W. Hall on Friday even
Bej?t.^8, 7:46 P. togs. Public invited.
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Gn««Vsgv* now

that

Ladies Auxiliary meets Sept 22
“V®? ftnd wound, II
in the G.A.R. room in the dty hall. won’t be long before he will be ai
the meetings with us again.
Must be the Auxiliary Is still on
aU services, vacation or resting up for lots uf
new business.

A

spftSAxfLs

Slav Hvteg In Allegan county
Still on the* lookout for
teraporarilyheld in the local rades Strabbing, Kampen and baked
id goods
goods sals, held at the Horn
Furniture Stoie.
Si
Jail last weak while officers *
Mr. Milo De Vri<
othars if located. About time they Fwnitare
tempted to identify him. He
donated the OM
u*« of
ui me
store, x
were showing up at the meeting.
the iltdre,
r

1

“

Now that Peter Hardenberg is
back after touring Europe, we are cauae, and the patronage was gr*
books, $80 in
in'
waiting for him to give an account
negotiable trust certificates were of himself.
• » •
found on tbs man. who wma taken
home after he had been identified. Comrade Van Anrooy was seen

cash,

THE

Pqqt Thr—

HOUAN0 CRT NEWS

versity School tor Glrli, and has were played, gifts were presented DAUGHTER OP MISSIONARY MANY NEW TEACHERS AT Janet Lammers as the Isadsr. The
HOLLAND CHRISTIAN
topic for discussionwas “My AttiIS WED
done
a treat deal of travelinfin to the honor guest, and refresh;
tude Toward God.” A trio composSCHOOLT
the Orient and in Europe. Mr. To- ments were served.Invited guests
ed of Cynthia Lammers, Jeanette
bin is a graduate of Princeton. The were Miss Virginia Kooiker. Miss
MiM
fern Lois M
Maragaret De Pree of
Nine new teachers will be em- Elisabeth Van Noord accompanied
ig will take place in this city June Van Peursem of Zeeland.Mrs. this city, and Floyd George Chephonae was held today for weddlni
J
Tysse man of IHammond,
ImL, spoke their ployed by the Holland Christian at the piano by Janet Lammere
____
and relativesof Mr. and some time in September. The cou- William Winter, Mrs. James
of Chicago, and the Misses Joan wedding
ding vows fait
last Wednesday schools when they open Sept 7, rendered vocal numbers. Next Sunlert Been, 178 East Seventh ple will reside in London, England.
• t «
Vender Werf, Angelyn Van Lente, afternoon,at 4:80, at a ceremony according to Supt. John Swets. In day evening Mr. Menno Bunte will
occulon being the Been’s
Open
house
was
held
Tuesday
at
Iiabelle
IsabelleVan Ark, Ruth Van Ota,
Oss, conducted at the home of the the senior high faculty,John De be the leade
[ding anniversary.Mr. Been
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kronemerer
hon of Mrs. R. M. Boew orth. Ruth Muilenberg, Mildred Potter, bride’s parents, Dr. and Mrs. H. P. Vries will take the place of J. F.
hile Mrs. Been is 74. Both the home
Jellema of Holland in the depart- have returned to their home after
lives of The Netherlands, 7 West 15th St., for relatives and and Lois snd Marian Tysse, all of De Pree of China, who are at presfew weeks at the Upent residing at 18 East 16th St. ment of physics and chemistry. spending a fei
tn was for many years an friends to honor George E. Tom- Holland.
• • •
The groom is the son of Mr. and De Vries comes from Paterson, N. per Peninsula.
e of the Charles P. Lim- kins, father of Mrs. Boeworth, who
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Vander Sloot
Miss Betty Goehner of Flushing, Mrs. E. L. Chapman of Hammond. J., where he was instructorin an
here. Both are members has resided at the Bosworthresiacademy for 11 years. Bible inid Albert of Grand Rapids called
dence
for
the
past
eight
years.
The
N.
Y.,
was
honor
guest
Saturday
Ind.
The
ceremony
waa
conducted
jentral Ave,^ Christian Bestructionwill be provided by thn
i Mr. and Mrs. John Rillema and
crlureh. The honored couple occasion was Mr. Tomkins’ 01st night at a dinner-bridgepresented by the father of the bride, who was
Rev. R. Heynen of Niekerk and Mr. and Mrs. Paul B. Ensing on
se daughters, Mrs. Kather- birthday anniversary.Mr. Tomkins, by the Misses Ruth Van Osa and assisted by Dr. Jacob Vander Meulthe Rev. C. Schoolland of Harde- Saturday.
ters of this VIVJ,
city, *Mrs. Hat> a former Illinois residentuntil his Lucile Verschure at the Van 0*s en, unde of the groom.
Mrs. John Van Rhee and Mrs.
The bride was gowned in white wyk.
gberst of North Holland. wife died eight years ago. has two home on State St Guests at the
Miss Gladys Van Haitsma of Grit called on Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit
C. Mary Wiegink of Grand sons, two' daughters, and several affair wene Miss Isabelle Van Ark, marquisette with full flounced
Thfie are 16 grandchildren,grandchildrenand great grandchil- George Heeringa, Stanley Boven, skpt She carrieda wedding bou Zeeland and Hero Brat will re- Osterbrock on Tuesday afternoon.
Funeral serviceswere held MonNOTICE IS
GIVEN, That a General Primary
Robert Freeman, Gerrit Hoving, quet of baby’s breath and white place Mrs. T. Boot of Holland as
• • t
Mrs. J. Zwemer, Mr. and Mrs. H. roses. Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Hoff- 7-2 grade instructorand Mrs. C. day for Mr. Henry Brummel at the
John C. Everett announced
Election will be held in the
Klaasen, Mr. snd Mrs. Albert Oon
meyer of Grand Rapids were mas- Wabeke as 8-2 grade teacher in ChristianReformed church.
Mr. Russel Freeman, son of Mr.
fagement of her daughter, The home of Miss Pauline Pot- Mr. snd Mrs. George Wiersms, anid ter and mistress of ceremonies. the junkut high school division,
and Mrs. Howard Freeman, and
«n Cree Everett of Chicago ter, 187 West 15th St., was the Mr. and Mrs. J. M Gray
City of Holland, State of Michigan
Wedding music was furnished by respectively.
In the elementary school. Miss Miss Helen Klunder. daughterof
V * «
shower
11 E. Tobin of Buenos Aires scene of a miscellaneousMiss Helene Van Kersen, instruMargaret
Bouwsma
of
South
HolMr. and Mrs. Klunder of Starr,
ON
arty given at the Everett honoring Miss Cornelia Tysse, who
Mrs. Sam Gallen,136 West 17th mentalist,and Mrs. Gordon Van
,t Waukasoo last Saturday, will become the bride of Howard St., was honor guest at a birthday Enenaam of Muskegon, vocal solo- land, 111., will take the place of were married at the home of the
Miss Edith Goris of Lifayetfte, bride’s parents on Wednesday eve
verett has attended the Uni- Hartough this Friday night. Games dinner given Monday evening at ist.
her home by her sons and daughThe bride, a native of Foochow, Ind., as 2-1 grade teacher. Miss
Martha Huider of Chicago will rer. and Mra. Peter Vande Velde,
ters, the occasion being Mrs. Ga- China, is a graduate of Hope Colplace Mrs. H. Schulti of Holland Carol, Wallace, of Alliance,Ohio,
lien’s 72nd birthday anniversary. lege, and has taught in Gay Hawk,
Those honoring Mrs. Galien were Ky., Zeeland and Holland.The In the third grade, while Miss Su- are spending a few days with relaMr. and Mrs.
s. Fred
Fred Galien and dau- groom ia also a Hope Collegegrad- sanne Jacobuase will teach the 2-2 tives and friendshere.
At the place or places of holding the Election in said City
and 3-1 grades. Miss Martha MulNext Sunday services will be
ghter. Joyce. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest uate, and has just completed work
aa indicatedbelow, viz :
in government
business Bedell and daughters, Eleanor and for his M. A. degree at the Uni- der of Edmonton,Canada, will re- conducted at the Second Reformed
prompts the former Mayor of Shirley. Mr. and Mrs. John Galien versity of Michigan. He will be place Miss Alice Van Baren as in- church by Prof. T. Welmers.
Bobby Homqulst of Holland is
Grand Rapids to present for your and children. Mr. and Mrs. Henry a teacher at Birmingham high structor in the 4-1. In the 6-1
WARD — Lincoln School, Columbia Ave. and
grade, Mrs. John Swets, tempor- spendinga few days with his
enjoyment and satisfaction the new Cook and children,Mr. and Mrs. school.
11th St.
ary
teacher,
will
be
replaced
by
grandmother, Mrs. Lewis Van Hafmild, smooth, pleasant-tasting
and John Westenbroek and son, the honA wedding repast was served to
fragrant BURGOMASTER Cigar. or guest, and Mr. Sam Galien,her about 60 guests by the Misses Mar- Mips MarjorieBaker Wf Grand ten.
Rapids. Miss A* IKoeman will
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Meyers and
SECOND
Second Story of Engine House
husband.
garet Schurman, Jean Pellegrora,
take the 6-2 grade, while Miss children of Coopersvillevisited Mr.
o • *
Hester Pellegrom, Jean Bosman,
No. 1, 63 West 8th St.
W, ’ '
Jacoba Bos of Grand Rapids will and Mrs. Jake Van Weelde on SunMiss Ethel Boot, short-term VirgUiia Kooiker, Alma Cook and teach the 4-2.
day.
missionaryin Amoy, China, is Adelaide Dethmers.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester KronemeyWARD — G. A. R. Room, Basement Floor, City
The couple will be at home at
spendinga few days in the city
JAMESTOWN
or and child of Hudsonville visited
Hall, Cor. River Ave. and 11th St.
with her brothers, Ray and Wilbur. Birmingham after Sept. 8, when
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. HenMiss Boot and her brotherswill all they will return from a wedding
A
special meeting
ng was held Mon- ry Kronemeyerand Melvin on Sun.
enroll at the University of Nebra- trip through Northern Michigan day evening at the local schoolday.
Washington School, Cor. Maple
ska at Lincoln, as soon as the fall and Canada.
house for making plans for a LaMr. and Mrs. William Albrecht
and 11th St.
term opens there.
bor Day picnic. Those elected of Hudsonvillevisited Mr. Bert W.
MARRIAGE OF MISS VANDER were: president, Lewis Zagers; Ensing and family Sunday evenBIE AND MR. ESSINK
vice president,John Van Noord; ing.
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
lat. Precinct— Polling Place, College
TAKES PLACE
sec.-treas., Jacob Tigelaar; board
MacLean, formerly of Holland,
and 19th St.
members, Albert Zagers and Penow of San Pedro, Calif., are Mrs.
ZUTPHEN
2nd. Precinct — Longfellow School,
H. L. Cook and Miss Kathryn A pretty wedding took place last ter Van Noord.
24th St.
Miss Ella Ensing and Raymond
Dinkeloo, both of Muskegon. Mrs. Wednesday evening at the home of
Ruth Vroon, daughter of Rev.
MacLean was formerly Jean Zwe- Mr. and Mrs. George Vander Bie, Huizenga attendedthe executive
and Mrs. Simon Vroon, underwent
mer, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 156 West 19th St., when their meeting of the Golden Chain on
Van Raalte Ave. School House,
an operation for the removal of
H. P. Zwemer of Holland.
daughter, Miss Bertha Vander Bie, Thursday evening at the home of
her tonsils during the past week.
Van Raalte Ave. between 19th
became the bride of Julius Harold Helen Poskey of South Blendon.
Mrs. Henry Brower and Ethel
and 20th Sts.
Mrs. Hubert Van RegemotorenThe wedding of Miss Edna Essink son of Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit
called on Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Browtertained
with
a
birthday
party
for
Essink
of
Hamilton.
The
Rev.
D.
Plagenhoef to Edwin J. Schitema,
er and daughter of Grandville on
originallyscheduled for last Tues- Zwier, pastor of Maple Ave. Chris- the pleasure of her daughter, Mar- Monday.
r
day evening, has been postponed tian Reformed church, performed tha's tenth birthday anniversary.
For the purpose of placing in Nominationby all Political
Mias Thelma Kamps of Zeeland
to Sept. 16, which will
ill be the the double ring ceremony in the Those present were: Bernice Vanparties participating
:ip
therein,Candidates for
was a Sunday visitor of Misses
bride’s birthday anniversarv.Post- jresence of about 5f) guests. Mrs. der Kooy, Lois De Kliene,Arlene
Jeanette and Gladys Kamps.
the
following
Offices,viz :
1.
Vander
Heuvel
and
Miss
Marie
Beck,
Betty
Joyce
Zagers,
Helen
ponement was due to the death of
Several people of this vicinity
the bride’s grandfather, Nelson Lemmen furnished wedding music. Mae Van Noord, Delia De Witt,
PI
I’lagenhoef,
79, last Friday. The Miss Muriel Essink, sister of the Patricia Hollis, Adelaide Van Rhee, motored to Zeeland Wednesday to
STATE
wedding will take place at Sixth groom attended the bride, while Anna Mae Petroelje, Margaret attend the Farmers' Day picnic
Harold Vander Bie, brother of the Struik, Arlene Bowman, Shirley there.
Reformed church at 8 p. m.
Governor, Lieutenant Governor.
Messrs. Julius and Kenneth
bride, served as best man. Llovd Lanting,Aberdeen Kooinga, AlBergsma of Denver, Colorado,
Gene Dekker, nephew of the bride, thea Van Dyke.
Mrs. Anna Holkeboer, 34 East was ring bearer.
The Christian Endeavor Society spent the week end visiting friends
16th St., has as guest at her home
Following the ceremony, a short met Sunday evening with Miss in this vicinity.
Miss Christine Wong, Chinese inMr. and Mrs. Gradus Kamps and
program was presented,following
Representative in Congress.
structor, who is studying religious
family of Byron Center were rewhich Mrs. John Hiuzen, Mrs. Nick
education in this country.
cent visitors at the home of Mr.
Expires September24
Hoeve, Mrs. John Van Eerden and
and Mrs. Fred Ensink.
STATE OF MICHIGAN
LEGISLATIVE
Mrs. Martin Vander Vliet, all
Sunday evening, at the MissionMiss Myrtle Holkeboer was one cousins of the newlyweds,seiwed In the Circuit Court for the Counary Meeting, Rev. H. Rikkers of
ty of Ottawa in Chancery.
of the members of a class of nurs- a wedding supper. The bride is a
Senator, Representative.
PEOPLES STATE BANK OF Shiprock,New Mexico, gave a very
es who were graduatedfrom St. graduate of Holland high school,
Andrews Cathedral in Grand Rap- and is a native of this city. The HOLLAND, a Michigan banking interestingtalk about h i s work
ids, Sunday. Among tnose
Ids,
those irom
from groom vs a graduate of Hope high corporation,as Trustee under De- there. A mixed quartet consistThe Big Pavilion wiil close the 1938 seathis city attending the graduation school and Western State Teachers positors’ Agreement providing for ing of Misses Rosena Heyboer and Prosecuting Attorney, Sheriff, County Clerk, County Treasson Labor Day, Monday, September 5. Bring
exercises were Mr. ana Mrs. S. college.He was bom in Hamilton, the reorganizationof Peoples State Lula Artz and Messrs. Alvin Ring- urer, Register of Deeds, Auditor in Counties electing same,
Holkeboerand Mr. and Mrs. A. and is a rural school teacher. Fol- Bank of Holland, dated June 28, ewohl and Herbert Heyboer favyour friends for a big final week end party!
Circuit Court Commissioners, Drain Commissioner, Coronored with vocal selections.
Vanden Elst.
lowing the reception,the couple 1933, Plaintiff,
ers, Surveyor, and such other Officers as may .be
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Van Ess,
vs.
left on a brief trip around Lake
PEOPLES STATE BANK OF Tena and Jeanette called on Mr.
nominated at that time.
Michigan and to the Wisconsin
Werner Peete and his excellentband have
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Wierda of 14th
HOLLAND, a Michigan banking and Mrs. John Stegenga and famDells.
St, and Mr. and Mrs. 0. A. Wolmade a tremendoushit throughout the sumcorporation,in its individualcor- ily of Wyoming Park on WednesTHE POLLS of said election will be open 7 o’clock a. m.
brink of West Eighth St, are on
porate capacity, and EMERSON J. day.
mer. Let’s give them a big send-off!
and will remain open until 6 o’clock p. m. of said day of
a cruise on the Great Lakes for a
Misses Julia and Ethel Ensink
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Moore, 27 LEDDICK, DICK VAN LENTE,
few days as guests of an Omaha West 15th st., have as guests at BEN A. MULDER, HENRY C. spent a day camping at Ottawa election.
insurance company.
their home their son, Kenneth L. STEKETEE, ISAAC DE KRA- Beach the past week.
Moore of Hollywood, Cal., who is KER, CHETTIE MURPHY, JAMr. and Mrs. George Ensing and
OSCAR PETERSON, City Clerk
Mrs. W. Curtis Snow is visiting a cameraman in the film studiosin COB VAN ANROOY, LOUIS NA- family and Miss Kate Troost spent
for a few days with her brother the Western city. Moore has not BERHUIS, SIMON J. DOGGER, Friday evening with Mr. and Mrs.
and sister-in-law,Mr. and Mrs. seen his parents for 10 years. Ac- JOHN HULST, SR., NICHOLAS Heinie Van Ham and family of
Bruce MacFarlane,of New York companyinghim nere are his wife SPRIETSMA, Treasurer of Otta- Grand Rapids.
and daughter, Dolores, 9.
Fri. — “Little Miss Broadway”
wa County, Michigan and MRS.
city.
LOUISE HUIZENGA, Defendants.
Shirley Temple
No. 4270.
Mr. and Mrs. M. H. De Fouw
ORDER FOR
ON
Expires Sept 17 — 15826
Sat., — “Professor Beware”— Harold Lloyd
and family of LawndaleCourt and
TRUSTEE’S PETITION FOR INSTATE OF MICHIGAN
Mrs. De Fouw’s mother, Mrs. P.
STRUCTIONS AND PUBLICADorahos of Grand Haven, have re- The Probate Court for the CounTION
ty
of
Ottawa.
turned to their respectivehomes,
At a Session of the Circuit Court
At
a
session
of
said
Court,
held
followinga week's trip through the
for said County of Ottawa, held at
at the Probate Office in the City of
East and Canada.
Grand Haven in said County, on the Courthouse in the City of
Grand Haven, Michigan, on the
Officers elected at the Jacobs the 24th day of Aug., A. D., 1938. 25th day of Auguat, 1938.
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wafamily reunion, held at Tunnel
PRESENT, THE HON. FRED T.
Park Friday evening,include: presi- ter, Judge of Probate.
MILES, Circuit Judge.
In
the
Matter
of
the
Estate
of
dent, John Jacobs; vice-president,
Plaintiff having filed a bill of
Harold Lemmen; secretary,Harry Ralph Baas, also known aa Ruth complaint in the nature of a petiJacobs; and teasurer, Joe Garvelink. Baas, Deceased.
Daniel Ten Cate having filed in tion praying instructionsrespecting performanceof its duties inMrs. Russell Crouse and family said Court his final administration
volving trust relations under an exof Pulasky, N. Y., recently spent account, and his petitionpraying
press trust, and it appearing from
several days in the city visiting for the allowance thereof and for
the assignment and distribution of such bill or petitionthat personal
FOR
relatives here.
the residue of said estate. Peti- service upon all of the beneficiaries of said trust, being holders of
Notice is hereby given that a Special Election will be held in the several
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Knooi- tioner furtherprays for the allow- Certificates of Participationissued
huizen and Mr. and Mrs. Fred ance of his fees for special and ex- under the provisionsof a Deposiwards
and precinctsin the City of Holland in conjunction with the General
Beeuwkes, all of this city, last week traordinary services rendered said tors' Agreement dated June 28,
Primary
Election on Tuesday, Sept. 13, 1938 for the purpose of voting
estate;
made a three-day motor trip
1988, providing for the reorganisaIt is Ordered, That the 27th day
through several cities in the eastern
upon
the
following
proposition :
i Peoples State Bank of--tion of
Holof September, A.D., 1938, at ten o’part of the state.
land, a Michigan
igar banking corporaclock in the forenoon, at said ProShall the City of Holland raise by loan the sum of Eighty-five Thousand
tion, within this State will be imbate Office, be and is hereby ap($85,000.00)Dollars to be used for the purpose of constructinga combined
DAUGHTERS OF AMERICAN pointed for examining and allow- possible, impracticalor unduly burdensome by reason of the multipliREVOLUTION MAKE
ing said account and hearing said
Library and Museum building as a P.W.A. project on property owned by
city of the number of said certiPLANS FOR YEAR
petition;
ficate holders, the absence of some
the City and
It is Further Ordered, That pubof them from this State, or otherOn Thursday, September 8, mem- lic notice thereofbe given by pubShall the bonds of the City of Holland in the total
of
bers of the Holland EliaabethSchy- lication of a copy of this order, for wise; and it appearing to the Court
that the purpose of such bill or peler Hamilton Chapter, Daughters three successiveweeks previous to
$86,000.00 be issued thereforand to be payable as follows
tition is to obtain the instructions
of the American Revolution, will said day of hearing, in the Holmeet at the home of the chapter’s land City News, a newspaper print- and directions of this Court as reBond No’s. 1 to 4, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1939
vice-regent,Mrs. C. C. Wood, at ed and circulatedin said County. spects the power of the plaintiff
under
the
Depositors’
Agreement
Bond No’s. 5 to 8, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1940
Waukazoo, to start off a series of
CORA VANDE WATER,
Judge of Probate. referredto above to borrow money
meetingsfor the 1988-89 season.
Bond No’s. 9 to 12, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1941
from Reconstruction Finance CorA luncheon will be served by the A true copy:
poration for the purpose of conBond No’s. 13 to 16, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1942
Mesdames R. D. Eaten, Orien S.
Harriet Swart,
summating
the plan for the payCross and J. J. Mikola. The proRegister of Probate.
Bond No’s. 17 to 20, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1943
ment of a final trustee’sdividend
gram will include an address by
Bond No’s. 21 to 24, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1944
and
the termination of the trust,
Mrs. 0. D. Heavenrich, state viceas set forth in the body of plainregent of D. A. R. Mrs. D. Randall
Bond No’s. 25 to 28, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1945
Expires Sept. 17-17411
tiff’g bill of complaint,and its furof HighlandPark, state registrar,
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Bond No’s. 29 to 32, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1946
ther power to mortgage and pledge
and Mrs. Glenn Hoppin of DearThe Probate Court for the Coun all of the assets of the trust fund
Bond No’s. 33 to 36, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1947
born, state treasurer,will also ty of Ottawa.
created under the Depositors'
attend the meeting.
At a sessionof said Court, held Agreement, except cash and curBond No’s. 37 to 40, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1948
Programs for tne entire season at the Probate Office In the City of
rent exchange, to secure said loan,
Bond No’s. 41 to 44, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1949
have been drawn up by a commit- Grand Haven in the said County,
and it appearing furtherthat plaintee headed by Mrs. LeRoy F. Alder, on the 28rd day of Aug., A. D.,
Bond No’s. 45 to 48, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1950
tiffs’ bill of complaint also prays
second vice-regent, assistedby the 1938.
that if the Court shall not grant
Bond No’s. 49 to 52, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1951
Mesdames W. J. Olive, J. D. French Present, Hon. Cora Vande Warelief as aforesaid,it shall decree
and R. W. Everett.
ter Judge of Probate.
Bond No’s 53 to 56, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1952
that an exigency has arisen not
The List Includes:
In the Matter of the Estate of
contemplated at the time of the
Bond No’s. 57 to 60, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1953
October, Dr. Bruce M. Raymond
Flora Van Kolken, Deceased.
creationof the trust by the aforeNovember,Guest Day
It appearing to the court that
Bond No’s. 61 to 64, inclusive, amounting to $5,000.00 Aug. 1, 1954
mentioned
Depositors’ Agreement,
December, Mrs. Edward Donivan the time for presentationof claims
and that as a result thereof, plainBond No’s. 65 to 68, inclusive, amounting to $5,000.00 Aug. 1, 1955
January, Mrs. 0. S. Cross
against said estate should be limtiff possesses the power and auFebruary, Junius B. Wood
ited, and that a time and place be
Bond No’s. 69 to 72, inclusive, amounting to $5,000.00 Aug. 1, 1956
March, Mrs. J. M. Shaw, Grand appointed to receive, examine and thorityto borrow money from Reconstruction Finance Corporation
Bond No’s. 73 to 77, inclusive, amounting to $5,000.00 Aug. 1, 1957
Rapids
adjust all daima and demands for thcTpurposes mentioned above
April-— May, Reports on state, against said deceased by and beBond No’s. 78 to 83, inclusive, amounting to $5,000.00 Aug. 1, 1958
and also possesses the power and
* nationalconventions
fore said court:
May 11, Luncheon at home of Mrs. ’ It is Ordered, That creditorsof authority to pledge and mortgage
together with interest at a rate fixed by the purchaser, but not to exceed
all off the assets of the trust, exC. J. Hand
said deceased ere required to precept cash and current exchange, as
4% per annum, payable semi-annually on the first day of February and
Chainnen of committees for the sent their claims to said court at
securityfor said loan.
year are: preservation of historic said Probate Office on or before
August of each year?
THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERspots, Miss Martha Sherwood; the 18th day ef December,A. D
ED,
that the 24th day of SeptemAmericaniara and dtiienshlp,Mrs. 1088, at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
Bruce M. Raymond; approved said time and place being hereby ber, next, at 0:80 o’clock in the
forenoon-at said Courthouse be apschools,Mrs.
ire. C. J. Hand; Ellis appointed for the examination end
or hearing the petition of
de- pointed fo
plaintiff Trustee, and it is further
ORDERED that a copy of this Order be published once each week
Mrs. Wood; secondf vice-regentilication of a copy of this orltr for for three (3) successive weeks
Mrs. Alder; recording secretary,three successiveweeks preyioM to previousto said time of hearing,in
the Holland
City News, a newsHoi
Mrs. E. C. Brooks; corresponding said day of hearing, in
in the
the Hoi- the
~ printed and circulated
secretary, Mrs. Oeckr Thompson; lend City News, a newspa;
SST C^unt^of Ottawa.
treasurer,Mrs. Mikula; registrar,ed and circulatedin «Kf^ount^
said
T. MILES,
Mrs. Keeler; historian,
CORA VANDE WATER, w
ian, Mias
Miss Lida
Circuit Judge.
V,
Rogers; chaplain, M». E. V. Hart4 Judge of Probate,
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Hunt

Tbs Zeeland Garden dub will FIT* HUNDRED HEAR TOT,
»nd tht mw units of wealth wffl
A party was bald last svtning terntoa and evening. Two boOmeet at the home of Mrs. J. Elhart,
at the homa of Mr. and Mrs. Dick games wfll be played in the foreAllegan Dear 236 East Cherry street on Friday REPUBLICAN GUBNATORIAL fimto dea-ewe the tax burden of
the individualcitizen."
CANDIDATE
Maaufs, East 15th
afternoon at 8 .-00 o'clock. The
noon: '«t 8:00 the Merchant*will very worthwhile prises
Toy constantlystressedthe everMr. Meengs on his
program consistsof e paper on
play the East Saugatuck team: and riven away amounting to
though the deer herd* in “Dahlias"
increasing
expenses
in state adminversary.
Mrs.
Matugs
presided
at
a-rwiutwo uj
*E1S0»Wm.
VV lli« OsseIt is estimated that
vaawbat
m V least
V CSa t II
flve
VO
by Mrs.
at 10:00 a. m. the Grand Rapids
Allegan County continueto menace
istration and in payrolls and also
the program, which included Colored All Stars will be hero to Come down and spend t
waarde, and a discussionof “City hundred people listenedto Harry
farmer*’ crops, the Conservation
deplored
the
reduction
of
state
Mr. Meengs, the Rav.
Beautification"by Mrs. Johannes T°y of Detroit deliver an ad*
the Merchants. The German The Merchants were de
Commission will not authorise an
Anthony Meengs,
De Free and Mrs. H. Miller. The dress from the steps of the Mason- funds for our schools. Mr. Toy
of Grand Rapids will be here
open season this fall.
stated
he
had
no
political organibur
Defrnr of Nebraska. Readings
W"' to play at the ball games. Another Monday evening in a h
r Derking
members are reminded
'c Temple at Centennial
is
»v**aaMw*ato come
tunic ”
----- - -Park.
— — It —
Tht Commissionaccepted a re- prepared with^a suggestion of city difficultto estimate how large the sation behind him, that he is fightwere given by Mra. Hattie Erd- band will also be here for tho day. with the Zoet Fuels of H
a score of 8-2.
port erf their game officials who
ing the battle alone, and feels that
mans and Mias Minnie Meengs. A
____ the efficientloud
studied conditionsin that county
he
has
the
support
of
public
opinspeaker carried the speech so it
The regular annual meeting of solo was rendered by Miss Gertrude
and interviewedfarmers and sportsMrs. Mary E. Wilms, 88, 258 c°uld be heard anywhere around ion in this campaign.
the American Legion Auxiliary Meengs and the Misses Gertrude
sultations and conferencessince the River Ave., is seriouslyill at her Centennial Park where many cars
After the discourse the party will be held Monday, September Lievenae and Margaret Lievense
last commission meeting with variwent to
Friend Tavern 19, for the purpoae of electing of- sang a duet Refreshmentswere
* *
were parked.
our sportsmen's organisationsand
where a receptionwas held in the ficers. A special Board meeting served to the guests,with a social
Henry Cook of Holland, chair- hotel lobby where at least 250 citfarmers' groups and with many inwas held at the home of Mrs. Nick time following.
DRENTHE
man
--- - of
— the
---- Ottawa
M County
wv/uiiv/ToyAKJjterested individuals in Allegan
izens shook hands with both Mr.
Hoffman,Waukaseo, for tho purfor-Governor
Club
opened
the
meetCounty regarding an open season
and Mrs. Toy, his wife accompany,
Summer taxes
Friday evening Mr. Marinus De ing shortly after 8 o’clock, who in- ing him on this trip. Miss Mar- pose of arranging this meeting and
---- may still be paid
on deer in that county during 1938,
other fall activities.It is very im- at the office of City Treasurer Henwe have concludedthat public Kleine and Louise, Mr. and Mrs. troduced Mayor Henry Geerlings,tha Mitts of Saginaw, a supporter portant
that
members
of
the
Auxry J. Becksfort,the treasurer anopinion is decidely against such an G. De Kleine and Gertrude, Mr. who in turn presentedMr. Toy. Mr. of the candidate,was also present.
open season. Even the members of and Mrs. Henry Van Dam, |Mr. Geerlings welcomed the candidate Mrs. Parks, chairman of the Wo- iliary attend at the regular time nounced today, since the tax rolls
and
place.
have not aa yet been turned over
the Hamilton Farm Bureau, where and Mrs. John Hoffman,Mr. and to the city and said that he felt men’s Toy-for-Governor Club of
• a •
to the city assessor.
most of the damage complaintshave Mrs. Carl Hoffman and Joyce, Mr. *hat it was an excellent way to get Holland was on the receptioncom
vot€ra interested in a campaign mittee as well as was Mr. Henry
o
originated, are opposed to an open George Riddering, Sr., of
The women of the American Lethe information
season as prescribed by present law. Rapids, Don and Kirk Riddering, to get *u‘
---- -- ‘from
'
Cook and several other Holland and gion Auxiliarywent on a very benHAMILTON
These people are desirous of some sons of Professorand Mrs. Ridder- the candidates who later may be Ottawa County committeemenand
evolent errand, going to Soldiers’
the servants of the public.
'rryt
‘specialseason’ or measures, such as
women.
Home, Grand Rapids. They took
Holland! a Busiest Drug Store
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Snyder of
limiting the number of hunters, and Mrs. Albert Hoffman and children
Hearing the different sides, Mr.
with them their “basket of plenty” Detroit, visited their mother, Mrs.
issuing permits to fanners; but and Mr. and Mrs. Lester Wyngar- Geerlings stated, would give the BOUWS FAMILY
Corner
River and
Holland,
consistingof candy, cigars,writthey are opposed to a regular open den of Zeeland enjoyed their sup- voter an opportunityto get full inHOLD REUNION ing paper, shaving cream, stock- Hannah Snyder, last week. Mrs.
Snyder returnedto Detroit with
season, although thev are inclined per at Tunnel Park.
formation on all political subjects
ings, and other needful things for them for a few weeks.
The Bouws family reunion was
to favor some ‘special regulations,'
The membership papers of Mr. as this relates to state politics.He
the less fortunate soldiera. The
such as bow and arrow or ‘permit’ and Mrs. N. Johnson and children Rtated that then the voter could held last week Friday at the home
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. BUlin, were
Holland unit gave the boys chocohunting.
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
R.
Bouws
of
Sunday dinner guesta of Mr. and
were receivedhere from the Rusk vote more intelligently.For at
late bars and packages of gum
“Leaving out public opinion and church, and the papers of Mrs. least an hour Mr. Toy landed hard New Groningen.The reunion also each and besides allowed them to Mrs. Cl yde Curkendal at Kalamaconsideringonly the deer herd and Boshman, nee Winnie IDoieman, !on Frank Murphy, the present gov- celebratedthe 40th wedding anni- choose from the basket such things zoo.
50c Yeast
emor, and he especiallytook to versary of Mr. and Mrs. John R. for which they had need at the moits future, we would recommend were sent to
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Kooiker and
Bouws,
grandchildrenof the origthat Allegan County be closed exdaughter,
Joyce,
were
Grand
RapRay Foster Hunderman broke
ment. It was a very thoughtful
25c Barbasol
inal Bouws family. About a huncept for the townships of Heath, his wrist Friday and was taken to
ids shoppers last Thursday.
dred attended the reunion, which gesture and the Soldiers’ Home
Valley,Clyde and Manlius, where Dr. Hunderman in Grand Rapids.
family was very much pleased.
Sunday and Monday guests of
featured a lawn supper and an in35c Petersons
the deer are most numerous and
Sunday morning Mrs. Mattie
Rev. and Mra. I. Scherpenissewere:
teresting
program.
The
Becksfort
where damage complaints are most Fyneweaver was shocked to learn
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. William Vanderwerp
and Lubbers string quartet prolikely to originate.
60c
for the hair
of the death of her friend, Mrs.
The committee going to the Sol- and children. . George, Billy and
vided music for the affair.
Ruth Davis, who was killed in an
diers’ Home consisted of Mrs. Mar- Joan of Muskegon.
Officerselected at the reunion
Insulin U-20 lOcc
automobile accidentin Grand Rap.
EVEN DAN CUPID NOW
tin Japinga, Mra. John Roseboom,
Mr. Albert Oetman returned
were: president, Lambertus Bouws
ids Saturday night.
Mrs.
Nicholaa
Hoffman,
Mrs.
John
DEPENDS UPON PWA
from the Holland hospital last Friof Buchanan; secretary, Jennie
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Boeskool and
60c Zonite Antiseptic
Mulder of Holland; and treasurer, Mills, and Mrs. Ed Slooter. They day.
made
the
visit
there
Tuesday.
Uncle Sam gave little Dan Cupid children of Grand Rapids spent
Mrs.
Anthony
Mulder
of
Zeeland.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Slighter and
/
their vacationwith their sister and
$1.00 Bisodol
a boost Saturday.
• • •
Another reunion of the family will
Jf^hter, Mary Jane, and Mr. and
It came to light in a PWA an- brother-in-law,Mr. and Mrs. E.
be held at the Bouws home at New
Mrs.
Milton
Dangremond
and
dauJoint installation of four Amnouncement that Elkton, the Gret- Hoeve, and with their parents,Mr.
Groningennext year.
$1.20 Caldwell’s
HAMM 1 S TOT
erican Legion Posts of Ottawa ghter, Yvonne, all of Holland,
na Green of Maryland, has been and Mrs. Ralph Boeskool.
Mr. and Mrs. John Bouws are County will take place at the Hol- Sunday
Junday guests of their parents,
parents Mr.
Sophia
Van
Dam
is
employed
given a grant of $125,404 toward
the parents of nine children:Lam- land Country Club on Friday, Sep- and Mrs. Ed Dangremond.
by Mrs. Mattie Fyneweaver for a
the cost of a new courthouse.
bertus Bouws of Buchanan; Mrs. tember 9, at 7:30 o’clock. District
Miss Josephine Kuite sang a solo
time.
The new building will provide
task Frankenstein,named by Mr. A. Mulder of Zeeland; Richard
committeemanC. A. Byrne will act at the morning servicein the AmMarian Ruth Rutgers of Detroit Murphy to the State Welfare ComcommodiousQuarters for the marBouws of Holland; John Russel, as installing officer.The posts in- erican Reformed church. Rev. I.
Everyone
spent a few days with her uncle mission. Mr. Toy said Mr. Frank» bureau.
riage license
Clarence, Julia, and Gordon Bouws, cluded in that meet are Zeeland, Scherpenisse again occupied the
and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Heet- enstein had no place on this welall of New Groningen, and Mrs.
Grand Haven, Holland, and Coop- pulpit after his vacation.
derks.
3 oz.
$
The Holland Flying Dutchmen Mrs. Marvin Newenhouse,Mrs. fare commission nor in the affairs Clayton Van Dyke and Mrs. Rufus ersville.
re. Muriel Dowd of Kalamazoo
of
our
state
government,
but
apVan Ommen, both of Zeeland.
last evening defeated the Grand
visited
in
the
Scherpenisse
home
George Gaining and Mrs. J. Essing
o
Haven Millers by a 4-0 score in a spent Thursday in Holland with parently Murphy was not asking
25 A.B.D. [Abdol]
last week.
for Frankenstein’sresignation.He
Members of the Birthdayclub
baseball game at Ferry Field, Mrs. Wm. Bekius.
Final plans are being made for
stressed the fact that if Re were were entertainedby Mrs. Art Van
Grand Haven.
lOcc Halirer
the annual Labor Day Celebration
Gertrude and James De Kleine nominated and elected governor of
Kolken Tuesday at her home on
to be held here Monday. A good
and Mr. and Mrs. Bert Brouwer of Michigan, his first act in official
Central
Ave.
Prizes
at
games
A petunia plant in the garden of Zeeland motored to Jackson last
program has been arranged for afcapacity would be to eliminatethe went to Mrs. Shud Althuis, Mrs.
Burr Morris, 67 West 2nd St., is week Wednesday.
man
in
question.
Toy
challenged
Abel Smeenge, and Mrs. Peter
over six feet long, more than four
Angeline Van Dam, clerk at the
feet wide, and is at present bear- Heetderks store, has been enjoying Murphy on his labor policy and Prins. Refreshmentswere served
stated that today Michigan was in to those attending, among whom
ing over 400 blossoms.
a week of vacation.
the worst conditionin years. EmMr. and Mrs. John Van Dam ployment has decreased and unem- were Mrs. Smeenge, Mrs. Alhuis,
and Carolyn, Mr. and Mrs. John ployment has mounted to new rec- Mrs. Prins, Mrs. Dave Vereeke,
Nyenhuis and children, Dr. and ords; and WPA rolls have increas- Mrs. Mickie Dyke, Mrs. John De
Haan, Mrs. Stanley Elferdink,Mrs.
Mrs. G. J. Kemme and Mr. and ed amazingly. Mr. Toy stated,“I . ~.v.
10th.
Boter, Mrs. Bert Slagh, Mrs.
Mrs. Lester Wyngarden and chil- favor labor both organized and in- Dick
Dick Van Tatenhove, and Mrs.
Dm to ovorwhalatea rtapoMO to ms aflvsrware •fiw daring
dren of Zeeland enjoyed a hamburdividually. I recognisethe right to John Ter Vree
tht last wMk. wa kavo found It aiotaaaryto astaad tho time
ger fry at Tunnel Park, near Holbargain collectively or individually
limit tot redemptionof Krogor SilvemiM Books to StpL lOtL
land.
with the employer. I am strictly | Mrs. Anna Cook, formerly of ZeeStocks hart Mm roplMishod and books will bo honored uHl
n
ri
o
va rv vs*f>r\ o a
A
opposed to any employer or Indus- land, and who spe’nt the wintere in
Sept 10th. W# recommend fM redeem jour books at onoe to
... If «Urt
assare complete selection.Serea beaatifalI - 3 and S piece anits.
try which uses lawless methods to Miami, Florida, left for Seattle
drern’t maatiwi
ONLY TWO MORE DAYS
your choice of any one 65c with book -Prion without book flOO
suppress labor. Business and in- Washington, to live. Her two dau(reyer deck
dustry must go ahead. Labor wants Ightershave’moved to^Vattle”They
GET YOUR SILVERWARE NOW - FINAL DAT. SEPTEMBER
Ireed Mere
r_Jyl 21
The Ward Company,
25 E. 8th to go to worlk the farmer wants a formerly lived in Miami. Mrs. Cook
10th. - NO FURTHER EXTENSION
vre p*T fee Mrdeiet. AA
Street, Holland, has been _putting
_____ B
fair price and a good market for I is the widow of the late James
lb. Ie.f-.eey rerietv
on a big four-day opportunity sale his products but nothing tangible Cook of Holland who later moved
dupUy.
and has sent out a six-page broad- it seems has been accomplished by to Zeeland and conducted a flour
Fall else - Large Round 19 Egg
Clock Sliced
side covering an endless number of the state administrationto bring mill.
items, in specialbargains during that about. If I am named
o
_ — -----— ---- 45c - only
these four days. School clothes for ernor, I would like to give indus- Mr. and Mrs. Henry Vander Heu19 Egg Loaf Angel Food Cake (Beg. 99c) only S5c
Twin or Sandwich
children are especiallystressed. ry business, and the producer the vel and Mr. and Mrs. Herman BonThere is a bargain fest in most raith and confidence
Clock Irhole Wheat
to ogo ahead, (tekoe aare
on ai
an extended motor
----— —
ic
vii
any line you might mention. If to expand its producing units, and trip to Wiscosin.
^SSSS8@SSSSSS8SSSSS8SS9S
you haven’t received the circular, to employ men and women again
Fan lolls light and FMfy dosM So
Four Big Opportunity Days,” who are now on relief amd the
which closes Saturdaynight, ask WPA. This is the only means of
Four of oar
for one at our store.
Spedal
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SALE NOW THROUGH SATURDJ

|

Foam Tablets
Shaving Cream

Holland.

Food

Ant

Danderine

f

/y

Antacid

Syrup Pepsin

Needs Vitamins

-

-

Wheatamin

-

Extract
Capsules

Oil

...

35c

BREAD 2£,1

10c

BRE

KROGER

SILVERWARE OFFER EXTENDED
TO SEPTEMIEI
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-

gov-

~

-

-

4
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CAKE

ANGEL FOOD
--

SLICED

LOANS

Montgomery-Ward Co.,
25 E. 8th Street.,
Holland, Mich.

BUNS

FLOUR

^

FALCON

CAMERA
^Take.16 pictureson ONE
of

want your money’s worth in any
government service or merchandise
which you buy. The “Burgomaster”
Cigar will be sure to please yon,
because it is, like the former Mayor
of Grand Rapids, always depends-

ROLL

Kodak or Affa ve«t pocket
film. Be ready
*11

ihe

to

lake

pictures

ume with

NO DELAY

KNOWS YOU

49c

LOAN

this

ASS’N.

camera.

Pilbbury’i

^TFc

COUNTRY CLUB
Baking Teeted

.

pviiAL

COLD MEDAL
Flom
sack 79c
24l&*lb.

HOLLAND
10

eufiGomasrar*,

W.

Eighth

St

Telephone 3175

oil

69c

FLOUR

COOKIES
RED SALMON

Fin eel

*4Vk-n>

King's Hake'll
Quick Personal
I/Mn Service

—Political Adv.

<=

SUGAR

Michigan Beet
(Cane I agar lb. Sc)
Her Grace Fruit Pectin (Powdered) 9 pkge. 15c

FELS
Ivory

LOANS

T,»»WSS
‘•d.4.4wilh

PINTS

r anefrin

QUARTS

Wide Mouth

The Faster You Pay the

flirt

augnoolo

Ofpilitiry

$mmpp

HOLLAND

Prosecuting Attorney

LOAN ASS’N

PRIMARIES SEPT. 13,1938

10

Your Support Will Be

/cV./

dosen 79c

PINTS

W.

Eighth

JAR CAPS
JAR RINGS 3

Moet eiaei

ROLL FILMS

roll

Developingand Larja Prints roU 15o

4 ZZ

Telephone 8175

Appreciated

Madt

COLD CREAM

Direct from the Netherlands
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CHATHAM BLANKETS
BUY NOW ON OUR LAY A-WAY PLAN

PAY

95c

Term

8m

that poor child soffera aa
physicalhandicap to impede his

.

Beauliful Assortment of Designs and Colors

See the Display in

progress when he

gOM

back to

•chool There is only om way to
flad out, and that la to have year

doctor aad dentist make a thoreagh physicalexamination. Blight defects in hearing aad sight
aa wen aa ether miner conditions have ceased Many bright

50cweek

10

Our Window

Model Drug Store

Dkgs. 1

0c

Cor. 8th 8L and River Avenue

•MMMt

u>

1

Armour * Star

Freshly Ground C. Q.

9‘Ac Hamburgor

n>.

GmiJm Haddock

Country Club Cooked

Picnic.

u>

25c

Fillets

DUTCH LOAF -w,™
or Whole Loaves Ik. tSo) - Tour meat leaf aU prepared
be served hot or oold.
(ft

eee perekete
eey ibe jtr Emb.My Peanut letter er Salad DressInel Country Chib
Seled OrMNeg or
Sendwieh Spread.

JAS. A.

BROUWER

CO.

“The Old Reliable Furniture Store"
212-216 River

Avenue .

— —

.

12

££

WISCO FEEDS
EGG Mwh

YONKER'S

DI1DG
8T0BB
The Reull
Store

(kh 8t.-yoll.Sd, Mich.

________

B

_____

2
2

Bed Malagas

SWEET POTATOES

^

$1.30
*1.80

POTATOES

Michigan
.

U.B.»o.l

,

15

Fancy Michigan Siberia

PEACHES
STORE

buahal

MANAGERS
Sch ailing—372 Con.

Mr”*--

MASH* °""S* *1.90

LOCK Mr ££ 43c
FLY'SPtAV SC 89c

1

5
•

Jamas C. Verhey— Groceries * John

til

*-*„*u.

GRAPES
Virginia Jersey

yonr child a preciousyam of edacation. Have tboae examinations made now.

20W«

mm

lbs.

25c

With oonpon from any one
package of Country Club
Seda Crackere- Country Club
Graham Crackersor
Country dub Batts' Wafers

SCRATCH

'**<"**—

FRUIT

BANANAS

PENCILS

in gold - only

eondWena can only be diaceved by qualified professionalMan. So, don’t take chances with

Holland, Michigan

vim

GOLDIN YILLOW

\

14% Dairy >£*$1.20
WALGREEN SYSTEM AGENCY

Smoked

Picnics

of

START

ORR-HEALTH BLANKETS

Tablets

L49U

HAM

BroadcastShankl***

WBk

With TOV boom

w

SPICED

(ButtK

21*

STANDARD
NOTEBOOK

EQUAL

HOLLAND BLANKETS

Porf action

Flat

HAMS

FILLER!

Give Him

onus

BROADCAST SMOKID

St

tUST^HIH[

.35*

Jars

dosen 99C
QUARTS
%-GALLON dozen $1.09
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HAPPINESS

Holland, Michigan, Thursday, September 1, 1938

A bridge-luncheonwas presented L Eaton, Mrs. Henry Carley, Mrs. FIRE DESTROYS BARN AND
THRESHER
at her home last Tuesday by Mrs. Orien S. Cross, and Mrs. Beulah
W. J. Olive. Twenty-fourguests Dunwoody of New York City, who
The barn on the Boersen farm at
attended the affair.Prises at bridge
went to Mrs. J. E. West of Gen- is a guest of her sister, Mrs. Cor- Zutphen was destroyed by lire Isst
neseo, HI., house guest of Mrs. W. nelius Vender Meulen, of Holland. week. Cause of the fire was Itid
to sparks from a threshing machine, which was working on the
farm. Also destroyed in the fire
was the separator belonging to
Mr. Henry De Weerd.
This Is the second time in two
years that Mr. De Weerd has suffered this loss. The first burning
occurred on the farm of Nick Meyer, when the bam on the Meyer
farm, and its contents,was likewise destroyed by fire.

THOSE WHO WERE UNABLE TO
ATTEND OUR

Grand Opening

YOUTH BADLY INJURED
ON ZEELAND FARM

are invited to call at our new location:

Marinus Dykgraaf of North
Fairview road, near Zeeland, while
operating a manure spreader on
the farm of his parente, became

10 West 8th St.

caught in the machine and was

Now

Number 35

BRIDGE TO HAMILTON'S LABOR DAY CELEBRATION

Watching the
Birds

MEAN

JOBS

FENNVILLR SCHOOLS TO

REOPEN ON

Is

SEPT. «

Outside Folks

On
Museum

Watch Vote

Interesting

The Fennville public schools will
open for the fall term on Tuesday,
September 8, after the summer vacation, during which the building
ha* been renovated and the gym
floor refinished. There will be three CONSUL FOR THE NETHERnew teacher*, including an agri- LANDS AS WELL AS HEAD OF
cultural instructor to take the
STATE LIBRARY ASSOCIAplace of the late Geo. Berden.
TION MAKE COMMENT
SuperintendentJ. B. Van DevenAND GIVE INter announcesthat he will be in
FORATION
his office at the high school next
Interest in the proposed new LiThursdayand Friday to meet student* who wish to consult him in brary-Museum Building,on which
regard to selection of study cour- Holland city property owners will
se*, or to obtain other information vote at the Sept 13 election, axtends far beyond the limits of the
concerning school matters.
city, accordingto letters of inquiry
received recently by the NetherPEOPLES STATE BANK TRUST lands Pioneer and Hiatorical Foun-

Library

FLOCKING OF BIRDS FORETELL SUMMER'S

END
Swallows began flocking aeveral

weeks ago. Martina collect on telephone wires toward evening, sitting tight together like beads on
a string. Crackles flock to their
roosts at night, making a nuisance
of themselves.Cowbirdsand starlings have their roosting places,
too, where they concentrate at
night prior to the big move south.
These roosts and concentrations
As in the past, Hamilton’s La- East Saugatuck. Various other
will Increasenight by night, until
finally you wonder if there could bor Day celebration,to be held numbers have been provided on the
be another bird id this part of Monday at Hamilton, is expected sports program. A variety musical
Michigan. Then, some evening, you to draw thousands of visitors. The program has been scheduled,and
will find the woods silent.The birds event has been staged annually for a large number of other novel feawill have left. It is a sure sign that more than a quarter of a century. tures are promised.Free prizes
Activitieswill open with a ball- there will be galore. The complete
autumn is on the way.
game scheduled for 8 a. m. be- officialprogram of Hamilton’s LaBirds that feed on winged insects
tween the Hamilton Merchants and bor Day celebrationfollowsbelow:
are the first to leave, That, indudes
the swallows, martins and the flycatchers.A cold August morning
HAMILTON COMMUNITY GROUNDS
is their signal for southward flight.
MORNING
Redwing blackbirdswill soon musBall Gamr« at Coramunity Ball Park:
ter in flocks in the harvest fields.
KaM Saugatuck va. Hamilton Merchant*;
Bobolinks don their gray traveling
G. R. Colored All Star* v*. HamiltonMerchant*.
suits and gather into little bands.

FUND TO MAKE ANOTHER
PAYMENT TO THOSE
HOLDING CERTIFICATES

dation.

Experts on library and

museum

matters,as well as prominent

Netherlander!throughout the country will be watching the reaults of
Some time ago the Peoples State the ballotinghere.
at -anytime!
Bank of Holland paid to depositors William G. Bryant, Detroit, conMedical aid was immediately
60% of their deposits when the sul for The Netherlands, who has
summoned,
and it required several
Invite You to Come in and See
bank wa* closed in 1982. In an an- shown great interest in The Nethstitches to close the wound. He is
nouncementmade some three erlands Museum aince its establishthe son of Mr. and Mrs. C. DykNew Modernized Store.
months ago, the DeDositors Cor- ment here two years ago through
graaf of North Pairview road.
poration,in charge of the remain- W. P. A. cooperation,has expresso
ing participatingcertificates,made ed the opinion that “the building,
Many New Gift Items.
HOLLAND GIDEON CAMP IS
known that some time this fall an- if and when completed,will become
WELL ATTENDED
other "substantialpayment" would an outstanding attraction in the
Complete Line of Jewelry.
be made.
City of Holland and irill be the
Several Holland businessmen Flickers are roving through the
Five years ago the Peoples source of the greatest pride, not
Watches and Diamonds.
AFTERNOON
were present at the organizationwoods in small flocks, spending
State Bank before its reorganiza- only to the citizens of Holland
meeting of th|e Holland Gideon much time on the ground. Goldtion submitted a plan to the de- but to all *thoae of Netherlands
Band Concert — Hager’* Band. Grand Rapid*.
Dinnerware.
camp held in the Warm Friend finches are attracted to ripening
positorswhich went over a period birth and descent."
Wolverine Four Quartet.
Tavern. Thirty members have been sunflowers.All these birds are getof five years, which was then adoptThe need for proper library facil5-piece German Band.
enrolledin the local camp to date. ting ready for the great adventure
Glassware and Pottery
ed. According to the terms of this ities was itressed by Ralph A. UlSpeaker — Reverend Kilpatrick, First Methodist Church of
Officers were elected at the or- of migration — the call of the undepositors’agreement ,the period veling,president of the Michigan
Grand Rapids.
ganization meeting. They were: chartered air lanes which remains
Is up and cannot be renewed. Con- Library associationand a member
Special Showing $50,000 Display of Diamonds
Wolverine Four Quartet.
president, Rendert H. Muller; vice
sequently,the trustees were con- of the State Board for Libraries
one of the mysteries of the bird
5 -piece German Band.
and Jewelry
president, George Mooi; secretary-world.
fronted with a problem of dispos- which allots state aid library
Merchandine Prize*.
treasurer, BenjaminL. Van Lente;
ing of the truat assets which re- fundi.
Following drawing of prize*, *porta from platform.
Along
with
the
urge
to
migrate,
chaplain,George Schuiling; Bible
mained unliquidated.Negotiations “Experiencehas demonstratod
there
is
a
desire
to
explore.
Some
secretary, Fred Beeuwkes; and
began last spring through the Re- clearly," Mr. Ulvellng wrote, “that
EVENING
of
the
larger
species
show
this
chorister, William J. Brower. MeetFall
construction Finance Corporation, a library inadequatelyhoused never
Band Concert— Hager’* Band, Grand Rapid*.
by
roaming
about
before
finally
ings are planned once per month
a government agency, asking for fulfillsits beat purpose. But given
Wolverine Four Quartet.
leaving for the south. It is in late
by the Holland camp.
a loan against these trust assets in a favorableopportunity to develop,
5-piece German Band.
August
and
early
September
that
The Gideon nro^ram includes the
$1.00
order to secure as large a payment a libraryquickly becomes in imMerchandise Prizes.
people
report
bands
of
white
egrets
lacing of Bibles in every school in
to depositors as possible at this portant educationalinfluence in the
•ttawa County at the present on Michigan lakes. Recently a
Merchants and individual* who gave ticketa or contributedprises: time. After considerable negotia- community.
group
of
white
pelicans
was
seen.
time: Bibles have been placed in
William Ten Brink, John Lubber* & Ca, Fillmore Creamery, Woltera tions and thorough appraisalscov“As the present government prothe hotels in Holland. Bibles will Michigan-bred ducks fly east and
Garage, Benj. Kooiker, Red Star Fertilizer, Kolvoord Milling Co., C. F. ering several months, this govern- grama provide the best opportunisoon be placed in the Grand Haven west across the state with no reBilling*, A. J. Klomparen* Monuments, Brink Lumber Yard, Jacob ment agency has offered to advance ties for obtaining aid for library
schoolsand Gmad Haven jail with gard to flight lanes.
Datema, John Kolvoord, Henry Slotman. Jacob Eding, Hamilton Mfg. the sum of |156,818 against
development since the Carnegie inFrom
the
north
comes
a
horde
appropriatededicationservices.
Co., Henry H. Nyenhuis, Harvey Kronemeyer, Hamilton Service pledge of all the truat assets.
terests in 1919 discontinuedgiving
of
Arctic
birds,
on
their
way
to
The organizationwill conduct
It appears, however, that the funds for such purposes,it ia hoped
Garage, Joe Scharf, Richard Wentzel, Ray J. Msatman, Joe Lugten,
many church servicen in Ottawa wanner weather.They may be seen Dr. M. H. Hamelink, Hamilton Poultry Farm, Wm. Van Der Ploeg, Pe- governmentrequire*that the trus- that a mat many cities will avail
County churches during the com- on Michigan beaches; sandpipers te Van Sweden, Bakkeri* Ga* Station, Broekhui* Broa., OveriaelMill- tees obtain the approval of the Cir- themaelvea of the present opporand sanderlings,yellowlegs,phalaing^months.
ing Co-, Rosso Package Co., Edward Miakotten, Joe Overbeek, Peter cuit Court of Ottawa County for tunity. But regardlessof the
ropes and other wading birds.
10
8th
r. Kenyon A. Palmer, field repMass Furniture Store, Salem Co’op.-BentheimBranch, Hamilton this loan, and Judge Fred T. Miles means used to obtain better liEarly
October
brings
the
flight
of
resentativeof the Gideons of ChiFarm Bureau, George Tellman, Mrs. Eva Zalsman, Schutmaat’a I.G.A., will be called upon to pass upon brary facilitiesfor the City of Holwild
ducks.
First
are
the
pintails
cago, HI., spoke to the Holland
Bill Krueger, Dr. G. H. Rigterink, H. J. Dampen, Johnson Bros., L G. this matter and give his approval. land. I hope that somethingwill
and
teal,
little, fast-flying ducks at
group of the work of the Gideons,
Stallkamp, Roy Biple, Geo. Timmerman, Herman Kulte, Geo. Brower. It seems that in order to get the be done."
whose work is internationalin which the gunner hopes to have a
Bert Hoffmeyer, Michigan Pickle Products Co., Herman Nyhoff, H. D. proper legal machinerygoing, the
Under the termi of legislation
scops, placing Bible in hotels, pris- shot or two because of the earlier
Strabbing,Marvin Kooiker.
holders of participatingcertificates enacted at the last state legislaopening
of
the
season
this
fall.
ons, hospitalsand similar instituare entered into a friendly auit: ture, the State Board for LibraPractical
tions. Altogether the Gideons Then come the bluebills.blacks and
but since there are nearly 3,000 ries allots funds for the aid of lomallards,
together
with
the
redof these, living not alone here, cal libraries.
ries. The Holland library
in goraiunent and business has have placed 1,500,000 'Bibles In heads' and canvasbacks,and all the
PICTURESQUE
DAM
AND
TRESTLE
AT
HAMILTON
various institutions up to the presbut throughout the country, it would be eligible
ell
for increasedafled him to prepare for yon the New
other
horde
of
late
autumn
waterent time, this total being distribuwould be physicallyimpossible to lotmente under this act. if it were
BURGOMASTER Cigar. It will de- ted in 22 foreign countriesas well fowl. By that time, it will be late
get service on so many, and the ex- housed in a modern
light you with ito convenient size,
October. November and the goose
United States:
pense would be prohibitive,not
U.
mild flavor, pleasanttaste, fragrant | aB1™e
flight
will
be
just
ahead.
Summer
Mr. Harry C. J. Roe per of Grand
alone to these depositorsbut to the relations of the- Detroit News,
odor. . . Ask for “Burgomaster.
will
be
only
another
memory.
v
J Rapids headed a group
of Gideons
trusteesof the truat fund as well.
j from Grand Rapids to organize the
It is, therefore,permitted by law
“Naturally.Ihe decision of the
VANDER
MEULEN
'-v V
Holland camp.
to select twelve of these certif- voters of Holland will be based on
HEAD OF WESTERN
icate-holders, two holding amounts their wisdom, experience and sturTHEOLOGIALSEMINARY
ranging from $1 to |1,000; two, dy citizenship:and no outsider
The Rev. and Mrs. Thomas Ten
from 11,000 to $2,000; two, from such as myself has a right to adHoeve and family of Brooklyn, N.
Dr. Jacob Vander Meulen, pro$2,000 to $3,000; two, from $3,000 vise or queatioh their judgmentat
Y., spent a few days in the city fessor of New Testament language
~Jke. Select C I G fl fl fo the
to $4,000;two, from $4,000 to $6,- the polls. Nevertheless,as a citiwith relatives last week.
and literature at Western Theologi000; and two, of $6,000 and over. zen of Michigan, taking pride in
cal seminary, has been appointed
The bank authoritiesthrough their the achievements of the people and
acting presidentof the local semiattorneys,Lokker and Den Herder, pleasure in a knowledge of their
nary by the executivecommittee of
make it plain to these defendants, background, and as an occasional
the board of superintendentsof the
emphasizingthat this is only a visitor to Holland, eager to see it
institutionto fulfill the vacancy
friendlysuit, brought only for the multiply its attractions. I would be
left recently by the death of Dr.
purpose of satisfyingthe Recon- most happy to learn that the city
Siebe C. Nettinga, professor of
structionFinance Corporation and had decided to undertake the magchurch history and presidentof the
that the trustees, through the nificententerprise,with Federz
seminary.
Judge's decision, have the authori- aid.
Church historywill be taught at
ty to borrow this money in accor- "The time ha* long since passed
the seminary this year by Dr. A1
dance with the terms of the de- when it was necessary to justify
bertua Pieters,professor of Bible
positors’ agreement. It must be library projects, whether in highly
and Missions, to the junior class; ZEELAND GIRL RECEIVES
Three players on the Holland thoroughly understood that the culturedcommunities such as HolDr. Wynand Wichers, president
CLINIC APPOINTMENT Flying Dutchmen baseball team naming of these twelve certificateland, or those less favored but
Hope College, to the middle
class; and by Prof. Thomas E.
Miss Evelyn Van Eenenaam, will be given tryout* with the Chi- holders i* no reflection upon them equally ambitious. Apparently,
cago White Sox next spring, ac- or their credit and carrieswith it though, there is less appreciation
Welmers, head of the Hope College Zeeland,who received a scholarship
Greek departmentto the seniors. to the University of Michigan for cording to present plans. The no responsibility. In fact, they are than there should be of tne contriplayers are Don Van Lente, Ev De doing a favor to the depositor* who butions which a museum, historiDr. Pieters will give the convoca- the summer, is now spending a few
tion address Sept. 15 at 8 a. m. weeks visiting her mother, Mrs. D. Neff, and George Amthor. De Neff did not come in those brackets or cal in nature,can make to the culwhen the seminary opens for the Van Eenenaam. Because of out- was presented with a similartry- were not chosen a* defendants. tural life of an American communyear, on the subject, “Outstanding standing work done at the Univer- out offer from the New York None of the twelve had any knowl- ity. We have, as a people, been
Discoveriesin Old Testament His- sity this summer, Evelyn was ap- Giants, but chose the White Sox edge of *uch proceedingsuntil too neglectful of our creditable
served with a labyrinth of type- past. It is a mark of our progress
tory During the Last Fifty Years." pointed by the head of the Educa- offer instead.
written pages that would take a when we begin to take pride in our
Dr. Vander Meulen is a graduate tional Departmentto teach in the
day to read and months to digest. heritage and preserve for future
of Western Theological seminary Remedial Reading Session Clinic.
Among applicationsfor building When the legal publicity ha* been generationsthose things which
and Hope College. A native of
Grand Rapids, Dr. Vander Meulen DR. FRED OLERT PREACHES permits filed with City Clerk Os- made, found elsewhere in this is- evidence the achievements of our
car Peterson this week is one by sue, then the matter will come up forefathersand establishour culat one time also lived in Muskegon.
AT ZEELAND CHURCH Mrs. B. Gordon, who desires to in Circuit Court for the Judge’s tural background."
He has been on the local seminary
erect a new home at 283 West 16th decision.
Other letters have been received
faculty for 18 years. He has been
Rev. Frederick H. Olert, who is St. The residencewill cost about
It must be understood that these from Richard P. Raseman, execupastor variouslyof the Second Reproceedings have nothing to do tive secretary of the Cranbrook
formed church at Grand Haven, now pastor of the Knox Presby- 14,100.
with the present reorganized Peo- Academy of Art; John Tjaarda, of
Fairview, 111., Reformed church; terian church of Cincinnati,was
ples State Bank, which took place the Briggs Manufacturing Co., Deand Bethanv Reformed church, guest preacher at the First ReA luncheon was given Wednes- some five year* ago. The present troit; Eugene L. Van Antwerp, DeKalamazoo. Mrs. Vander Meulen is formed church of Zeeland Sunday
the former Anna Brinkman of this evening, and he was greeted by a day at Muskegon by Mrs. Gordon bank carriesnone of these assets. troit councilman; George Kamporlarge audience.
Van Eenenaam at her home on Before the bank was reorganized,man, treasurerof the Detroit Mucity.
Mr, Olert will he remembered Lake Michigan. Those attending the slow-liquidating
assets were put seum of Arts Founders’ Society:
Dr. Vander Meulen taught Greek
at Hope College for one year and as organist at the First Reformed the luncheonw|ere Mrs. W. J. into a trust fund and these were Clyde W. Burrough*, secretary of
then accepted the offer to become churcn, Zeeland, about eight years Olive, Mrs. Kenneth V. De Pree, liquidatedas far as the five-year the Detroit Instituteof Arts; W.
professor at Western Theological ago, while he was taking his theo- Mrs. A. Leenhouts, and Mrs. limit permitted,but since this time K. von Weller,attache to the Nethseminary where he has now for logical studies at Western Theo- George Pelgrim, all of Holland; period is up, the government agen- erlands consulateat Detroit.
several years been faculty secre- logical Seminary at Holland. Mr. Mrs. Henry De Free and the Miss- cy, under the RFC, so-called, is
Olert was bom in Holland and is es Evelyn and Charlotte of Zee- loaning on the asset* remaining LADIES AUXILIARY OF
tary.
the brother of John Olert, Holland land; Mrs. Edward De Pree of and it is this money that will be
o
ARE MAKING PLANS
The Tasty Meal 4-H club of business man and member of the Kirkwood, Mo.; and Mrs. H. Coith paid to the depositorsas a second
Holland members of the Ladies'
dividendthis fall. This, however, is
of Cincinnati,O.
North Holland held a meeting last bo&id of education.
not all of the story. As soon as the Auxiliary of the Veterans of ForThursday afternoon at which It
Here is your opportunity to select a bedroom suite and satisfy your
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Kammeraad
Reconstruction Finance Corpora- eign Wars are at present considcompleted arrangements for its exiburg
of
Fairbanks
Ave.
are
expected
tion takes over these assets, it is ering hospital projects on behalf
hibit
at
the
Berlin
Fair
at
Marne.
personal choice of finishes and decorations.
y at Holland hos- understood that officialswill en- of the Michigan Veterans. FormerMrs. B. Bosman, leader of the home late this week from Wiscon- to a tonsillectom
pital Monday. He resides at 85 deavor furtherliquidations on those ly each auxiliary has been asked
group, was presented with a gift sin and Chicago, where they are
BY
MICHIGAN
East 21st St.
assets upon which a loan was to give $18 annually to the work,
visiting
relative*.
by members of the club to show
but this has been judged unfair,
made.
ir appreciationfor her help durSEVEN
SUITE
IN FCKlR FINISHES
It is the contentionof the trus- since it has worked a hardship on
ing the summer season. Club memtees of the trust that In due time the smaller auxiliaries, while larg.
bers are: president, Gertrude MaasAntique
Antique Gold
there will be a third payment er units could have given much
Blue
sen; vice president, Alice Stoel;
Shucks!"
made, the amount of which will more liberally. Under the present
secretary-treasurer,
Julia Lemmen;
Sun
Silver Grey
largely be in accordance to what revised set-up, the apportionment
Coral
and Pauline Ebels, Thelma Slagh,
extent the governmentagency liq- will be 30c per auxiliarymember,
0l3 Colony
Canary
Cylinda Raak, Jerene Slagh, Julianuidates the remaining assets. The of which there are 4,000 in the
Old Rose
na Slagh, and Arlene Slagh.
t
Pioneer
Green
newly-organized Peoples State
o
In a communication received
Bank, as was said before, has noTwo
miscellaneousshowers were
WEST MICHIGAN QUALITY
FINISH
thing whatever to do with the lig- from Pearl Keagle, department
given at her home at Bentheim
uidation or the paying of certifi- hospital chairman, by toe local ')
Thursday
. and Saturday,respeccates. The present bank was put auxiliary, contributionsOf various
for Miss Esther Brandertively, for
in Price
on a solid footing some five years articles of comfort and dress are
in Quality
horst. Thursday 22 girls of Oakago and ia operating under the gov- being sought. They include pil- ,
land entertained,and Saturday 24
BED
eminent act which ia a guarantee lows, pillow tops, new tics, hand4 Stylet Beds
Bentheimgirls honored Miss BranFor as Little
to depositorsof an amount of up kerchiefs, socks, combs, tooth
derhorst Miss Branderhorst receiv2 Styles Dressers
CHEST
to $5,000 for each depositorthrough brushes and paste, puzzles, shoe
ed many beautiful gifts. Games
2 Styles Chests
Depositors’ Insurance which ia a laces, magazines, stationery, and
were played, prizes going to win
DRESS. TABLE
2 Styka VaaWtt
other items.
federallaw.
pen. Refreshmentswere served.
Pedro and bridge parties are held
Proceedings similar to the ones
5 Styles Night Tablet •$The honor guest became the bride
MIRROR
started in Holland have already at the hospitals the second Wednesof Petor Van Der Meet of Kala. S Styles Mirrors
been completedin three Allegan days of each month, beginning
mazoo, Thursday.
and Ottawa County banks, and Sept 15. Bunco parties will be
Small Deposit Will Hold Until Wanted Select Now!
Judge Fred T. Miles ruled on held the third Mondays of each
Andrew Steketce of A. Steketee
all these cases, and to certificate- month, beginningSept 19. ! Reand Sons and James Westrate of
holders in those banks the pay- freshments and prizes are needed
Westrate’a Clothing Store this
for all of these events.Anyone in
ments have already been made.
week swore complaints on P. W.
o
Holland having a contributionto
Garb, 37, traveling salesman of
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry make may phone either 4688 or
Chicago, allegingthat Garb had isPhillips, 119 East 20th St, a dau- 2829 and notify local auxiliaryausued “bogus" checks at the two lo' The Old Reliable Furniture Store
ghter, Louise Harriet; to Mr. and thorities of the same.
cal stoYea in payment of debts inMrs. David Boyd, 157 East 26th The Holland auxiliarywill stage
curred there. Charges were filed in
St, a daughter, Gretchen Ann. at a party for the entertainment of
212-216 River
v Holland, Michigan
court of Justiehof Peace John GaButterworth hospital,Grand RapHen. Garb was placed under arlhe ,*tt4r
ids,
Irest by
police. . j
seriously cut In the right leg, Tuesday.
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SALES BEGET JOBS,

k*

Sola

mm)

wbult cfinJmlry geing, thriving injnttry putt

set tbt

and

not faofotib tn a country whose natural resources are unlitnilea

Warm

in dnulalim, money in emulation tuant prosperity, hrosptrity meant happiness,

tebose industrial, commercial,

and transporting set-up are

still

the best in the world.

Slaurrn

JPrirnft

SALES
• WARM

MEAN

to etay

FRIEND TAVERN,

a fireproof hotel you'll find a congenial place

CUISINE

accommodationsare unsurpassed The

JOBS

•

The

at. The Hollandiah complex is everywhere evident.

We welcome

all touriats and visitors to

hotel and

we would

you will find of high order.

We

Holland at any time.

and

tend a cordial invitationto lolks of Holland

aleeping

alao ex-

vicinity. It ia your leading

accommod

be pleased to have you avail younelvee of the

tions offered by this hostellery.

Warm
5 East Eighth

We

St.

— Holland, Mich.

Howard

Lillard, Manager

Phone 3131

don’t like to remind you

Vyn Trucking

BUT

Co.
Life, Fire, Auto, Wind,

Now

is the time to begin to think of Fall

and

Freight connections between Grand Rapids,

Winter.

Grand Haven, Muskegon, and

No doubt you have many garments, suits, ties,
and wearing apparel of last winter hanging in

points East. Try a day’s service between Grand

closets.

Rapids and Holland. Fast, dependable transpor-

...Jiemember, we make old clothing look like
new We clean anything in men’s and women’s
wearing apparel.

tation is the aim of Vyn’s.

TBE IDEAL DRY CLEANERS

Holland, and

all

Make Jobs!

Sales

or

Bernie Rosendahl,
Holland Representative

Auto

—

Coll Delivery

— Service

College Ave. and 6th

Commodites

tain

3136

Phone

Holland, Mich.

St.

H
B

Phone 2465 HoUand, Mich.

“I

Suite of Fornitore $169.00 209 hrs.

M
when you insist on 7-up, a friendly fresher-upger^It is pure as sunlight — a colorless carbonated
in Michigan’s Finest Botiung

Hundreds of homes in and around HoUand are
kept comfortable all winter long with our best
coal. It’s clean, long-burning, even-burning.
There is less ash and less work in furnace tending when this fuel is ordered. We’ll recommend

and

you’U enjoy the extra savings that come with a

Ask

Inc.

Insurance

Holland, Mich.

6 E. 8th St, Phone 4616.

buy means jobs lor many!
Holland,Michigan

hn.

Vi

hrs.

5

hrs.

8,000.00 5,653 hrs.

304.81 368

........

—

Pair of Shorn —

Spring Sait

GEBBEN

hrs.

ElectricMixer ----- 18.86 16ft hrs.
Sait of
Baa’s Clothes
24.00 25 hrs.
.......

Buy your winter supply now.

4.45

38 hrs.

2440

27 hrs.

.

..........

Man’s Hat

AND

folks dry for over a

Drill

---------

Spreader

Composition, Gravel or Asphalt Roofs-Roof Paints

3.85

3ft hrs.

Asphalt Shingles, Sidings and Roll Roofing.

40.00

35 hrs.

?pLes °Wer

Better Buildings

Metal Porch Set. 47.30 58 ft hrs.
Electric
Sewing Machine.. 71.75 63 hrs.

Mtu More Pr«fa

We are in full accord with the Sales Mean Jobs
Movement, and wish to say that the sale of Arctic Cream is one avenue that has meant gainful
employment to thousands.

55

00

48

GEO. M00I ROOFING CO.

h”'

Hot Air Fnrnaee ......

704#

65 hrs.

Hot Water

53.70

50 hrs.

__

the sale

COME

has been great, and by the same token, jobs hav*
been many. Ask for Arctic.

IN TO-

DAY FOR A
COMPLETE

FREE

ESTI-

MATE.

Office and Warehouse, 29 East 6th St.-Dial

3826-Holland,Michigan

Gladstone Bag 19.95 np to 20 ft hrs.
Women’s Fitted
Overnight Case.... 18.50 19 hrs.

Better buildings
enable
gs en

higher quality—and Larger Profits! So don’t pot off
those needed repairs till
later in the year — delay
will be eoetingyon money.
Yon will save consider
iderable
if yon act now, became
costa are very reasonable.

Arctic in malted milk, sundaes, sodas, cones, or
bars is always the same.

"

yon to hare better produete; better producte mean

possible to give.

10840 94ft hrs.

.......

.....

it is

2ft hrs.

4651

.

quarter of a century and are in a position

2.45

Riding Cultivator.... 36.00 31ft hrs.

701 Lincoln Avenue
Phone
Holland, Mich.

roofs over the heads of those

to give the best roofing service

Spihe- tooth Harrow 14.14 12ft hrs.

Umo

who work. We
fullest. Talking about roofs, we have kept Holland

mean jobs and jobs mean

are cooperating to the

5ft hrs.

3445

...........

Paint

Sales

Man’s Shirt

Aicric Ice Cream, the highest quality, always
the same, velvety and smooth— a delicious cream.

why

—

........

....

Spring Coat.

for Arctic

Arctic is a favorite, and that is

car you

St.

41 hrs.

5.76

.......

....

Stoker

correctly selected fuel.

VANDEN BERG

Western Michigan

Yisscher-Brooks

Pair of Ante Tires.. 26.16 17ft hrs.

Harne

Grain

of

Jobs program.

R«f -------- --------- 49.00 49 hrs.
Automobile ----------717.00 511 hrs.

Plant

7-Up Bottling Co.

39.00

Automobile Radio ...

One Gal

Made

Remember, every

wholeheartedly

with the Sales Mean

63 hrs.

Vseuum Cleaner ...... 54.24 47
AntomaticElectric

the proper type of fuel for your heating plant,
best when you are tired and want
a drink that will fresh you up. You get the best

atlng

Console Radio. ......... 85.29 90 hrs.

Iron

You deserve the

14

liable Automobile Insurance.We are cooper-

Refrigerators ........173.00 183 hrs.

• '7

mN

surance as well ss re-

bargains availablein used cars.

Corner River Ave. and 9th

16.00
Washing Machine 71.77

We are also agents
for Compensation In-

VALUES

DECKER CHEVROLET,

if
Electric Dry Shaver

peace of mind.

Dependable,Used Cars by Dependable Dealers.
Remember, there
are no better
use car values
AMiuiouiuvr,
mere are
oeuer used
than those that have been checked up and reconditioned and ok’d the Chevrolet way. Visit our
car lot on River Avenue and see for yourself the

106 N. Central Ave.

an invnln.

able safeguard for your

We

Indirectly In

Production of Cer-

SURANCE —

of toil and sacrifice.
can sell you FIRE IN-

Work Hours Involved, Directly

Cleaning and Steam Pressing

peciallystress fire insurance because there
are so many causes and
sources through which
fire frequently wipes
out the results of yean

What Your Dollars
Will Do Toward
Making Jobs

Vyn Tracking Co.

“The House of Service"

and Burglar Insurance.
Your policy is a fireproof barrier between
you and ruin. Ws es-

Heater..

Is

Your Heating Plant Ready

Tractor, 1,250 hrs. from the time
the ore leaves the mines until the
finished product

Motion Picture Camera
2240 22 hrs. or more
Boy’s Bicycle ..........28.00 20 hn.

Lounge Chair --------2840 35 hn.
AutomaticToaster 13.25 11 ft hn.
ElectricRoaster ... 2440 21 hn.
Porch Rng ..............
. 1040 10 hn.
Day Bed .............. 29.90 37 hn.
Porch GUder
.....22.25 27 ft hn.
Tractor Disk Plow 150.00 130 hn.

—

To Serve You Comfortably and
Healthfully This Winter?

New

Is

The Time Make Sure!
“We Are

......

Tractor
Disk Harrow
1

Ton

Coal

.....

85.00

.

..............

640

Cooperating**

Call 41721

hn.
8hn.

74

133 Fairbanks Ave.
A Complete line of Bonding Materials for Every
Need!

Phone 3886 HoUand, Mich.

HONE FURNACE CO.

^8®8888888888888888888»'

SCOTMUGERS LUMBER
140 River Ave.

Holland

CO.

L-— H-nt

“Home Heating and Air

Conditioning*

I

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

Phonej3496

Sedan, a Fordor Sedan, a Convertible Coupe, a

Club

Coupe, ConvertibleClub Coupe, a Phaeton, or a
Convertible

Sedan.

All Fords are dependable, eco-

nomical and classy.

You

are also privileged to visit our used car lot

and take your pick of thoroughly re-conditioned cars
of

many standard makes. Every car purchased means
many.

jobs for

rnHE
1

Holland Ford Dealers are

co-

operating with the “Sale* Mean Jobs”

way. We are ready
new car whether that be a

committee in every
to fell you a

VISIT

OUR USED CAR LOT

THE BAKER FURNITURE FACTORIES

Next to Ford Garage

De Luxe Ford V-8, a Coupe, a Tudor;
•r

.

44th and Columbia Avo.— Holland, Michigan

VRIELING-PLAGGEMARS, INC.
159 River

Aw.

Your

Own Ford

Dealer

Open

Makers of Fine Furniture— Sold Only to tbe Trade

Ereningi

Holland

Specializing in

Reproductionsof Fine English and French

Furniture of the 18th Century

__

...

..

.

.

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
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24. He and his wife.
1 aK
t a rl
the former Ids Wiemni,
their golden wedding anniversary

PageflBOQ

when he was

Mrs. G. La Oiaine, Mrs. H. Steke- was served, and the bride-to-bere- land, was the scene of a family Benefitsof the show went to the
tee, Mrs. J. Rezelman, Mrs. W. ceived many beautifulgifts. Prize* celebrationlast Friday afternoon Holland Rotary Club’s orthopedic
Sweet, Jr., Mrs. W. Sweet, Sr., Mrs. at games went to Mildred Bos, An- and evening when thel host and fund. Following the show, those
in 1984. The deceased is survived
C. Lake, Mrs. A. Beyer, and Mrs. alene Boa, and Mrs. Henry Helder. hostess observed their 40th wed- who had entries in the show, as
Police Chief Prink Via Ry Pri- by the widow: i daughter, Miss
Gerard Hanchett, 2 East Tenth Hattie Lucas and Miss Sophie Attending the affair were the fol- ding anniversary. About 85 at- well as Castle-Park resortera, held
dgn^ordewdtwo Assyriiar who Jennie Plagenhoefof this city; st, well-known Holland pianist Lucas of Zeeland.
lowing: Mrs. William Van Doom of tended the party, which included a buffet supper and open air dance
they were from Grand three ns, Jacob, Neal, _______
s local po• # •
Coopersville,Mrs. Clarence Van a sports program, numbers by the at the Castle. Judges for the ehow
presented a recital in the Grand
Rapid! to leave the city after they Iks officer. Sam, who is driver* of
Miss Lois Driy was pleasantly Haitama, Mrs. Henry Helder, Mrs. Becksfort and Lubbers string quar- were: John R. Kimberly of Neenah,
Methodist church last Tueswen about to aell tapestries la the a fire engine at No. 2 station;a
surprisedon her 17th birthday an- John Geerts, June Geerts, Margie tet, and a supper. Election of offi- Wis., and W. T. Fry of Lansing.
city without a license.
sister, Mrs. Alice Vande Bunte of
niversary Friday evening at the Ver Hage and Hattie Rookus, all of cers resulted as follows:President, Awards consistedof trophies for
this city; and eight grandchildren.church, included two groups of Gunn cottage with a party pre- Zeeland, Mrs. Tone Slagh, Mrs.
Lambertus Bouws of Buchanan; firsts and ribbons and cash awards
Applicationfor a buildingpermit
piano selections by Mr. Hanchett. sented by Mrs. D. Vereeke and John Westrate, Mrs. George Brow- secretary,Miss Jennie Mulder of to three places. Dr. N. K. Prince
has oeen made with City Clerk
The local pianist also accompanied Mrs. Driy. A wiener roast was er, Florence and Mildred Brower
Oscar Peterson by D. Heydena.866 Miss Ruth Parker, daughter of Doris Fairbanks Mattison, lyric held. Games were played with and Mrs. Jacob Rookus of North Holland; and treasurer,Mrs. An- and Dr. J. E. Cook, both of this
thony Mulder of Zeeland. Those city, were veterinarians, while Bob
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
J.
Parker
of
East
Maple ave., who seeks to build a
soprano,who appeared as solist
prizes being awarded to winners. Holland, Mrs. Marine Van Wyk, Mrs. attendingdecidedto hold a reunion Abel of Castle Park served as ring11th st, was graduatedat 3:80
new garage at a cost of 9160.
Richard
Van
Wyk,
Mrs.
John
Heldprogram.Hanchettis a pupil Guests were Donald Caauwe, Clyde
each year.
master. Hub Boone won first place
p. m.,
m Sunday,- from St. Mafy’s the
• * t
of Mrs. Florence Malek Kleynen- Lindema, Adrian Vereeke, Albertus ema, Mrs. Jan Vander Ploeg, Mrs.
in the class for locally-owned
hospi
ital, Grand Rapids, where she
Miss Alma Vanderbeek, daughter
berg of Grand Rapids and is also Vereeke, Albert and Floyd Driy, George Eliers, Mrs. Eldert Bos,
horses. TTw* class for children under
had
undergone
a
nurses
training
of the Rev. and Mrs. J. Vanderbeek,
a member of the School of Fine Leonard Tubergen, Dorothy DeVis- Analene Bos, Myrtle Bos, Carol
Miss Kate Boetsma of Borculo 10 years old featured Cynthia
course
for three years. The class of
201 Lincoln ave., submitted to an
Arts in that City.
was honored at her home with a lining of Castle Park on Tiny Mite,
ser, Bernice Kruizenga, Ruth Gunn, Bos, Doris Bos and Mildred Bos.
emergency appendectomyat But- 64 nurses graduatedat St Anparty Thursdaynight, the occasion 3fi-year-old horse of Mrs. J. R.
Helen Victor, Lois and Irene Driy,
drew’s
cathedral.
Miss
Parker
was
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA*
terworth hospital,Grand Rapids,
being her birthdayanniversary. Getz of lakewood Farm and Chiand I^iura and Evelyn Tubergen.
class
vice-president
in
her
second
Mrs. B. Olgers, West 16th at-.
last Thursday evening.
Refreshmentswere served to the cago. Carter Wilkie Brown of
year, and was electedclass presi- recentlyspent two months visiting
• • a
?V guests. Games were played, prizes Castle Park won in the huntdent in her final year of training. her children,
Miss
Ethel Green, daughterof WvvWVVVvvvvvvvvvvVv'f
ildren,
the
R
Rev.
and
Mrs.
W.
being awarded to winners. Present ing class over the outside course.
Last Thursday night, Cornelius
• • •
Ooms of Oxford, Nova Scotia, and Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Green, HolMatthew Murphy, 37, 609 Oak- at the affair were Mr. and Mrs. G. The general committee in charge of
Westrate,828 West 10th at., reportland, was married last Thursday land ave., S. W., Grand Rapids,
the
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Lambert
Olgers
ed catching a 7% -pound pike while
Boetsma and family, Mr. and Mrs. this year’s event, the 16th annual
Mr. and Mrs. G. P. Wyngarden
Ashing in the Bi^ Bayou, using of South Haven had as guests at of Campbellton, Ontario, Canada. to Howard Helder in a ceremony was killed in Grand Rapids on Chi- Joe Van Kampen, Mr. and Mrs. A. show, included Carter P. Brown,
conducted by the Rev. George Trot- cago Drive, S. W., near Wyoming
• • •
silver minnows as
Alderink and daughter,Alberta. Charles Kirchen, William Eaton,
their home last Thursday, Mr. and
ter, Superintendentof the Holland ave., when he was struck early
sea
Mr. and Mrs. F. Koopman and P. T. Cheff, James Nlbbelink,
Mrs. M. Van Wieren and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Dekker, Citv Mission.Attendants were Mr.
Registration papers must be Mr. and Mrs. Tom Elzinga and who will move from Holland to and Mrs. Elmer Kamphuis. \ttend- Sunday by a car driven by Albert daughter, Lois, Mr. and Mrs. P. George C. Thomson, Mrs. James
Boschma,24, son of the late Roy Schieringa and son, Paul, Mr. and Getz ami Mrs. Roy Nobel. Membrought
t with applicants
applicants for licenses family, Mrs. Jack Witteveenand Traverse City, were honor guests ing a receptionat the home of the
Boschma of this city. Murphy died Mrs* J. Veltkamp and daughter, l>ers of the junior committeewere
for commercial vehicles at the local family, and Mrs. Louis Eltinga, all Thursday evening at a buffet sup- bride’s parents,followingthe cereauto licensebureau, according to of this city: and Mrs. Melvin Pier- per, .presented by Mr. and Mrs. mony, were Mr. and Mrs. Ted Hel- at Butterworth hospital, where he Lois, Mr. and Mrs. H. De Bidder Betty Jean McLean, Evelyn Thomlay unidentifiedfor more than and children, Joyce and Alvin. Mr. son, Peggy Kirchen, Phil Frye,
Be rial Slagh, manager of the Hol- sma and Mrs. Henry Poskey and Bastian Bouman at the Homkes der, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Kamphuis,
twelve hours. Coroner Simon Le and Mrs. H. Geerling and daughter,
land bureau. Return of half-year family, all of Grand Rapids.
Wilkie
home on West 33rd st.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Risselada, Mr. Roy and deputy sheriffs are inves- Eleanor, Mr. ami Mrs. N. Wood- Patsy Cleveland and Carter Wil
a • •
plates is not necessary, SiUgh
Brown.
and Mrs. Robert Green, Roy Green, tigating the fatality.
wvk and children, Thelma and
pointed out. Until August 81,. the
The Royal Neighbors held a com- Cecile Green, and Mr. and Mrs. MelAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
Glen, Mr. and Mr?. R. Wiersma,
The elders conference of Classis
deadline for new license plates, the
• • •
bination business-card party at vin Green. Following a brief wedMrs. J. lookers, who has just re- Mr. and Mrs. J. Vander Vllet,
bureau office will be open f:
from Holland and Zeeland of the Chris- their hall Thursday evening with ding trip, the couple will reside at
tian Reformed church was held
8 a. m. to 6:30 p. m. each day.
turned from an extended trip Misses Betty Bosch, Betty and Lois
.. Fi
First prize went 212 West 14th St.
•
•
Wednesday night in the Graafschap about 24 present.
through the West with her hus- Martinus and Martin Martinus, vfVvWvvvWwvvV^vVffff f
to Minnie Serier, second prize,
Ralph Martinus and Henry Bosch.
Funeral services were held Mon- ChristianReformed church.
Leona Norlin, and consolation Billy Postmus was honor guest at band, spoke on her experiences
while on the trip at a family
August 19, 1038.
day at 2 p. m. from the home, 802
prize, Mary Palmer. The next meet- a party presentedat the John PostAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAJ
e o •
East 11th st., for Nicholas PlagenA painter’s blow torch was held ing of the group will be held Sept. mus home last Thursdayafternoon gathering held at tne home of Mrs.
C. De Wys last week in honor of
hoef, 79, who died
d Friday afte:
after- responsiblefor a fire which dam- 8, with a novelty program promised.
by his mother, the occasion being the travelers.Refreshmentswere
The Common Council met In
noon followingan extended illness. aged the residenceof Mrs. John P.
VvTvVVVf IvVtTwVVPf ff f ff
his tenth birthday anniversary. A served by Mrs. De Wys, who was
special session, pursuant to call by
The Rev. J. Vanderbeek, pastor of Oggel, 126 East 12th st., Monday
Miss Joan Lugers presented a 6 wiener and marshmallowroast and assistedby the Mrs. Blauwkamp,
Mrs. Christine Albers, 81, died the Mayor. The meeting was held
Sixth Reformed church, officiated morning to the extent of |2,500.
hi
on rural a sports program were enjoyed. Miss Joanna Roak, and Miss Wilma at her home in Overiselat :30 a. in the City Clerk’s office at 7 P.M.
at the services, with burial follow- Fire Chief CorneliusJ. Bloom, Jr., o’clock dinner at her home
Prizes at games went to Buddy Van De Wys. Attending the affair were
PRESENT: Mayor Geerlings, Alm., Saturday, followinga five
ing in Pilgrim Home cemetery. A reported that the residencewas in- route No. 1, last Friday, honoring
De Wege, Jason Krikke,Roger Lee Mrs. Jacob Lokers, Mrs. John weeks’ illness. The deceased Was dermen Prins, Kleis, Drinkwater,
Mrs.
Bud
Westerhof,
who
became
native of the Netherlands, Mr. sured against fire to the extent of
Borr. Lokers, Mrs. Jennie Blauwkamp.
a bride recently. The honor guest Scheerhom, and
the widow of Johannes Albers, who Kalkman, Oudemool, Steffens, MenPlagenhoef came to this country 18,600.
Mick Post- Mrs. Albert Raak, Mrs. Jane died 18 years ago. Funeral sendees ken, Huyser, Smith and Vogelzang.
was the recipientof many gifts. Others attending were Micky
In the absence of the Clerk, AtA social time followed the dinner. mus, Norman Bredeweg, Buddy Smeenge, Mrs. C. De Wys, Carrie were held Tuesday at 1:80 p. m.
Attending the affair, besides Mrs. Miedema, Stanley Kleis, Roger Miss Joanna Raak, and Miss Wilma from the home and at 2 p. m. from torney Parsons kept a record of the
Political Advertising
meeting.
Westerhof and Miss Lugers, were Vander Meulen, Jimmy Van De Esther De Wys, all of /veeland, and OveriAel Christian
The Mayor stated that a meetMrs. Janet Ter Vree of Holland; Wege, Marlyn Van De Wege, and Mrs. Mary Wolbert of Montello church, the Rev. G. J. Vande Riet
Park.
Miss Mary Heydens of Grand Rap- Carol Vander Meulen.
officiating. Burial took place in ing had been called at the request
ids; and the Misses Evelyn Den
Overisel cemetery. Survivorsin- of the City Attorney to pass a resVote For
Mrs. Jeanette H. Kremer, who
Uyl, Marjorie and Mary Matchinclude six sons, John J. of Overisel, olution required by PWA, setting
sky, Necia DeGroot, and Deboi'ah has been summering here, preHerman of Michigan City, Ind., aside Board of Public Works funds
'-Vs
sented three of her summer pupils
Veneklasen, all of Holland.
Justin and Jerry of Bellingham, for the specified propositionof conin a recital held Friday evening at V V TV V WTVV VT V V V V VVVVVVVV Wash., Marvin of Holland, and structinga new Electric Light and
the home of Mrs. W. R. Buss on
Miss Ruth Vredeveld, daughter Stanley of Grand Rapids; two Power Plant.
Candidate for Democratic
Mrs. Tom Beyer, Mrs. Herman the Park road. Mrs. Kremer is head of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Vredeveld daughters, Mrs. Albert Vos of
The resolution specified that it is
s
Cook, and Mrs. John Beyer of Zee- of the department of music of of Central Park, and Donald Grand Rapids, and Mrs. Albert estimated that the City’* share of
Nomination for
land were joint hostesses last Castle Heights Military Academy, Romeyn, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ed- Meiste of Overisel ; a brother, Harm this projectwill be $826,759.00and
Thursdaynight at a shower given Lebanon, Tenn. Students, each of ward Romeyn of North Holland, Walters of Zeeland; three half- of this amount 9446,684.00is now
in honor of Miss Janet Beyer, a whom presented several numbers, were united in marriage last Wed- brothers, Dick I>ankheetof Drenthe available in cash and securities and
bride-elect, at the Beyer home on were Miss Grace Schreur,Mrs. Del- nesday at 8 p. m. in the parsonage and John and Gerrit I,ankheet, both the balance required, namely, |379,Ottawa County
East Eighth st. After gifts had bert Fogerty, soprano; and Roy of First Reformed church, Holland, of Overisel;21 grandchildren;and 125.00 is to bo set aside from fu6 yeara- Deputy Sherifi
been presented to the honor guest, Klomparens, baritone.
the Rev. James Wayer officiating. 13 great-grandchildren.
ture earnings of the plant.
games were played, prizes being
Mrs. Edward Romeyn and Miss
5 yeara — Holland Police Department
On motion of Aid. Prins, supMiss Gertrude Rookus, who will Jeanette Vredeveld were witnesses.
awarded winners. Invited guests
The Holland-Castle Park horse ported by Steffens
Your Support Will Be Appreciated
were Mrs. L. Vander Veen, Mrs. become the bride of Alvin Kapenga The Romeyns are at present mak- show was pronounced an outstand- Resolutionunanimously adopted.
Etta Lake, Mrs. Donald Wise, Mrs. in September, was honor guest Fri- ing their home in North Holland. ing successThursday afternoon by
On motion of Aid. Kleis, supportElla Wise, Mrs. H. Timmer, Mrs. day at a miscellaneousshower, prePrinartea,Sept. 13. 1938
officialsin charge. Fifty-five entrie* ed by Menken,
• • •
L. Holtgeerts, Mrs. C. Paauwe, sented by Mrs. Gabriel D. Bos and
• e »
The home of Mr. and Mrs. John were listed in the event, which was
Mrs. Joe Forsten, Mrs. L. Rinkus, daughter. A two-course luncheon R. Bouws, rural route No. 2, Zee- witnessed by about 1,200 people.
Adjourned.
'
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LUMBER BARGAINS
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Hemlock,Rough or dreiaed, 2x4,
zxo, 2x8,
zx», 1110—880.
sxiu — eau.
1x8,
OO.'vISfc
Seating, 880.00,
Shiplap. 880.00.

he

y-

Boards, rough, 834.00.

Get our pncoi on Barn ah ingle*
and rough Hemlock Slid white
pina BarniBoarda. Anythingyou

d7,

want in Tallow Pina, White Pino
and Fir hunter at tewaat prices.

M
tt

Frank Wierda

f

la
o,
le

Holland. Michigan.

i

SHERIFF

I

d,
to

ie

S
Phone 2905

FOR RENT—

House, 215 Wait' 18th
Wall shaded, screen porch.
Inquire Isaac Koow Real Estate,
81 Watt 8th Ste Holland.

St

'A million motorists

TRIPS
VACUUM BOTTLES
Mercury glus ioajf
bottle -apr’ing
Impended. Keep!*

ose H-C doily!

liquids hot 24 hours qr
cold 72 hours, Cap
a
Cap acts
as cup.

,

.

CONVOY

n

Pint

mo

Quart

oiiiot

if

Tireston
TIRES«

*.

Fine for fall
aUtrltf.
trii

i
Firestone Push-Button _____ r_.
Easy to Tune as Blowing yqpir
Horn. Push a Button — There's
Your Station;

" -

^

4

Don’t risk your life and the lives of your family on 7
your Labor Day trip by driving on tires that are
and smooth. Just

at

the time when you need a new

worn
set

of

tires, Firestone cuts the cost of tire safety with the

SPARK PLUGS

amazing Firestone Convoy Tire. The name Firestone
on this tire is your assurance of extra safety and

naol

_

_____

long mileage because only Firestone tires are built

quicker starting,

with all these patented construction features;

improve motor
performance.

04

1 BLOWOUT PROTECTION due

to the

65i

Firestone patented feature of Gum-Dipping
which counteractstire destroying internal
friction and heat that ordinarily causes

AS

blowouts.

2 PUNCTURE PROTECTION

due to

BATTERIES

LOW AS

4

the

Firestone patented feature of two extra layers
of

Gum-Dipped cords under the

tread.

3 LONGER WEAR
scientifically

due to the Firestone
designed tread made of slow-

4.50-20.

wearing rubber.

Come

You'll like the

way

set of

BUY

in today

e

and

let

us equip your car with a

Convoy Tires — THE SAFEST TIRE
AT THESE LOW PRICES.

new

a

YOU CAN

ft
with

our

[specialr Change-Over

Sindair dealers
treat

yea

J0//V THE F/XFSrO/VF,
( / /

VV

CAMPAIGN TODAY /

1
»
1
*»

,l

Priced

[Summer la hard on batteries;
Replace with a sure-starting,
long-wearing,extra-powerful
FirestoneBattery; (

%

i

• MORE THAN 2000
AUTO SUPPLIES TO

MAKE MOTORING SAFER
AND MORE ENJOYABLE

*
noon boor. Coaoult your local pap« for tha ration, gay, and timo of broadcast.

|

Alfred WaUoostdn Monday

eroalt^onOiatlonwM^
nTb^C. JUd^NHwoffc.

111

Agent Sinclair Rafinlng Company

(Inc.)

RAY SMITH
MADISON AVE.-HOIXAND, MICH.
Ottawa and Allegan Counties can boast

of

many Sindair

Timtone

-

;;

£

!

J?

V^, .

T^East 8th. • Acroifl|from Holland

Theatre

^

r

**»
*

'

V

Service Stations. Drive in

and receive Sinclair Service.

-13

Phone 3662— Holland, Michigan
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THl HOLLAWD CITY HEWS

the

UAAiUAA

^ba will study at the
, C,Tl1 8?‘d<* ExaminationswflllJr., were recent visitorsat the
---- - Bible Institute, was honor committee *0?
NEW GRONINGEN
guest at a surprisefarewell party
dub,"S* ^.Monday at The
in counties
given Tuesday night at the home home of tha dub's membership
Mr. and Mra. G. Koueian spent
Court
of Mra. J. De Bidder, East 11th chairman, Mrs. Edwin Dodge.
a few days the past week in Hoisi^n^rai^mi^iVn«ir<
St Refreshments were served by Members of the committee, attendland.
oners, .,w.
Surveyor,
and DUtll
such other
.VJVI,
Ulliei
dan, $1,620 per year; Medical headay forenoon.
wt^i at the Jesiek Bros. Boat Miss Margaret Datema and Mrs
N el via Rlemerama la spending
ra the
Acer* as may be nominated at
Technician,$1^00 per year; Land Mrs. Frink Petera and daughter,
littry «t lUcaUwa Park. The ad- H. Bos. Games were played, priaeii
the week visitingher sister
time.
dWon, which la to cost aboot $8,- being awarded to winners.
Asso- Inna, formerlyof McBain, have
oners. r»-w»*
Preaent
family,Mr. and Mrs. A1 Westfield
000, will add 40/M0 square feet of
T^_*0 per I »oved into this village and will
in Muskagon.
•tonge apace to the flrm’a preaent
Appraiser, live temporarilyat the home of her
Mrs. --Dick Zwagerman
1
and Alma Notice Relative to Opening
ident The first
quartan...
,600 per year: and Junior Radio father. Some of her furniturehas
De Bidder, imd the Misses Betty ••••on will be held by the Trumans
of Zeeland spent Tuesday with
eretor, $1,620 per year. Details been stored at the Gtlmer RigterCloalng of the Palla
Van Klink, Thelma Vanden Brink. Literary club October 4 at Warm
Mrs. Nykamp and children.
ATI. ___ '
• Mlaa Roee Marie Barrows, daugh- T.IU»V
the competition,aa well as reg- ink residence,
Friend Tavern.
Election Law, Revision of _
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Harlow Buristration dates, and any other de- Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rigterink
(410) Section 1. On the day
rowa, 220
0 West Eighth _
SU,
,
sub__
sired information may be received end «>n, Austin, have moved into
Voters of the Pine Creek school
Expires Sept 10
any election the polls shall
»Hted to an appendicitis operation Haxel Douma, Ethel Mokma, Grace district voted “thumbs down” Mon- from Dick Klein at the local poet- their beautifulnew home on Main
opened at seven o’clock in the
• • •
I street
at Holland
id hospital Monday
Mon.'
morn Datema, Margaret Datema, and day evening on a proposal to bond
noon, end shall be continued
'
Holland
Tewaakip
inf.
Jean De Bidder.
Mrs. Ralph Steketee of Grand
their district for ^$8,000 for a periuntil six o'clockin the aftei_
• a •
Pro Lee Kleis of
4 •P**?*# • ^««k with
od of five years. Those favoring the
and no longer: Provided, that
ELECTION NOTICE
Miss Virginda* Mae Daneff, 22, proposal numbered 29, whUe oppoThe Rev. and Mrs. Paul E. Hintownahlpa the boards of fauwpc
• • •
kamp, 64 West 14th St, hare re- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel nenta SF1*1
of election may, in its discre
Section with 41
General
Primary
Election
turned to Holland from a 4,366- Daneff of Hamilton,Ohio, was votes. The sum in question was to
adjourn the polls at twelve o'c
Notice is hereby given that a noon, for one hour, and that
mile trip to Salt Lake City. Utah, killed Saturdayin an automobile representthe district'sshare for a
/tu m nccR a klip IWinOIS,
General Primary Election will be townshipboard In 'townshipa
where Rev. Hinkamp attended the accident in her home city. Funeral new proposed school building, to be
" I wnere they visited relatives in Usheld in the Township of Holland. the legislative body In cities
National Exchange elub conren- services were held in the Dykstra built with WPA funds. The vote each; second— Ro
* tick and in South Holland.
Ottawa County, State of Michigan, village* may, by resolution,
tlon. Rev. Hinkamp went as a dele- Funeral home at Holland Wednes- was taken at a meeting of the vot- third— Clarence JvL.A,derA 80 •
on
The Christian Endeavor society
gate of the Holland Exchange dub. day afternoon,with the Rev. F. J. er* of the district at Pine Cwek Slikkers, Arthur
to* ,#• Po,,a iWI be opened
of the Reformedchurch enioyed a
REV. CARL TANIS
Van Dyk pastor of Central’ Park school. Arie Van Doesburg is sec- Rachee 77 each;
• • •
six o clock in the forenoon and
Tuesday, ‘ Gteft/lS,1938
Oval on
Reformed church, officiating.Inter- retary of the Pine Creek school
f also provide that the polls shall
Rev. Carl Tania, deputation secA large delegation from Fillmore ment took place in Fairtmwn ceme- board.
kept open not later than ‘
went to OveriselSunday to attend tery. Survivors include the mother,
retary of the Sudan InteriorMis- at the township hA;
• • •
o'clock
----In ti
the evening of the
serrices in the ChristianReformed the former Jennie Kline of this
sion will preach at the Immanuel
day. Every qualified voter
A
public
meeting
will
be
held
in
church there. The Rev. Kolkman of city, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Church in the Armory, Sunday, at
and in line at th* polls at t
Oakland spoke at the Overisel Engel Kline of Virginia Park; the the near future to explain in full
• *
»
Tuornorsi home on both services. Mr. Tania, who him»t the v.
C. «.
J. Voorhorst
kivi^sm twig vllCavlllf
prescribedfor the dosing
church in the morning, while Mis- father, a brother, Preston; and sev- the details of the new proposed liself has been a missionary in Nithe following offices, ___
ahaU be allowed, to vote.
sionary Rikkers, who is working eral other relatives in and about brary and Dutch museum building
geria, Africa, has spoken before at
State
Governor,Lieutenant The polls of said election wifi
here, according to plans drawn up
among the New Mexico Indians, this city.
farewell services for Miss Kath- Governor.
at
a
meeting
of
the
board
of
direcopen at 7 o’dock a. m. and' wj
preached at the afternoon service.
eryn Hengst and Mr. Asaph ToCongresaional — Representative
tors of the NetherlandsPioneer
remain open until 6 o’dock p.
bert,
missionaries
leaving
from
Mrs.
John
Arink
has
left
this
in
Congress.
Mrs. W. F .....
Hedges, formerly and Historical Foundation,Monday.
-o
vicinity
to spend »
a icw
few montns
months imm*nuel Church. Rev. Tanis also
'
Traffic violations and fines,as re- Miss Gladys Zeedy_
Legiilative— Senator; Represen- of aaid day of election.
eedyk of Holland, The proposed meeting is the outOVERISEL
with her son, Rev. Harold Arink, ,***, m*[n •P«»ker at the an- tative.
ported for the week by Police Chief
WALTER VANDER
i honor guest last Friday night growth of suggestions of dtiaens
of Uatick,
''nual Woman’* Leper Meeting.
Frank Van Ry, follow:Robert HerCounty — Proaecuting Attorney,
a miscellaneous shower, given at the public meeting held for the
Clerk. Holland
ehel, $6, speeding; William Mar- by her mother, Mrs. C. Zeedvk. same purpose last week Thursday,
Rev. and Mrs. H. W. Pyle ation, John Wolf, Henry Buursma, Mrs. Hedges is now of Indianapolis. that another similar meeting should tended the wedding of Miss Berand Charles Hild, $5 each, speed- Attendingthe shower were [the be held. The city'sshare of the coning; Harold Blauwkamp,$3, failure Mesdames Roy Cobb, Roy Bremer, structionof the $160,000 building
to stop for red light; and Robert Clarence Bremer, Frank Dolexal, would be $86,000. A letter from
Hercbcl, $3, failure to stop for
Albert Van Hull of Detroit, apthrough street.
roving the project was received weds left on a northern trip and
v/uuu, nicn»ru noossien,UUO Ures- by the board from the Chamber of will return to reside in the Gerrit
Miss Janet Glupker, who will sel, Conrad Zeedyk, Rudy Zeedyk, Commerce at Monday’s meeting, Zoet apartment in Fillmore.Mr.
leave Holland this week for Chica- Albert Bremer, Lester Knoll, James and was placed on file.
Essmk is a teacher of the gram• • •
De Free, Joe Wiersma. and George
mar room in the Albers school.
Zonnebelt, and the Misses Donna
Dr. Douglaa Veltman, pastor of
the Berean church, corner Maple
— Political Adv. Eby and Edna Plagenhoef.
Ave. and 19th St, will be the main rdht m the comraun‘ty Frid*y
Mrs. Bert De Vries of Harlem speaker at the evening program, to
Take the nice cash sayings you’ll get at A A P markets
The funeralof Mrs. Johannea Alday in the week. That’s why thnimda of tbifty fanfias
was hostess last Thursdaynight at be held in connection with the anAia week-end and use them to help pay for your Labor
are comma m Inga— k— »m—
mm -L —
^ Ihteo Lag*
nual
Christian
Labor
association
a surprise miscellaneous shower,
Day pleaamwa. Buy at A A P’a very low prices all the good
Day, to ‘'V
be WlCVlBkCU
celebratedLabor
---- --JI
LrfJUUr
honoring her daughter, Miss Ger- Field
•
—
—
~
— -f- —
a *ww muiuies Wlin U
at 2 o dock in the Chriatian Refoods you U be needing for the extra holiday and spend
trude De Vries, who will become Day at John Ball Park, Grand Rapfor quGtr moot* pocorfe,, fruit, and Ttcatableei
ida.
An
all-day
program
will
be
f0™*1
chu?h. Rev. Vande Riet
a bride in the near future. A twothe difference for a good time! You’ve just got to save
and
Rev
Pyle officiating.Mra. Alcourse luncheon was served by the
t0d,r'
A 4 P ‘“IP r°« P.7 for
money when you come to A A P markets. We’ve priced
bers reached the age of eighty-one
hostess,who was assisted by the
everything way down
and we keep prices down every
years, and was the last of the charMisses Elsie Renkema and Jose^
Copr IW by Qncfi A 4 P T#a Cb.
ter members of this church.
Expires Sept. 10
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Langeland
Park Township
wid son of Kalamaxoo visited Mrs.
ELECTION NOTICE
Henry Langeland Tuesday evening.
Ver Schure. Attending
Rev Kolkman of Oakland supwere Mra. John Katt of Muskegon
' /
General Primary Election
Holland, Mich
plied the pulpit in the Chriatian
Heights,Mrs. Bill Assink, Gertrude
• • •
Reformed
church Sunday morning,
Heerspink, Auriel Bakker, Anna
Notice is hereby given that
Armour Star
Bloemers,Loretta Nykamp, and General Primary Election will ur and m the afternoon Rev. H. RikFreeh Dreo
kers of Shiprock.New Mexico conShank Half t,.
Jennie Assink, all of Harlem, Mrs. held in the Township of Park, Otducted the service.
Ing Birds
«>.
G. Vander Zwaag, Mrs. Verschure, tawa County, State of Michigan, on
A happy group gathered at the
and Mrs. Neal Vander Bie, all of
lb.
• • •
SLAB
home of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Holland; and the Misses Hattie,
Tuesday, Sept 13, 1938
PICNICS Amov
w*, |b
Nienhuison Wednesday evening.
• • •
Gertrude, and Patricia Zeldenrust,
igc
OF FILLMORE TOWNSHIP
SLICED
Alice Nienhuis,Katie Overbeek, Su- at the first and second precinct Jne party was in honor of Prof.
Lawrence
H.
Dalman
of
Brooklyn,
„
;
is.
xanna
De
Haan,
and
Hermina
' iWal. polling places;
Candidate for
Sm4M U4*
15’ |oc
ters, all of Crisp.
For the purpose of placing in New York. Those included in the
group were: Mrs. M. Dalman, Mr.
^ ^
ik’
Republican Nomination for
* fc.
• • •
nomination by all political parties
depth of 900 feet has been participating therein, candidates and Mrs. Louis Altena and sons,
BOILING
Joe
Louis
Jr.
and
Dale
of
Holland,
(b. 19c
reached at the oil well now being for the folowing offices, vix:
James Scheele and Ida Wyngardrilled in Section No. 26, Port Shel_
------i«St4t*
Governor,
Lieutenant
ALLEGAN COUNTY
den of Zeeland, Sunny Price of
don township.The well is locatlocat-i
1 Governor.
A Worid War Veteran. Last 10 ed west of the junction of the Port Congressional Representative Grand Rapids, Mr. and Mrs. Martin A. Nienhuisand son, Robert
------ww
Sheldon grave.
gravel __
road ____
and US-31.
in Congress.
years a local deputy.
SLICED
Leon, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice NienDrillers are driling on the well for
I solicit your support at the
Legislative—Senator, |Represenhuis,
and
the
pest
of
honor.
Mr.
n.
tative.
PRIMARY ELECTION— SEPT. IS 24 hours per day.
Dalman intends to return ot Ms
County — Prosecuting Attorney,
home m New York next Monday.
C,erlt' Treasurer, Register
Mr. and Mrs. James Kleinhduel,
-of Deeds, Auditor in counties electing same, Circuit Court Commissioners, Drain Commissioner, Coroners, Surveyor, and such other ofsure good
I
|
ficers as may be nominated at that
No. 2)4
3 ...
time.
Halves
cans
Soft Twist Breid
3 24~ loavoi 25c
Maioo
Jars,
Quarts
Notice Relative to Opening
ta-69c
Pin Rolls
Solid Muttird
It 10c
doz. 5c
Closing of the Polls
SUGGESTIONStkia waek akosll to
Matoo
Jar Tops
doz. 19c
Keyko Oleo
O
for the long week-endrather than
'Ijs
3-lh.
mi
4Bi
lb. 10c
The beat inheritancethat parents can leave their
for Soadajr dinner. The two chief reMorgan's Pectin
Election Uw, Revision of 1931
2
kottbi
19c
quirement! ere plenty ef food that will
Butter,Country Roll
children is the training and knowledge necessary to
3-lh. mi 48u
I. 27c
(410) Section 1. On the day of rive mother a holiday aa well aa tor
Sure Jell Pectin
2 ,k{i. 19c
any election the polls shall be family and gseata. If poeaibleaervo a
earn a living. Earning ability is more precious than
Frook Eggt, ia Carton*
pkf.ioi
kz. 30c
opened at seven o’clock in the fore- hot roaat on Saturday that will de for
Jar Rubbers
material possessions.
3
doz.
10c
Sunday
and
Labor
Day
both.
FreakWisconsin
Cheoio
noon, and shall be continued open
Corn flnkM, SiMjrlnld l|gn.1Bt
lb. 15c
furtera are a better aagreatlea for
Brown Sugar
I until six o'clock in the afternoon
ioa<.4tc
Labor Day picnic*than hamburger aa
Cider Vlneffir
gal. 12c
and no longer; Provided, that in the latter ehonld be ground the day it
For twenty years we have trained young people to
Peanut Butter
townships the boards of inspectors la Died.
2-lb. j,r 21c

LOCAL NEWS
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Illinois.

BABMINS, TO GIVE OBR HtlEHGS
MORE to STEM UNI MV WEEK-EM
BIG

—

TmtUMM u*

^

%3!Z,rC0m

—

A

WE REDEEM
WELFARE ORDERS

RIVER AVE. & TENTH

^
BEEF

SMOKED HUMS

Ben J. Sternberg

COOKED

BACON

“

,

.

SAUSAGE

w.
^
^i

DICKLIUS'-r:

21c
26c

BACON

^

^^

HOCKLESS PICNICS

SUMMER

SHERIFF

'

17c

HAMS

BUTT HALF OR WHOLE

AND CASH jQ
WPA CHECKS

ST.

SQUARES

BACON

ROAST

VEAL
VEAL

J"

19c

•«"»—<*.

BREAST

FRESH DRESSED

^
CHICKENS
'

JOc

~

..

—

MOON

u.

SLICED

HIM

MIST

33c BEEF

"isr,c«.v. ..

'sssSs? .

---------

OLEO

SUNDAY DINNER

25c

Earning a Living

HUM PEKCHEl

•

25c

v l '
Mim
SPU \

Whutioi

imM

SndiCracknn

earn a living by serving as secretariesand accountants.

On Tuesday, September 6, we again invite the enrollment of ambitious and intelligent young men and
young women who desire to win independence early in
life.

Holland Business Institute
E.

De Vries

A.

Hoeksema

of election may, in its discretion,
adjourn the polls at twelve o'clock
(noon, for one hour, and that the
townshipboard in townships and
the legislative body in cities and
village* may, by resolution, provide
that the polls shall be opened at
six o’clock in the forenoon and may
also provide that the polls shall be
kept open not later than eight
o clock in the evening of the same
day. Every qualified voter present
and in line at the polls at the hour
prescribedfor the closing thereof
| shall be allowed to vote.
The polls of said election will he
open at 7 o’clock a. m. and will
remain open until 6 o’clock p. m.
of said day of election.

A.

KRONEMEYER, Clerk,
Park Township.

Phone 2069

Phone 3955

Fruit eutreetl
Jona include water*
melon, fPplei, Pt—
peachea, peare, plume
and aeedleeagrapea.
Hf™ art •oma means suitable far
th* holiday waak-end.

Low Coet Dinner
Boiled Smokad Shoulder

Maihed Pot*

toe*

Tea or

Coffoa

Milk

Medium Cost Dinner
Baked Ham Candled Apple Slleee
Scalloped Potatoaa Green Beene
Bread and Butter
Peach Pie
Tea or

Coffee

fwIF

1938

Get Ready

Now

for the

Very SpecialDinner
Clam Broth or Oyatere
Boast Stuffed Young Turkey
or Chicken
Browned Yarn* Green Lima Beans
Fruit Salad Lemon Dreaiing
Holla and Butter
Ice Cream with Peachea Cooklaa

WOMAN’S DAY MAGAZINE
OUT FOR SEPTEMBER
• a e

u

SILVER JUBILEE
OF

“DON’T FORGET TO GO TO

THE

THE PRIMARY SEPTEMBER 13,
AND VOTE FOR JARRETT N.

VAN BUREN

OFFICE

,

County

Fair

WORK WANTED-Sen-

ior High School graduate wishes
to obtain office work. Has had two

for youngsters are well-defined.
The wife of the President,and
Shirley Temple, the child movie
star, come in for n page. “Just between Neighbors” is n homey feature. Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt has
unusual
_____ .story on the
___ subject,
“AmericanaI Admire.” The South
i§ the background of her story;
West Virginia is the state. “Marrying an Angel” and “Concerning
Husbands” are subjects by Thyra

x>rj

CLARK FOR PROSECUTING ATTORNEY.’’

years of typing and shorthand, Samter Winslow and Fannie Kil*
and one year of bookkeeping; bourne, respectively.“Mother and
also
office experience. Son” by Kathleen Norria is a very
Write box J c/o News.
gripping story that is replete with
interest throughout. “Marriages
FOR SALE — Team of horses, 10 That Have Survived in Hollywood"
b7 Harriet Paraona. gives the inside and the home-life of married
Allegan on M-118.
folk who have not entered the divorce court Picturesof these stars
FOR
8GOOMi!.0raEH<>U*are also given. Fall fashions and
dress, wardrobe patterns, coxy
Kelvinator Refrigerator
home furniture and draperies,old
Estate Gas Range
fashioned recipes for cooking’ will
Oak Breakfut
rut Set
he found to be very
" vX J helpful.
la VI y* m UJ • “To
Bv
Walnut Book Case
Spank or Not to Spank Your Child"
Lloyd Baby Carriage

aome

HARTFORD, SEPT. 13 to 17
Celebrating 25 Years of Successful Fairs

Opening With Amateur Night
TUESDAY,V SEPTEMBER
—
--- — — w
—

—

*

13
AW

Favorite Amateur Enfertainers From Five Counties
Will Compete for |275 in Cash Prizes

A

!

Larger, Better, More Colorful Fair!

FOUR DAYS OF RACING — COMPLETE CIRCUS
AND THRILLING FREE ACTS— NEW BUILDINGS
-MORE EXHIBITS— HIGHER PREMIUMS
A Jakilee Fur Clinuxiig

a

Quarter of a Cellar;

Same Popular Prlcfr-25c, Gate and Grandstand

BRING YOUR EXHIBITS, SHARE IN AWARDS

w

Walnut Desk
Porch Glider
Chairs and Rugs
Every piece priced for

teen Cooka” takes up two pages of

JER^I^
----- HOOTING

*-w7

* vui oil * i.ou a
cannot help but be interesting to everybody.
,

Apple Butter

3pk(i.2t«

Towtu Cottup

ian.1i«

3

iOc

pkg. 23c

Solid Drusiing, Ann

Biiqulck

pkg. 29c

PiiMppli

JeUo-Rejnl Dettert

3pk|i.l4c

Ciknit Biking Powder

Piwdnr

Town to Juice

cine 37c

2

Lmoo

25-oz.cen2le

3up

u“'v,*ta

Juice

CnpknH'i Soup

M“’

Ctepp'i Biby

Find

Cirber't Bib,

Food

Food ^
HecicMd Mitekce
Breou, CImi

Simp

LARD

RWFINKO

Ci

Mb.

rw lien Milk

PtSeknrr'e Floor
Cold Midi! Flour

10c
37c

cam

10c

loaf

pi.

41c

4

UN 25c

24V{

Ibt. 79c

2

Rout Beef

3

ol

2 Igo.

Find
PM
W SB*™-

to Hub

tl.l|

jmSMl

lOQbi.r.TI

Cntrtto

Wu Pipnr

reRi

2

WtimRalli

25o

25e
|

Qf

Hawbnrg

lull,

37c

CiapKm

Mimbnllawi ia.Ha

25o

Cnndv

Bnrt-Cm

ClgnrittM

'—•'“*

3

hr 10c

MrtM

31,15

ptekidSO 5e

Cmm

Bikir'n

' g,

t'^MMtSa

92-ox.

.

MICHIGAN

CAUPOftNIA
I

MICHIGAN

CANTALOUPE

tMMtH

CilrT Fnd.

50e

lgo.oan59o

LBKRTAS
No.

Scntck

3oakmf6o
3cikm17e

Ovaltlm

PEACHES
U. S.

Pmm

(mIM

Cropufrift Jrim

cam 25c

2cam

5-lb. box

4 bottle* 99c

MICHICAN
ONIONS
CELERY HEARTS

NIMotn

3i/4-«z.Jirl0i

4pkga.17c

Chips

Yikor Club Bevemges

ORANGES

Anamr'i

Lux— lifebuoy Soap

12‘oz. can 19c

mm tin

Armour1,

CaRay Soap

cam 25c

iurnth
4

MICHIGAN
SUGAR GRANULATWO

OxydoMUmo
Bmp

W

^ IHtJnrnn
kunOHwi *
Dougbaitt dtLtOu

2lbi.43c

2-lh. cm

Nod-Aid, asiortod

241/2 Ibi. 75c
Armour’i

M

19c •
7

i/tk.11*

Pronunm

Pore

Nmm CnffH 2-lb.Mi4Tn

Vml Uaf,

fe.{|«

CtmoImm g)

Mniz

Wnlif

Siltina 2cam
______
25c

Uvar Spread

241/2 lbi.49e

Uly White Floor

3

HHIn Brat, Coffeo

241/2 lbs. 81o

RalaadU
wyicuuiu SlAiir
riuur

Corned Beil Kith

tall Dn
2 tall cant

BoknrCoKM wUS

2

M

SmmIBi

POTTED MEKT ARMOUR’S 3

Salim

PURI

Pm»— InwetiM
Cnrw—

3,,^cim25c

Rid

Fink

Synp

Silndi Blaok

cant 25c

Slim

MaxwiD

BkoxccITc

,L29e

Pink

Tim

mm 25c

6

,2*t‘

SardliMlaOil

j*. Mck21e

Bnrdin'i Chenin

Pet—

mm 25c
3 mm 25c
4hm29c
4hm25c

CrnonTM.

31*-* cant 25c

Oringi Juice

2

Hnnkty,t Cbm.

15c

46-oz. mo 29c
8

HOMED BEEF«.W... 3^ 49c
Heinz

25c

hottlei

Page

Juice

Mk
Tm

58-oz. jor

2

Swinedown Cike Fleer

Dilly De*

The Woman’s Day magaxinehas
unique and timely cover page,
two smiling children, a boy and a
girl, loaded down with school books,
rulers, pencils, and such needs
are essential. Proper school dress

Quick!,

Big

2 pkgi. 23c

Wolverine Reek

K. C. Biking

Milk

SPARKLE DESSEIT

ShreddedWkeit

Watermelon

Coffee

SflNTffi

DILL PICKLES <X, 19c

Creamed Cabbage

Bread and Butter

1

CnkaiCmkirs ’

5 O'CLOCK COFFEE

5

2 doz. 39c
IO Mat. 17c
bunch 5c

«...

SWEET

19c $$

& 39c

3

bwM

1

$1.79

POTATOES
Im. 19e
mown 4
iaC

tomatoes
wealthy

u.

i h»

i

|,fc

- homi

apples

10

fea.

29c

2 for 15c

Week

42 East 21st Street

Wn“

The regular issue of the Woman’s
6, monthly publicationsponATTENTION — Stock owners. Free •pred by the Atlantic A Pacific
»«rvke given on dead or disabled Tea Co., la now availableand topservice given on dsad or disabled
"cnwd at 2c each at
horse* and aowa. Notify aa any Holland, Ottawa, or Allegan
"Minty A4P- food stores. Ask
for your copy.
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Man and His Money
MOTORISTS PROTECTED FROM
BUYING STOLEN CARS FROM

The round-the-world flight just
completed by Howard Hughes and
hlB four companionsdemonstrates
more than the progress aviation
------has
--made ----since
- Wiley
Wiley Post
accomplished the same feat in 1933
tat took .twice Hughes’ time in
which to do It.
The remarkable achievement in
the air that is at the moment on
everyone a tongue in this country
shows hlso. that we still have in
the United States men of great
wealth who ^re not content to fritter away their money and waste
their time and health in idleness.
An heir to millions while still
a youth, Howard Hughes has made
good use of the advantages money
promi
jjaye him to
to promote
the cause of
flying through the screen, through
making spectacularflights himself
nnn now,
n
througl /i
financing and
ng a record-b
record-breakingair trip
around
the jlobe.
----A fool and his money are soon
parted, but men like young Hughes
use Uie money they have earned

OTHER STATES

---

--

To protect the prospectivepurchaser of used
-and new VCBSO
cars 1from
sum
out of state, Leon D. Case, Secretary of State, has recentlyinaugurot
_
__
A_ _
rated a
a utrutjtm
system of checking
motor
and
* cars pur- - -serial numbersof
chased out of state.

investigatorsor branch managers,
physical Investigationof
the car to make certain that the
actual motor number and aerial
number on the car correspond to
those on the bill of sale or certificate of registrationand title of
the former state.
By this method it has been discovered in a great many cases that
the •umuui
numberso u\#
do iiw
not correspond,
correspond. in
such instances the incorrect number
is checked against the stolen car
report to eliminate the possibility
of a dealer or individual buying a
stolen car. If no stolen report is
found, it is then necessary for the
seller to have his home state correct the error and certify the same
before Michigan will issue a

-o-

SUm-Winged Nighthawks

certificateof title.

Experience has shown that the
average driver has no idea as to
whether the motor number on his
certificate of title is actually the
one embossed on the motor of his

Fly South

office of

SHERIFF
Republican Ticket— OtUwa County

•

I have served the people of Otta-

wa

County as Turnkey, Deputy

ind Court
~
Sheriff and
Officer.

«

• Hare studied fingerprintsand
Secret Service. I am well
„c«. acquainted with the duties and cler
fcal work of this office.
• I aolidt your support

car.

“It’s

HOLLAND ALDERMAN FOR
EIGHT YEARS
Candidate For

Picture the bewilderment of the

— display it
.„ vntc
to
before a
brother flshereien.

groupfof

“Nice Pickerel,” says the
pick*

—

1

”

first.

----- -

sorts the third angl.r “that fUh

rr“8 l?,lch?r?I’Jand wiI1 tom
into a muskier And ao the argument goes on and on, with each
uyler firmly refusing the identificationof the other.
. A l*ck of informationconcerning
the pike family is more or lesa
common, mainly because of the confusion of names given these fish
in various parts of the country.
When a fish is a "grass pike" in
•Weagnty and a "pickeror in'the
next, it is difficultto effect an ar-

^

bitration.

Pike Is

Common

The most common

fish in Mldii-

Connecticut has just held her
first statewidehighway safety con-

W.

ortA

/*

-i

•

[4

,

mm

—

.

I
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Anyhow

STATE
LEGISLATURE
IN OTTAWA COUNTY
ON
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET
PRIMARIES SEPT.

By George Well*
(Grand Rapids Herald)

pike. This fish, common In the
ference,under the sponsorship of gfta* ffkes, and in most of our
the Connecticut Highway Safety inland river* and lakes, attains a
Commission. A pioneer in the field weight of 25 to 80 pounda, and ii
of highway safety, her efforts have a savage feeder end fighter. It, too,
s often called a pickerel, but the
been rewarded with a steady decline
identification is readily found in
in traffic fatalitieswithin the state
during recent years.
the form of oval cream-colored
During
the
conference, Burton spots on a greenish background,
whOM
INTERNATIONAL
W. Marsh, director of safety of the and the yellow striping of the
•our olfca
wM thort*n#®7 ... h„
FRIENDSHIPS — ThU loUy
American Automobile Association, lower fins There are also idenplcturawen taktn at th«
declared:‘‘If the record of Connec- tifyingscale arrangements on the
rh/iALu
__ a aA_t a_
vUwft» • — 5th Antrlcan-Iapan Stuwhich they cram with insects,
cheeks and gill covVre, tat ihi» is
ticut could have been extended to
;•••?1 (other (background)
caught on the wing in their large
d#nt contwcoc*bald In
too
complicated
to
be
remembered
jest of the United States.
i w r* rememoereo
Pnmodana,00^0^
mouths. As many as 1,800 flying
59,000 lives would have been saved by the angler. The larger pike are
Tokyo and atttndod by
since 1928."
excellenteating, but the smaller
ants have been found in a single
fifty 0. 8. coOago itudanU
stomach of a nighthawk.Potato
Especially stressed at the con- members of the family are blessed
and 100 Japan*** *tuference was the vital necessityof with a multitude of forked bones,
beets, striped cucumber beetles and
d*nt* a* hosts. Th* conlsrKrasshoppere are favoritefood.
educating drivers,young and old, which prevent placing them in the
•nc* U altsrnatslyhsld
Nighthawksbuild no nest. They
to the fact that ’“It's smart to top bracket as food fish. These
In th* U. 8. and Japan.
fish, when small, are quite generdrive safely."
lay their eggs on the ground, on
:,n
Th* happy smlUs bslong
flat rocks or even on gravel roofs.
Education is strictly a local ally called "grass pike."
to Miss Margant TrxclnNext in popularitywith Michigan
problem, and as PresidentHoffman
The nighthawk pictured on this
•kl of th* Unlrsrsltyof
page was photographed on the roof
0
Stodebaker Corporation, “fftor* is the wall-eyed pike or
Washington and Ichiro
Bam: It can only be solved suc- pike-perch.This fish, with a genof a downtown Detroit building.
Katsura ol K*lo Unlvsrcessfully by creating the right erous distributionin the state,
When disturbed near the nest, the
bird makes believe it is injured.
mental attitudetoward safe driv- while not a fighter or savage feed•Ity. Tokyo.
ing. There must be a social taboo er like the great northern pike,
It droops its wing and clucks to
on the ‘fix.’ There must be a social Is yet a game fish and moreover
call attention to itself and away
taboo on drinking and driving. excellent eating.The wall-eye selfrom the eggs or young.
There should be a social taboo on dom attains a weight of over 10 or
—
v—
young girls going out driving with 12 pounds in our waters, and canWinter cold and preying enemies
be mistaken for any other
--- — - -nwtnviuii — tawara J.
young men who have had even on* not
hold few terrors for well-fedbobnfin llftpr tYntmew
Am ---nrHif
* i* __
* ••
Nobl* flsft). Chairman,and CUaton Hsslsr. AdmlnUtralcr.
drink. In short, drivers must learn
white quail, game bird specialists
ol th* bow QvU AsronautlcsAuthority.Th* Authoritytak*s
that, instead of being smart and
of the United States Bureau of
« a
otw th* regulationof conmwrdd and prtrat*grlation.
sophisticated when they mix drink- tHUM* me nan is not a pike at all,
BiologicalSurvey say. When food
ing and driving,they are enemies but a member of the perch family,
suppliesare scanty or covered with
the fins and dark mottled green
anow or sleet, winter is likely to
of society—potential murderers!
take heavy toll.
Every state in the Union must color is that of a perch. The basic
Is a dark green
o
follow the example set by Connec- color of the fish fs
Garden Enemy No. 1
MICHIGAN UNDERGROUND
ticut if the nation's highways are — sometimesalmost brownish — •
PRICKLY PEARS AND
Perfection Is Dull
with darker mottling! which have
ever to be made safe.
BABOONS
The appearance of Japanese
no regular shape and are not clearEnough gypsum to supply plasbeetles in the heart of New York
The v
ly denned. Thrwall-eye
is gen£
The World Calendar Association
Waste NoC Want Not
American farmers may think City is pretty good proof that no ter to care for constructionin the says that the "one outstandingfault
ally called ‘‘pickerel’’in the southUnited
States
for
the
next
200
part
of
the
country
is
safe
from
they have their trouble*, but other
eastern part of the state, and in
to l>o found with our present calthe depredations of this Asiatic years is estimated to be contained endar is that it is not perfect, that's
folks have trouble*, too.
Americans —must
go easy VII
on their
—
11113aI
other localities may be known aa
in the deposit found near Alabaspest.
>al if
’ they
'
Down in South Africa the prickly
consumption of coal
do not ‘‘jack salmon" or “summer pike."
ter
in
Iosco
county,
Michigan,
one
Arriving in New Jersey in 1916
pear, a species of cactus, has spread
want to shorten its present life
Great Fighter
of the largest in the United States.
Of course it isn't perfect. And expectancy.
so alarmingly that acres of farm- m nursery stock, these pretty but
The
third fish belonging to the
We might add that in less than since the fault is Dame Nature's,
land have been rendered unfit for destructive little bronze green inAt the present rate of consump- group classed as “pikes’'is the
crops.
sects sUrted right out to take over three years oil has been discovered not man's, the jade having incon- tion this Country'scoal supply widely-sought muscallonge, a fish
next
door
in
Allegan
county siderately failed to make the length will not
the
land.
The governmentcame to the aid
last more than 3,686 of wide distribution, although not
At least a dozen insect parasites amountingto millions, yet one lit- of the year “perfect" in relation years !
the farmers by introducing a
particularlynumerous
our
tle
find
in
this
great
country
of to the lengths of the hours and
parasite,“CactoblastisCactorum” have been introduced to combat ours.
waters. The muscallonge, also
The
International
l>abor
Office
in
the days, the prospect is that it
which lays its eggs on the thick them.
lunge.
Geneva estimates the world's an- called masqquinonge, muskollunge,
country bursting with the never will be perfect.
They have been quarantined.
leaves of the prickly pear. When
thracite and bituminous coal re- etc., grows to weights in excess of
growth
of
friiit ana vegetables
They
have
been
trapped.
the grubs are hatched,they feed on
50 pounds, and is a fighter of great
There is good hope that the calat this time, at 4,600,000,the leaves.
They have been fougnt with ar- found in the temperate and torrid endar always will remain a subject
renown. In shape It greatly rezones;
with
food
stuffs enough to
Just when the insects were blast- senate of lead and carbon dusulfor pleasantif not especially impor- each000 metric tons 2,200 P°un(j8 sembles the great northern pike,
feed
the
world
all
available
on
the
ing the eseti with some prospect phide.
while the colorationmay vary in
tant debate, in spite of anything
Th® Soviet Union has only 1,076,- various waters. If the fish is
And yet they have thrived and top soil, and a veritable mine un- the World Calendar Associationor
of success, down trooped dozens
derground
extending from Maine
and scores of baboom. They like spread widely in the Eastern states.
any other earnest body of the sort OOo’ooXT to"? to our 1,975,000,- striped with dark tiger-likestreaks,
000,000, but owing to the fact that
The female beetle lays her 60 to California,with new develop- may try to do about it.
to eat prickly pear fruit in sumit is known as a “tiger" muskie,
ments and new discoveriesmade
it is extracting it only one-eighmer, and when this supply of food eg$Z in July or Au&U8t.'
Somebody always will be dissat- teenth as fast as we are, this sup- while if marked with dark spots
every day— such as oil and alawas threatened,the boboons intel- They begin to hatch in about
it is called a “leopard" or spotted
baster in Michigan; the finest isfied, glory be!
ply will last Russia, at the present
v si aaagr
ligently tore open
the pricklypear fortnight.
muskie. Neither type of fish has
transportation
system
on
earth;
rate of consumption, for 35,478 markings which in any way reAfter passing through a wormleaves and ate the gruibs.
years.
the finest tool shops in the world
semble those of the northern pike.
The farmers of the Cape mid- nke stage the mature bettle
Tip to Managers
—and still we don't seem to be able
Canada's supply
for 26,- We hear so much of the “picklands are now organizing to ex- emerges and begins to attack vege- to manage.
• • •
tation.
310
years
and
Germany’s
for
1,961
erel" that a few words concerning
terminate the baboons, to give the
years.
Apples, cherries,grapes, corn,
this eastern fish might not be
parasitesa chance to exterminate
The major league baseballclubs
the pricklypear.
and many other plants and fruits
It’s Profitable, Too
Great Britain is in a bad fix: amiss. The true eastern chain
that are disappointingtheir fans
American farmers may have to fall prey to its voraciousappetite.
for its reserve of 200,000,000,000pickerel is a small fish, seldom atthis season might take a tip from
Japanese bettles continue to eat
fight corn-borer,Japanesebeetle,
tons will be exhausted in 868 years. taining a weight over 4 or 5
when vssvj
they p,
go
Some reform movements are Venezuela.
--— r
v/ six
grasshopper* and boll weevils in until freeze-up,
All these estimates as to the pounds, and is rarely found west of
various parts of this country; but inches to a foot into the ground, born of a sincere and intelligent
A special dispatch from Mara- durationof the coal reservesof the the state of Pennsylvania — prac
higan waters.
they don't see a baboon unless they whence they emerge the follov
•wing anxiety for the welfare of men and caibo to The New York Sun reports various coal producingcountries tically never in Michigan
women.
The fish
may —
be .~udily
readilyidentified
- .....
visit a zoo, and the prickly pear summer.
that
practically every baseball are based on the assumption that by the very strikingchain markchi
is not as yet a ’menace.
More are the outgrowth of bigoaverage rate of extractionfrom
The- plant
Plant pathologistof the New
team with any prestige in Vene- the
ings which decorate its sides. Once
1925 to 1985 will continue.
York Botanical Garden says that try or narrow conventions,and of
zuela has a “madrina" or godWhether that rate will rise or seen, this fish can never be misif every garden and lawn were the impulse in arrogantand inmother, who is young and pretty, fall in the future is impossible taken, for its color and markings
tolerant
minds
to
order
other
peodusted over with arsenate of lead,
are unlike any fish found in Michiwho wears its cap ami colors, acts to say.
this would provide “a high degree ple's affairs according to a set
gan.
as the team’s mascot and sweetof protection for the next five pattern.
The
development of hydroelectric
heart, and pitchesthe first hall in
Summer Pike
years."
Still more are inspired by jeapower
and
the widespread use of
every game.
lousy and envy, or by a desire to
For severalyears we heard, and
oil in place of coal have already
The effect upon the players is said taken a load off the coal mines
exploit these ignoble characteriswere puzzled of a fish called the
tics in others for gain, much as a to he much the same as that exer- and caused no end of trouble for “summer” pike, and it was some
Lapping the Field
confidenceman exploitsa gullible cised by the ladies of old on the mine owners and miners alike.
time before we discoveredthat this
knights who fought their heads off
victim.
What the future will bring forth, name was a distortion of the
In foreign countries, Americans
for a smile of feminine approba- we shall see in due course, or sauger pike— -a dwarf species very
are usually regarded as prodigal And if the facts could be learned, tion.
closely allied to the wall-eyedpike.
those who come after us will.
people. But the life insurance it is probable that we would find
We pass on the tip, for what it
We cannot attempt to' go ‘into
about 9 per cent of the present day
totals paint a very differentpicture.
the varioussub-species in this fammoral, political,social and econom- is worth, to those who have the
No country in the world even
welfare of the Great American WOMAN WEIGHING 98
ily, which are as numerous as those
approachesthe United States in ic reform activities in the last Game at heart and its future in
of the salmon family, but for a
category.
POUNDS GIVES BIRTH
the total volume or per capita covf,
‘‘Reform” is one of our big their hands.
TO QUADS; ONE DIES summary might say that if the fish
erage of life insurance. To use »
has lighterstreaks or spots upon
racing term, we have ‘‘lapped the modern rackets, and the most hyits sides it is a great northern
PIRATES
field,’ with the second country far pocritical of them.
woman weighinj only 98 pike, while if the fins are those
behind.
pounds, Jmng
ft “at DeQueen, 'Ark.
/XiK.f of a perch, and the sides a mottled
If the English starling continues
Equally important, it is not the
NO FISHING
gave birth to qaudruplet girls last green, the identification of a wallto
show
an
increase
in
numbers,
as
wealthy man but the average man
week but one of the infants died a eye is complete. The muskie, with
who has contributedmost to the Michigan conservation officials it has over the past five years, the few hours later.
its djirk spots or stripes upon a
growth of life insurance.Big are watching with interest the ef- time is coming when it will be useThe mother is Mrs. H. T. Valen- lighter background of color, is selless to put up compartmenthouses
W. but
UUb O
dicies constitute
a Ul
drop in
fect of an order issued by Minnetine, 27-year-old wife of an orchard dom mistaken by the fisherman.
the bucket Smaller policies,rang- sota’s Gov. Benson that prohibits for purple martins. Starlingsare worker. She was reported in satisgradually
driving
the
martins
out
ing from
one
to
ten
thousana
dol---- *
.d
factory condition.
winter fishing in all of Minnesoof homes they nave occupied for
lars, make up the vast majority of
ta’s lakes from Jan. 1 until the ice
The three surviving babies were
years and they are ably abbetted
the $120,000,000,000of life insurgoes out. This is being done to congiven drops of nourishment
rii
at a
jysr teaust,
by the English sparrows. Many hospitalhere and kept under heat
ance now in force in this country.
serve the fishingresourcesfor the
its free
A prodigal people? We may be summer tourists.The claim is made, persons in the outlying districts control units with frequent adminm some ways— but not when it as it has been in Michigan, that of Detroit complain of the star- istrotlon of oxygen. Dr. G. L. KimftiiEvt irwutp
comes to safeguarding the future ice fishing is destructiveof sum- lings’ habits and state that mar- ball said they had a chance to live.
feWAStfP
of our dependents and ourselves.
tins that formerly come to their
mer fishing and that if this form
grounds
in mid-April have entireIAAAJ
UAAAAAA of fishing is banned it means bet- ly disappeared.There is little that
Old Foes Snarl
ter sport for the summer season.
can be done to control thia bird durThe same demand baa been made
ing the nesting period. They will . Tta Japanese governmentseems
BRIDES:several timea by the resort interfight persistentlyto occupy any to ha,ve found somebody to match it
ests in this State, but
so far
only
uui. ou
iui uuiy
house with an entrance hole large in putting up a tough front.
By arrangement wit* a New York a few lakes have been closed by enough td permit them to enter and
The sharp retort by Moscow to
the Michigan Conservation ComTokio’s demand that Soviet troops
in the end the;
ey
gain
sole
possesRepublican Candidate for
Salon wo art able to take charge of mlsAion. If the Minnesotaexperi- sion.
be removed from Changkufenghill
ment works out well and demon- --- —
1R
MW
ta in
in RIlha+nnAA
substance O
a b+a+avmmm*
statement AlfcakA
that
strates
that
ice
fishing
is
harmful
all deUIls, from outfitting the bride
the Japanese are all wet when they
and that summer fishing
Ishing improves
•y the hill is their territoryand
to arranging tke tables. Call BrMofa
that Russia will put soldiersanyEye, Ear, Nate and Throat
where it pleaseson its side of the
WANTED
1935-88-Ford.Have
Specialist
international frontier. So what?
PRIMARIES, SEPT. 13, 1938 Serrfco,
1980 Ford tndor and cash— State
. (Over Model Drag Store)
Both sides may be bluffing.If
full particularsand beat pries.
Holland, Midi.
BOSS CLOAK STORE
Must be in good condition.Ad- Office Hours: 9-11 sji. 2-5 p.m. so, the next bluff seems to be up to
dress Box 200 Holland City Evening*—Saturday 700 to 9:00 Japan which already has its hands
venr fully occupied with the
iYmt Support WiU B. Apprecjatal f Rtk?#? If.wi a? .yy v ij tv Wq-VW News.
Phone*: Office
Rea. 877$ Chinese war.
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HENRY PRINS

Smart to Drive
Safely”

m

PRIMARIES SEPTEMBER 13

Sportsman

make a

fellow-men.

Candidate for Nominationfor the

by

Before the title of the car is
delivered, the department of state

or inherited for the benefit of their

WM. M. BOB VE

Pike Not

----

_

If, between now and Labor Day,
'ou see a flock of slim-winged
'irds flying erratically about,
hunting for insects in the air and
if these birds have a broad white
patch across the wing, you are
fairly safe in callingthese birds
nighthawks or bullbats. They are
on their way South. They are
neither hawks nor bats, as every
bird student knows. Instead, they
are members of the goatsucker
family, close relatives of the whippoorwills with which they are
often confused.
Nighthawks were once believed
to be on the way to extinctionin
Michigan, but today they are actually multiplying. It is well that
they are. Nighthawks have small
bodies, but enormous stomachs,

Is a

| a Pike? Told
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—

rwir
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AUTOMOBILE
LOANS
To

asaiat in the purchaae

of a

new

--

A

or to borrow

for other pur-

^

*

-

tm

poses using a car aa collateral.

Peoples State

J

Poli..__

or

---

uaed car

•

Bank

Holland, Michigan

KM***

Member Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

R0SEMA
SHERIFF

-

W

Dr. A. Leenhouts

$418

fata with and Impadta the normal moral; and iplrftualdevelopment of the Individual. Christian-

FRANK VAN ETTA
Now

la Asking for Renomination for

Ottawa County

the Republican Ticket

DYKSTRA

my very best

[Ambulance Service

"I hare done

you

to serve

29 East 9th St.
Holland, Michigan

faithfully and well"
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LOUIS

PADN08

m

SHERIFF
On

WANTED

REGISTRATION NOTICE

ity is not jealonaof a single wholePark Township
some and helpful custom or pracThi*
la
to call attention that ragties or habit All that God asks of
any rroup of people is that they Jitratlon takaa place in Park BatUrieaaad ether JuS/ Beat
seek to live the life that will grow Townahlp for the general Primary market price; also feed and sugar
bags.
into strensrth and beauty and nor- Electionon the following days:
mal health. Israel had much to
ft* SS"? °f A- Kronemeyer,
«ive up in order to get up toward Township Clerk, at Central Park in

Serrinf his First Tom

in

; Expire Sept 8

13

prednet No. 2, or at the residence
of Nicholaa Stielatra, precinct No.
1, Lakewood Blvd, on the following days: August 24, 25, 26, 27
•"J&Pt- 8, from 8 o’clocka. m.
until 5 o’clock p. m. of each day.
Those who have moved into the
Township or have become of age
are requestedto re-register or
registeras the case may be. AU
applicationsfor registrationmust
be made personally by the appli-

Diekema
Cross

&

TenCate
Attorneyg-at-Law
Office: Over Holland State

Bank
HoBand, Michigan

cant
A. KRONEMEYER,
Park Township Clerk.

Ejpiros Sept. 17-17867

» STATE °FMICHIGAN
The Probate Court

for the Coun-

ty of Ottawa.

wJ

* M”,on °f Mid Court, held

at the Probate Office in the City of

Grand Haven in the said County,
on the 18th day of August, A. D.,

U

John

;

IVoo.

Present, Hon. Cora Vande Water Judge of Probate.
In the Matter of the Estate of
John Van Tubtergen, Deceased.
It appearing to the court that
the time for presenUtion of claims
against said estata should be limited, and that a time and place
to receive,examine
and adjust all claims and demands
against said deceased by and before said court:
It is Ordered, That crediton of
said deceased are required to present their claims to said court *t
said Probate Office on or before the
21st day of December, A. D., 1938,
at ten o'clock in the forenoon,said
time and placa being hereby appointed for the examinationand
adjustment of ail claims and demands against said deceased.
It is Further Ordered, That pubic notice thereof be given by publication of a copy of this order for
three successiveweeks previons to
said day of hearing, in the Holland City News, a newspaper printand circulatedin said county.
Cora Vande Water,
Judge of Probate.
A true copy:
Harriet Swart,
Register of Probate.

VanderWerp

b*

REPUBUCAN CANDIDATE FOR
rue do6 (Homo wh ctuHwiu*
$ THt sfpwn 7b Home, # whosg

State Senator
For Ottawa and Muskegon Counties

XjT
«

WNU

At Primary, September13

nd
Former CircuitJudge for
Muskegon County, 1818 to 1936

Also Senator for Ottawa and
Muskegon Counties, 1911-12

name

811

was drowned ImmerflatHy* "W,raml,lf•
The

Learn

How To Be Guides
* * *

The

WPA

Michigan

project of training
in the

men and women

science of guiding which was start-

ed in a small way at Petoskey
recently, seems to have a wide ap-

peal among persons

r

'

Pr

BENJ. C.

-

ml

*

a/cver ey/sreo

S« Tic*

who

like the

woods and water and want employment of some kind in the communities in which they reside. The
project is confined to men and
women between the a^es of 21 and
35, and while in trainingthey will
be paid 344 a month. The course
will take about four months to
complete and then the graduates
will be on their own and start casting about for parties or individuals
to utilise their services. There is a
need for trained guides in Michigan. They should find the field
profitable,especially during the

WM

^rown

bffn

^

^

M‘C°nd'h*nd ,hoP for »*Mt

hunting and fishing seasons.

• •

Raymond LTSmith

oat of a boat when It collided with another,

•

What

for?
That’s about the last word in
foolish spending.Folks in Michigan and out-state, who want sport
have been able to find the best fishing, hunting and resort places for
a hundred years back. It’s part of
the fun in exploring.Why pay $44
to teach guiding, anyway:

U

year*.

CANDIDATE FOR
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Republican Nomination

THE SUNDAY SCHOOL
LESSON

FOR

v v v v v v

vt

vvtttvvvvvvvvTv

September4,

•

Samuel — Spiritual

Samuel

Prosecuting Attorney

1938.

• •

Revival —

OTTAWA COUNTY

I

7:3-13.

Michigan's share of Federal
funds from the excise tax on
firearms and ammunition will be
$45,000 for the coming fiscal year.

Primaries September 13, 1938
Expires Sept. 17

Henry Geerlings
• •

•

Expires Oct.

1

MORTGAGE SALE

Defaifit having been made in the
It is human nature to forget
Expires Nov. 12
ORDER OF PUBLICATIONON conditionsof a certain mortgage
This money, together with $15,000 one’s benefactors. We receive blesssigned and executed by Elie Scheerappropriated by the State, must ings and fail to remember whence
BILL TO QUIET
MORTGAGE SALE
hoorn and Maaike Scneerhoorn,his
be used solely to buy lands for they came. We make no exception
UNDER STATUTE
wife, to the Council of Hope Colwildlife, to develop more wildlife of God. Israel was always forgetDefault having been made In the
of
lege, a corporation of Holland,
areas or to finance studies in ting. Much of their history is a conditions of certain mortgages
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Michigan, on the 80th day of Augwildlifemanagement. The money story of apostacy. They found signed and executed by Carl Shaw
ust, 1902, which said mortgage was
is awarded on the basis of the other gods with ease. They seemed and Eva L Shaw, his wife, as folCandidate for
area of the various states and the to like their neighbor’s religion. lows:
THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE recorded in the office of the Regisnumber of hunting licenses sold. They could not resist its appeal.
ter of Deeds for Ottawa County,
COUNTY OF OTTAWA
First: That mortgage dated OcMichigan, on the 2nd day of SepRegister of Deeds
IN CHANCERY
One of the severest battles of life tober 10, 1914, to Martin Dykema
tember, 1902, in Liber 70 of Mortis the battle against environment.
of Holland, Michigan,as mortgages on page 228, on which there
of Ottawa County on ths
It requiresbig souls to rise above
-t-L
.ffaffee, recordedon October 13, Sadie Palmer,
is claimed to be due at the time
RepublicanTicket
IL ?! l8.rae,,te8
bl& 1914, in Liber 111 of Mortgages
Plaintiff,
of this notiee for principal and inenough
to
nse
supenor
to
their
rePage
531,
in
the
office
of
the
RegV8.
Holland, Michigan
terest the sum of Five Hundred
hg.ous environment. They strug- lister of Deeds of Ottawa County;
“I hope on this occasion you
Alexander C. Mitchell, Cyren Thirty-one and 20/100 (1531.20)
gled in vain to maintain a nure and which said mortgagewas ddy Burdick and Matthew Mitchell, as
Statement of Cash Receipts and Disbursements
can give me your kind condoUare,
Year ended June 30, 1938
Tbey auccumbe/ to assigned
to Albert
on trustees,of Black River Harbor
siderationat the Primaries,
„
Meyer on
Default having also teen nude
the influenceof the gods of the October
oner 25, 1919, by fssignment association.
Tuesday, Sept 13.”
in the conditions of a certain mortCash on hand June 30, 1937
$ 87,862-32 pagans among whom they lived. recorded in said Register of Deeds’ Matthew Mitchell, James S. Bos- gage
signed and executed by Eije
But the less they remembered Je- office on October 14, 1920, in Li- worth, William S. Driggs, Hosea B.
RECEIPTS— GENERAL FUND
hovah the more troubled they ber 97 of Mortgages,Page 454; Huston, James Millen, Paul Mitch- Scheerhoom and Maaike Scheer•awaas9 his
ilia wife,
wixc, to
W the
V
Council of
brought upon themselves. False and which said mortgage was duly ell, Jr., Jonas White, Edith Hunt- hoorn,
Current taxes received ..........................................
$ 105,624.25
e<
Hope College, a corporation
of
gods lower ideals of a people and assigned to Fred Ter Haar and
ington, George Huntington, Charles Holland, Michigan, or
Delinquent taxes received......................................
27,125.52
on the 26th day
give them debased views of life. Mary Ter Haar, his wife, or to the Huntington, Judson E. Rice Hiram
Primary money ........................................................
45,537.22
\ which said
An impure religionwill make an survivor of either, on October 23, Rogers, William W. Whitemore, Eli- of September, 1905,
Primary supplement fund ......................................
50,006.32
impure people. When the gods pull 1922, by assignmentrecorded in zur Hopkins, Lyman Mower, Alex- mortgage was recorded In the ofEqualizationFund ....................................................
28,216.77
one down there ia nothing left to said Register of Deeds' office on ander Jenkins, Cvren Burdick, Is- fice of the Register of Deeds for
Tuition from State ..................................................
28,749.72
pul! one up. Nothing short of a October 26, 1922, in Liter 97 of rael Foote, Jan Van Putten, Jacob Ottawa County, Michigan on the
Oral Deaf Department....................................... 1,430.90
7th day of October, 1905 in Liber
perfectly holy God will suffice to Mortgages, Page 555.
B. Bailey, George Stassey, William
Orthopedic Department..........................................4,815.05
76 of Mortgages on page 139, on
make an idea peonle.
McKay,
Henry
H.
Barrow,
Edmund
Hope College ........................................................ 930-00
Second: That mortgage dated
which there is claimed to be due
The
pagan gods are too much
Prion,
or
their
unknown
heirs,
deInterest on Savings Deposit ..................................
272.91
April 16, 1923, to Fred Ter Haar
at the time of this notice for prinlike men, and therefore,there can
Current Interest coupons paid ...........................
1,923.00
and Mary Ter Haar, his wife, or visees, legatees and assigns,
cipal and interest the sum of One
be no purifyingand saving process
Premium & Int. Investment bonds sold ..............188.50
Defendants.
Hundred four and 46/100 ($104.45)
from the gods. At his test, man to the survivor of either, of HolMiscellaneousreceipts............................................2,844.21 297,664.37
land, Michigan, as mortgagees, reAt a session of said Court held at dollar*, and upon which mortgages
needs the moral upward urge that
corded on May 1, 1923, in said the Court House in the City of there is also due the sum of Two
cornea from knowing God. Left to
Register of Deeds’ office,in Liter Grand Haven, in said County, on Hundred Sixty-sixand 49/100
himself,
he
slips
easily
into
idolSINKING FUND
140 of Mortgages, on Page 7.
the 24th day of August, A.D., 1938. ($266.49)doUars which said mortatry.
Third: That mortgage dated
Present:Hon. Fred T. Miles, Cir- gagee has paid for taxes upon the
Receipts
Now this was just the situation
Jon® 29. 1927, to Thos. H. Marsilje cuit Judge.
property covered by said mortCurrent taxes ............................................................
$ 24,851.03
the godly Samuel found among his
Holland, Michigan, August 17, 1938
On reading and filing the Bill of gages, and an attorney fee as proInvestment Bonds sold ............................................
13,000.00
own people. They were drinking of Holland, Michigan,as mortgagee. recorded on July 20, 1927, Complaintin said cause and the vided in said mortgages,and no
WHEREAS, the owners of the property abutting on the al- Investment Bonds matured ....................................
400.00
from the ungodly watera of heathin Liter 136 of Mortgages,on Affidavit of Gerrit W. Kooyers at- suit or proceedings at law having
Past due interest coupons paid ..............................
272.50 38,523.53
enism. He had to lead them back to
ley in Block 17, Southwest Addition,except West 88 feet, in
Page 380, in the office of said Reg- tached thereto, from which it satis- teen instituted to recover the monslake
their
relirioua thirst at the
the City of Holland, situated and being between 15th and
ister of Deeds; and which said factorily appears to the Court ies secured by said mortgages,
Total Receipts ...
pure
fountain
of
monotheism.
The
336,187.90
mortgage was duly assigned to that the defendants above named, NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
16th Streets, and running from Maple Avenue to Washing- Total receipts and cash on hand
424,050.22 first thing he did was to call for Fred Ter Haar on January 14, 1928, or their unknown heirs, devisees,
that by virtue of the power of sale
ton Blvd., except West 88 feet thereof, have petitionedthe Disbursements ...............................
a big prayer meeting at Mizpah.
401,798.34
by assignmentrecorded January
Council to vacate, discontinueand abolish said alley,
He asked all the people to attend. 23, 1928, in Liter 141 of Mort- legatees and assigns, are proper contained in said mortgages and
and necessary parties defendant in the statute in such case made and
That was a wise plan. Just supTHEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Common Cash on hand June 30, 1938
22,251.88
gages Page 228, in said Regis- the above entitled cause, and;
provided on Monday, the 26th day
pose
we
could have
national
ter of Deeds’ office.
Council of the City of Holland, deem it advisableto vacate,
It further appearing that after of September, AD., 1988, at one
DISBURSEMENTS
prayer meeting in our nation in
discontinue and abolish the alley lying between 15th and
which we would confess our naAnd whereby the power of sale diligent search and inquiry it can- o’clock in the afternoon, Eastern
Instruction
16th Streets, and running from Maple Avenue to Washingtional sins and shortcomings and contained in said mortgages has not be ascertained,and it is not Standard Time, the undersigned
pray earnestlyfor the divine for- become operative,and no suit or known whether or not said defend- will, at the North front door of the
ton Blvd., except West 88 feet thereof, describedas follows: Teachers’ Salaries ..................................................
$ 212 718 54
giveness and the divine favor, what proceeding at law having teen in- ants are living or dead, or where Court House in the city of Grand
High School Clerk ....................................................
oq
effect
would it not have?
stituted to recover the debts se- any of them may reside if living, Haven, Michigan,sell at public
Lota 1 to 8 inclusive and Lots 11 to 18 inclusive, with
Library ................................................................L14109
Samuel brought his people to the cured by said mortgages, or any and, if dead, whether they have auction to the highest bidder the
the exception of the West 5V2 feet of lots 8 and 11, in
ii ..............................................................
4’15351
point where they realized that they part thereof,and there is claimed personal representativesor heirs premises described in said mortSchool Supplies
........................................................
5,796.73
had sinned and they confessed it. to be due on the date hereof the living or where they or some of gages, or so much thereof as may
Home Economics ......................................................4gj 45
Block 17, Southwest Addition to the City of Holland.
them may reside, and further that be necessary to pay the amount
It is not much use to pray for peo- total sum of $2,626.36for princiManual Arts ...........................................................2,290.80
ple if they are determined to con- pal and interest, composed by the the present whereaboutsof said due on said mortgageswith interAnd the common Council of the City of Holland, hereby ap- Health Department..................................................
1,653.84
tinue in sin. God cannot do much amount due on the separate mort- Defendants are unknown,and that est and taxes, together with all
Teachers' Liability Insurance
203.89
pointa Wednesday,September21, at 7 :30 P. M., in the Counfor people if they are not willing gages in the order set forth above, the names of the persona who are legal costs and said attorney fees,
Equipment ...........................
4,619.57
to recognizethe goodness and their for principal and iaterest, First $1,- includedtherein without being the premises being described as
cil Rooms of the City Hall as the time and place when the
Printing .................................
1,339.20
absolute need of Him. Acknowl- 302.70; Second $720.80; Third $602.- named, but who are embraced follows:
Music
....................................
2,868.28
Common Council will meet to hear objections to same.
Part of Lot two (2) in Block
edgement of sin is not for God’s 86, and attorney fees as provided therein under the title of unknown
Other InstructionExpense
374.09
heirs, devisees, legatees and assixty-three(63) in city of Holsake. It is for man’s sake. It is in said mortgages;
signs,
cannot
be
ascertained
after
not to put God in the right attiBy order of the Common Council.
Now Therefore,notice is hereby diligent search and inquiry;except land, more particularlydescrib$239,088.99 tude toward it is to nut man in the
ed as the West fifty (50) feet in
given that pursuant to the statute
that it appears that George Hunt- width of said lot, situatedin the
right attitude toward God. Confes- and said power of sale In said
Administration
id Chari
Oscar Peterson,City Clerk.
city of Holland, Ottawa County,
sion is not to change God’s mind, mortgages contained,for the pur- ington and Charles Huntington are
non-residentsof Michigan and are
Michigan.
Clerk’s Salary ............................................................
1,650.00
it is to get man’s mind into the pose of satisfyingthe sums due on
Attendance Secretary’sSalary ..........................
THE COUNCIL OF
955.00
mood where he can receive God’s said mortgages, the costs and residentsof North Dakota.
Board Secretary Salary ......................................... 250.00
On motion of Gerrit W. Kooyers
, HOPE COLLEGE,
forgiveness.Therefore when Sam- charges of said Bale, and any taxes
mey for Plaintiff,it is orderec
orden
Office Supplies and Expense .................................
Mortgagee.
uel brought Israel to the point of and insurance premiums paid be- Attorney
129.41
Telephone and Telegraph ....................................... 391.05
the confession of sin he at the fore the date of said sale by the that said Defendants and their un- Lokker ft Den Herder,
Census and Auditing ............................................... 427.82
known heirs, devisees, legateesand Atterneys for Mortgagee.
same time /i
brought
them to the mortgagee,or MOlglirc,
assignee, the
said
nla/w. —L __
• •
Ult3 BRICJ
Traveling Expense— Superintendent ...................
Business Address :
145.33
place wnereGod could do somethingmortgages will be foreclosed by assigns, cause their appearance to
Other Board Expense ............................................. 663.37
Holland, Michigan.
ior tnem. They had a mind to see «•!« of the premises to the highest be entered in this cause within
ighteousnessof God and His bidder at public auction on the 18th three months from the date of this Dated: June 28, 1988.
the righteousness
order, and in defaultthereof that
claim upon
........
aPon their
obedience. day of November, 1988, at two o'4,611.98
Jey had a mind to see that har- clock in the afternoon of said day, said bill of complaint be taken as
Buildingsand Grounds
mony of life with the divine law at the north front door of the confessed by the said Defendants,
Stars
their unknown heirs, devisees, legacourt house in the City of Grand
Janitors’Salaries ....................................................
19,243.00
Most beautifultribute to one detees
and
assigns;
Haven, Michigan,
Light, Power and Supplies ......................................5,216.69
parted is the offeringthst expects
It is further ordered that within
Fuel
Said premises are described as
............................... 6,836.80
no rewsrd ssve its own evidence
twenty
days
Plaintiff
cause
a
copy
follows:
Liability Insurance ...........
...............................
227.18
them in their extremity.
of this Order to be publishedIn the of Issting worth. Whether simple
Other Operating Expense
...............................
362.32
The following described land HoUand City News, a newspaper
to be held on
That fact is true today. God is
and premises,situated in the City printed,published, and circulatedor imposing in chsrscter,memorial
helpless in our human world if we
of HoUand, County of Ottawa, in said County, such publicatioft to problems of yours become ours
31,885.99
run at cross purposes with Him.
SWe of Michigan, vis: All that be continued therein once in each from the day you consult us.
TUESDAY,
13, 1938
rfjwyoaa and life with
Maintenance
part of lots eleven and twelve in week for six weeks in succession.
ai
18 *be only way by
Block fourteenof the SouthImprovements, Repairs and Upkeep ••••••••••••••a**
.................
.
.....
FRED T. MILES,
which
God
can
cooperate
with
man.
12,063.15
west Addition to the City of HolNotice is hereby given that I, the undersigned TownInsurance ...........................................................
. ....... 336.io
God was, therefore, in a positionto
Circuit Judge.
land, which is bounded by a line Countersigned:
Special Assessments ................................................
1,924.08
help Israel as soon as Israel was
ship Clerk, will receive for re-registration the name of
beginning
at
a
point
on
the
in position to acknowledgethe suWILLIAM WILDS,
any legal voter in the Township of Holland NOT ALpremaqr of God. How can two •south line of said lot eleven,
Clerk of Circuit Court.
14,323.33
one
hundredfifty
feet
east
from
General Fund
Take notice, that this suit, in
mleu they
REGISTERED, on August 24th at my office,
the southwest corner of lot ten, which the foregoing order was duly
Tax anticipation warrants
•greed 7 And how can two work to5.25
from 8:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m.; on August 27th at the
in said block fourteen. Running
Kftf
ff1*" ,ther® k » common thence east along the south line made, involves and is brought to
end to be attained?
quiet title to the following deWolverineHatchery, Zeeland, Mich., from 4:30 p. m.
of uid lota* fif% feet Thence scribed piece or parcel of land sH-Tfo?.1*
tW*
!«*on
.I.o
the
*o 8:00 p. m.; on August 30th at the Township Hall
Interest and Sinking Fund
north to the north line of said uated and being
-• in
mtheT
t
of *? entire reconsecralot _ twelve. Thence west fifty
Holland, County of Ottawa. .
from 6:00 p. m. to 9:00 p. m.; and on the last day of
Bonds Matured—Retired
niu. f*fte CT1* to God* That im2S.OOOJOO
Tbence south to the place of Michigan, describedas follow*,
«P Of gods for f5*L*
Bonds Not Matured-Retired
registration,September 3, at -the clerk’s office,from
of beginning. Said premises are to- wit:
53,060.00
frnm
ot
themselves
Premium on Bonds RetiredBefore Maturity
subject to easement for use of
11,229.38
All that part of the North
$ :00 a. m. to 8 :00 p. m. This also includes those elecxrom the debasingpractices and
Interest on Bonds Retired Before Maturity
a passage or drivewayreserved one-half (Ntf)
638.85
c the Northwest
i)^of
Intereat
Coupons
Paid
...................................
tors who have not availed themselves of the opportuniin deed given to John Van Als- quarter (N\V%) ot the Southeast
22,014.57
burg and recorded in Liber 108, quarter (SE*) of Section Eighteen
ty to register at the various school houses.
•piritualatmo518, in Rerister'soffice.
111,882.80
(18), Township Five (5)North,
Dated August 24th, 1988.
Application for Registration must be made personRage Fifteen (16) W«t, lying
h*v*
*n
,d®» that
Total Disbursements ••••**••*••••••#
;
FRED
TER
HAAR,
East of the highway formerly call«1, 798.34
ini nn .
a giv. Surviving Assignee of Mortgagees, ed
ally by applicant. c*
the Allegan, Muskegon and
Maihofer A Moore A DeLong
wwng-looM
Traverse Bay State Road; except
»eparation-frora.theC Kraght-CertiiedPublic Acco*tant.
the North Ten Acre*
But it isn’t Of
Fred Bdeuwlua, President,
Walter Vander Haar, Holland Township Clerk
Attorneys for Survivin ‘ ‘
Block north and half block
GERRIT W.K
Board of Education.
P*°Pl« •bould give up eo of Mortgagees and
west of Warm Friend Tavern
Attorney for
Henry Geerlings,Secretary, • ••
Mortgagee..
Business Address:
PHONE 4284
Board of
..
' Business Address:
29 West 8th St,
UP "Tthlof lire (hat which inter!
Holland, Michigan.
HoUand, Michigan.
18 W. .7th St, HaUand
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